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SUMMARY

The work

or

this thesis concerns the application of heat

pumps to domestic space heating in Ireland o

Oruy small

air-source electric-powered vapour compression plants using

- fluorocarbon refrigerants are considered o
Tests have been carried out on an air-ta-air heat pump
unit with a r.ated heat output of 3 kW.

The per:foImance

characteristics of each o:f the system components have been
determined from the test results.
Computer programs have been written to calculate
performance :figures for theoretical heat pump cycles and
refrigerants 12, 22 and 502 have been compared with one
another on the basis of theoretical performance.

A computer program has been wri tten to simula",e the
performance of a heat pump plant given the performance
characteristics of the sy.stem components and the operating
conditions o

An extension of this program allows the

seasonal performance of a heat pump installation to be
predicted o
The measured performance of the u.nit tested was very
poor, but, i t has not been determined whether or not
specially designed heat pumps could compete with other forms

of heating in Ireland.

However, i t is felt that the

simulation program provides a useful means of optimising
heat pump designs for Irish conditions.
essential to their evaluation o

1
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1-1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGHOOND

At the present time the cost of energy is a serious threat

to many of the worldts economies.

Individuals and

governments are under great pressure to use less of the
conventional energy resources while maintaining preseBt
standards or output:

energy must be used more efficiently.

The cost of energy is rising rapidly and so, for
optimum economy, a greater capital outlay on efficient
plant is justified 6

Systems which have been considered

in the past and rejected must be re-evaluated in the light
of the current energy situation.
Since the heat pump was first proposed by Lord Kelvin

it has been tried numerous times in Britain.

No doubt,

if i t had been round competitive with other forms of
heating it would be in widespread use in Britain and in
Ireland to-day,

This is not the case and so i t can be

deduced that, at least until the present times the
economics of space heating have not favoured the heat pumpo
In the United States and some other countries a
different situation exists,

There, heat pumps are

designed primarily as air-Cdnditioners :for summer cooling.
Thus, the capital cost of the heating function is merely
the incremental cost of modifying the cooling plant for
heat pump operation,
Air-conditioning is not required for private houses

The full capital cost of a heat
pump installation roust, therefore, be justi.:tied by its
in the Irish climate ..

h~ating

perforre~nc2

alone o

It has been found tha.t American and continental heat
pu~p
....:.0

units do not perform well enough unup.r Irish conditions

.ius"'~i:fy

their high cost and to compete with the existing

forms of domest.ic heating ..
l~

STATEJ'.1ENT OF THE P~IE:!

Although impor1.ed heat pl-\mp units do not meet Irish
:ceqtlirement5~

perhaps specially designed models could o

The high capi tul cost of hea i:
elect~ici

pUl.'!lpS

and the high cost of"

ty dictates that a very high ratio 0;[ heat ou:tput

3

to electricity consumed would have to be achieved over the
heating season o

Nevertheless, two factors in the Irish

climate favour a high performance when air-sou):ce heat
pumps are used, namely, a high mean winter temperature and
a high mean value of relative humidity.
An evaluation or heat pumps for Irish conditions must,
~therefore,

involve the design and optimisation of suitable

heat pump plants.
It was felt that a computer t=rogram capable of
predicting the performance of a heat pump plant from a
wnowledge of the operating characteristics of its component
parts would be of great assistance in designing and
evaluating units to meet Irish requirements or, indeed, any
set of requirements.
Emphasis has been placed on developing a flexible
standardised procedure which would permit rapid heat
design or evaluation for any situation o

pun~

It was felt that

such a procedure was desirable for the examination of heat
pumps in the Irish context.
test a large

n~mber

The alternative, to build and

of different heat pump units, would

require far rLl,ore tiffie and would be very much more expensive.

1-3

SUI-n-1ARY OF PROJECT WORK

10

A study of the literature has been undertaken.

20

The Klimatkyla KMV? 900 air-ta-air heat pump unit at
U.C.D. has been cOIDlnissioned o

3.

Tests have been carried out on the plant to determine
its performance and the performance of the system
components under various operating conditions o

4.

A

cou~uter

program has been written for the calcula-

tion or detailed results from the

5.

The

r~eversed

eA~erirnental

readings.

RarJ<ine heat pump cycle has been examined

and 'the theoretical performances of refrigerants 12, 22
and 502 have been determined.

Computer-plotted graphs

have been presented to facilitate comparison of the
thn..~e refrigerants and 0;[ different theoretical cycles.

Go

The operating characteristics of the heat pump system
compon~nts

have been determined from the test results.

7.

A computer simulation model of an air-ta-air heat pump
has been constructed and a simulation proqram has been
written and developed.

The experimental results have

been used to verify this program.

8.

The computer simulation program has been used to
illustrate the influences of evapora·i:or size, condenser
size

~1d

outside air relative humidity on the

performance of a heat pump.

It has also been used to

examine the defrost cycle and the seasonal performance
of heat pump systems.

9.

Heat pump design considerations for private houses in
Ireland have been listed.

5

2.

THEORY
=

A refrigerator is a machine which transfers heat from a
source at low temperature to a sink at a higher

t~mperature.

This is the opposite to the normal direction of heat f10\l1

and according to the Second Law of Thermodynamics requires

an input of work.
In the thermodynamic sense there is no difference
between a heat pwnp and a refrigeration plantc

The

distinction lies in the use which is made of the machine o
A refrigeration plant is a device used to produce or maintain
a temperature lower. than tbat of the surroundings in a
Its function is therefore to remove heat.

body~

The term 'heat

pumpt is used when the main function is to produce or
maintain a temperature higher than that of its surroundings
in a body by transferring heat to it from the surroundings.
To the layman the concept of a heat pump is unfamiliar.
It is a mysterious device whose output of energy is greater
than its intake from the source of power.

That it may

provide three kilowatts of heat while consuming only one of
electricity is amazing; but there must be a drawback

fj

In the case of the heat pump caution is certainly
justified but there is no contradiction in the fact that the
heat output is greater than the wm:k input..

Heat is taken

:from the surroundings and is transferred to a body at a high.er
temperature.

The required work input is also available as

heat to the high temperature body.
output is the

5WB

the surroundings.

Therefore, the hea.t

of the work input and the heat

~he

will be large.

from

If the amount of heat talcen :from the

surroundings is l&rge in comparison to the
input then

drm~n

requir~d

werlc

ratio of the heat output to the work input
This ratio is

l~nown

as the coe:fficient of

perfoT.mance (c .. o.? .. ) of the planto
heat output from the plant
work input to the plant

2-1

CARNOT COEFFICIENT OF

For a

h~at

PERFORMN~CE

engine operating between ttVO given temperature

limits the theoretical maximum efficiency which can be
obtained is the Carnot efficiency",

A heat pump or

Cl.

refrigeration plant is a hCOlt Gngine operating in rcveJ:se

6

and has a limiting value of coefficient of performance.
The value is not the same for a refrigeration plant as for
a heat pump since the coefficient of performance of a
refrigeration plant is based on the heat removed from the
cold source

rathe~

than the heat transferred to the hot

sink,.
The theoretical maximum coefficient of performance of

a heat pump operating benveen a source at a given
temperature and a

siru~

at a higher temperature is that of

a reversible thermodynamic cycle in which heat is accepted
at the lower temperature and rejected at the higher temperature.

The reversed Car not Cycle shown on a Tero.perature-

Entropy Diagrrun in fig. 2-1 is of this type.

T
3'r---~

4L------'

s
fig. 2-1

Temperature-entropy diagram of a
Reversed Carnot Cycle using a wet
vapour as the working fluid.

Vapour is compressed isentropically from a low pressure
and temperature (state 1) to a higher pressure and
,temperature (state 2), and is passed through a condenser in
which it is condensed at constant temperature to state 3e
The fluid is then expanded isentropically to its original
temperature (state

4),

teJllperature to state 1.

and is finally evaporated at constant
The cycle is reversible since each

of the four processes is reversible.

7

worh: input

=

heat out

=

1T
3

ds

l

heat out ]
[ ; i t input'

c.
o. p.C.4\RJ,lQ,.
.

c"

1'''',10 "

=

=

2-2
~he

PRACTICAL HEAT PUMP CYCLES
Reversed Carnot Cycle is not a practical cycle for the

follrnving reasons:~)

There is no way or controlling the dryness fraction at
point 1, the evaporator exit, so that isentropic
compression could take place to point 2 on the saturated
vapour line..

2)

Wet compression is undesirable because or the possibility
of damage to the compressor"

tend to wash

aWa}1

!,iquid :t"c£rigerant would

lubricating oil from the cylinder walls

of a reciprocating compressor.

J'.1oreover, if the

vol'Um~

of incompressible liquitl drawn into the cylinder is
close to or greater than the c18arance volume, damage to
the piston, valves or bearings is likely to

8

occur~

3)

The work done by the vapour in expanding from point

3

to point

4

in the Reversed Carnot Cycle is very

small in comparison to the work of compression f'rom
point I to point 2.
the

wor~

The advantage of recovering

from an expander is small in practice when

friction losses are

till~en

into account.

Therefore,

a throttle valve is used instead to expand the vapouT- o
There is no reduction in the heat output per

kilogr~~e

of refrigerant and the slight decrease in coefficient
of' performance is justified by the simplification and
reduced cost of the plant.

T

P

~o"o

~o ..()

3

r::v",p

4

~I'",p

4

s

.fig. 2-2

h

Basic Reversed Rankine Cycle shown
on temperature-entropy and pressureenthalpy diagrams.

The Reversed Raru<ine Cycle (.fig. 2-2) is the basis for
all practical cycles.

It incorporates dry isentropic

compression and adia:batic expansion o
Because the compression process: takes place in the
superheat region the temperature of the vapour after
compression is considerably higher than the condensing
temperature o

In some cases this characteristic is bene-

ficial as an auxiliary heat exchanger can be used

to supply

water hot enough for domestic requirements while the main
condenser unit provides space heating at a lower ternperature o

However, the then"lal stress en the compressor discharge valve
and the increased rate of refrigerant

exi t

brea}~do\lln

with high

temperatures tend to reduce the CO!ilpreS50r life.

9

:l:n practice the vapour is always superheated before

it enters the compressor.

This reduces the risk that

liqu;i.d refrigerant could be drawn into the cylinder.

It is

also desirable to have some subcooling of the liquid at the
condenser exit to ensure that the maximum amount 0'1: heat is
released per kilogramme of refrigerant.
uset~~

The extraction of

heat by subcooling the liquid always increases the

c.o.p.
No :real compression process is isentropic.
inc~ease

both the compression work and the exi t

Irreversibilies
teIllperature.

However, if heat .is removed from the refrigerant during
comp;ression the exit temperature may be lower than the
isent~opic

value.
Some drop in pressure in the direction of flow is

unavoidable in the evaporator and condenser o

For given

mean temperatures of peat acceptanGc in the evaporator and
heat r-ejection in the condenser the effect of these
irr.9versibilities

~s

to

~ncrease

the work of compression.

Fot normal heat pwup applications the choice of

ret,;it;Jcran.t is more or less confined, on the basis of safety,
pertormance and cost to R-12,
fl\.19~ocarbon COIDpOl,mg.s

R~22

and R-502.

These are

and are sold under a nu.T:,lber of

different brand names.

p

T

?,<i

< I

-2.

3

\ I
I I

'I
'I

1/
11

,

If

I;

1

4-

:fig, 2-3

Practical heat pump cycle.
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COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY

The ideal compression process would be reversible and adiabatic as in the Reversed Rankine Cycle o
If the process were irreversible and adiabatic the work
or compression would be increased;

the additional work

being available as heat in the refrigerant at the compressor

exit.

However. since the ratio of the additional heat

output to the additional work input would be unity the e.c.po
would be reduced.
If the process were reversible and non-adiabatic there
would be two possibilities:

heat transfer to or from the

refrigerant during compression Heat transfer to the refrigerant would increase the
cooop. but

does not occur in practice as i t would

require the temperature of the cylinder surroundings to
be nearly as high or higher than the discharge temperature o

Any source of heat at such a temperature woul.d

be more effective supplying heat directly to the heated
medium o
Heat trap-sfer from the refrigerant during compression
would reduce the compression work.

However, the

reduction in heat output would be many times greater
than the work reduction.

Therefore, the c.c.p. would

be ieduccd o
In practice the compression process is neither reversible
nor adiabatic.

The direction of heat transfer is out through

the cylinder walls.

The degree of irreversibility in the

compression process is sometimes expressed as the isentropic
efficiency, also known as the adiabatic efficiency.
E

isentropic

=

reversible work for adiabatic
compression
actual work for adiabatic
compression

Since the compression process in a real compressor is

not adiabatic it is not possible
batic compression.

to

measure the work for adia-

If. however. the indicated power can be

measured the isentropic efficiency can be approximated by
reversible polytropic work of
compression
beu~een the suction and discharge states

E

isentropic

indicated \'lark

u

polyt~opic

For a reversible

n

compression process

(~ v,

P> v, )

n - 1

where

""',.tP is the reversible polyt:ropic work of
r;, v, are the pressure and specific volume

compression

P, • v,

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

at suction
discharge

is the polytropic exponent which can be determined
from the measured suction and discharge state properties
n

=

n

log (P,

lp, )

log (v,

Iv,)

The isentropic efficiency as outlined above includes
the effect of irreversible throttling at the suction and
discharge

v~.veso

The overall efficiency of the compressor/

motor combination is the product of the isentropic efficiency,

the mechanical efficiency and the electric motor efficiency.
The mass £low rate of refrigerant through a reciprocating
compressor depends on the specific volume of the refrigerant
at the suction condition, the speed and swept volume of the
compressor, and the compressor volunH::!tric efficiency.
actual volume of refrigerant at the
suction condition induced per cycle

Evolumetric

swept volume

the

where

specific volume at suction

VI

v,
c

"
=

"

1I

discharge

clearance ratio defined as
cleal:ance volume

c

--'S\'lept vo-lume

The ratio v.

/V1.

is the compression ratio and varies with

the heat pump operating

conditions~

The volumetric efficiency of an actual compressor is
. also affected,

adversely~

by throttling at the suction and

discharge vz..lvcs o
T.he

COIllp:c,~ssor

displacement required per uni t heat

ou tpu t is a function of the volumetric

.~f.ficiency,

refJ:igerant used and the: refrigerant cycle u
1:h.e

heat pump operating cQndi.tions<;
~2,

the

It varies with
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HEAT TRANSFER

The equation for heat transfer through a heat exchanger
surface is, taking the secondary fluid to be air
Q

where

Q
U

=
=

m

UAAt
m

rate of heat transfer, kW
transmittance coef£icient, kw/m

2

QC

this is the reciprocal of the sum of the
thermal resistances of (I) the refrigerant
:film, (rr) the metal thickness and (UI)
the air film.
2
effective surface area, ID

A
At

=

=

mean temperature diffe:r:ence between the
air and the refrigerant, QC

In a parallel floVl or counter flow heat exchanger having
a constant tr.ansmittance coefficient and for fluids having
constant specific heats it can be shown that the required
mean temperature difference is

=
where

is the te:nperature difference between the fluids
at outlet

and

is the temperature difference between the fluids
at inlet
This value of .o.t

is known as the logarithmic mean
m
temperature difference and would apply to an air/refrigerant
evaporator or condenser if the refrigerant temperature could
be considered constant.

The value of.

~t

m

would have to be

corrected to allow for the subcooling, superheating or
"desuperheating of refrigerant usually found in practical units.
In most heat exchanger units the surface area A is
different for each .fluid as in the case of refrigerant/air
units with extended :fins on the air side o
The heat trans.fer equation is further complicated by the
fact that the transmittance coefficient U is not a constant o
This varies with the thermal resistances of the fluid films
on either side of the heat

~xchanger

wall o

For gases the

film thermal resistanc:e is dependent ffiG!.inly on velocity
while for liquids i t also varies appreciably with temperaturc o
For boiling or condensing fluids the calculation of the :film
xesistance is more di:fficul t still o

In practice the heating or air-conditioning engineer
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does not calculate heat transfer rates or required heat
exchanger size from first principles"

Manufacturers
variou~

supply tables of heat transfer rates for
flow rates and te:'llperature differences..

unit sizes,

In most cases the

temperature difference used is the difference betw"een the
refrigerant saturation temperature and the inlet temperature
of the secondary fluid"
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AIR SIDE

PERFO~IANCE

In an air cooled condenser the temperature rise of the air
is proportional to the heat rejection since

th~

specific

heat of air is COI\stant over the range of temperatures met
and the moisture content is not changed"
In an air source evaporator, however, the heat removed
from the air is usually both sensible and latent and some
additional information about the unit is required in order
to find the exit temperature and

humidity~

The method usually adopted to determine the air side
perrormance of a cooling coil is known as the ADP and bypass
factor method"

The

AD~

or apparatus dew point, is the mean

surface temperature of the coil.
A portion of the air flow passes thr.ough the unit
without coming in direct contact. with the cold surrace.
bypass factor is the

r~tio

The

of this amount to the total air

flow"
If all of the air came in direct contact with the coil

.

surface then its moisture content I'lOuld be reduced to the
saturation value corresponding to the coil surface
temperature"

Since some of" the air passes through without

coming in contact Vii th the sm:face the reduction in moisture
content will be somewhat

less~

It is assumed that the leaving air conch tion lies on
the straight line joining the entering air condition and the
ADP on the psychrof'Je i.::ric chart (fig 2-q.)

~

The bypass factor

may be approximated by the relation
DBI' leaving

ADPtemp.

DUT entering -

ADPtelllp.

BF

EXIT

ADP

DRY BUl.B

fig.
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Tf.MPE.RATUR£

Diagram of psychrometric chart
showing entering ilnd leaving states
and the apparatus dew point o

FOR~~TION

\'Jhen the outside air is used as a" heat source frost may

form on the evaporator coil under certain operating conditions o
"The effect of the frost is to reduce the transmittance coefficient of the coil and to restrict the air flm\1 o

Unless

it is removed periodically the heat output and the c.o.p. will
fall to unacceptable levels.
Frost formation can only occur if the evaporator surface
temperature is at or below OOC.

The rate of frost build up

cannot be greater than the rate at which moisture is removed
from the air o
The capacity of air to retain water vapour decreases as
the temperature drops.

Therefore, the amount or moisture

removed from the air is less at lower temperatures.

The

frosting rate is greatest when the inlet air temperature is
such that the temperature of most of the evaporator surface is
at or just below oOC.
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COEFFICIENT OF PER"ORHANCE

This term has already been defined as the ratio of the heat
output to the work input.

However, there are a number of

variations in its application to actual plant.

Whenever

the term is used care should be taken to ensure that its
precise meaning is made clear.
The instantaneous c.oop. is the ratio of the rate of
useful heat output to the total power input at any given
time e

The total power input is the sum of the compressor

power consumption and the power consumed by each of the

other system components.

Sometimes the power consumed by

the fan or circulating pump on the hot side is not included o
If supplementary heaters are used in order to meet the heat
requirements then the appropriate amounts may be udded to
the heat output and the power input.
The integrated cqo.p. is the ratio of the total heat
output of the plant over an extended period of time, at
given operating conditions, to the total energy consumed.
If defrosting is required the integrated c.o.p. will be
lrnver than the instantaneous c.oqp.
Coefficient of performance may also be defined in terms
of the compressor indicated or shaft power or in terms of
the power input to the compressor alone.
To the consumer who pays for energy at a

s at'.

rate per

kWhr the luost important per:formance figure is the seasonal

c.o.p. o.f the heating system.

ihis is the total useful

beat output over the heating season divided by the total
energy input.
~eat

It includes the effect of using supplementary

to meet the difference between the heat requixements

and the

hea~

pump output on cold daysq

It also includes

the effects of the loss in heat output and the increased
energy consamption due to defrost

16

cycles~
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LITEKATURE

SURVEY

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

On December 1, 1852, Professor William Thomson, \vho later

became Lord !Celvin, read a paper to the Philosophical

Society of Glasgow:

tOn the Economy of Heating or Cooling

of Buildings by means of Currents of Air.'

(ref. 1)

He pointed out that up to that time the greatest
economy which had been aimed at in heating Cl space was
that which would be obtained if all the combustion energy

of the fuel were transferred to the space.

He then

described how 'the limit which had hitherto appeared absolute,

Jnay be surpassed I by means of a mechanically driven heating
device.

The motive power, he suggested, could be derived

from a steam engine or: from a water wheel.
showed th<.l.t a perfect thennodynamic

eng~ne

His figures
could supply
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units of heat when driven by an agent spending onc unit of
work.
A practical machine could, according to Proressor
Thomson,

'be like a steam engine, founded on the evaporation

and recondensation of a liquid (perhaps some liquid of which
the boiling point is lower than that of water), or an air
engine of some kind.

t

The basic theory of the heat pump is that of refrigeration o

Lord Kelvin put forward the principles of mechanical

refrigeration and these were developed by Carnot, Rankine,
Joule and others.
By about 1930 re£rigeration technology had developed
sufficiently to justify the building of experimental plant
to provide heating rather than cooling o
In 1945 a water-ta-water heat pump plant was installed
in a large stores and workshop building of the City of
Norwich Electricity Department.

In the paper read before

the members of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in
Harch, 1945, (ref.

2)

J.Ao~umncr

reported an average c.o.p.,

based on the electric power input, of 3.45 over the 1945-46
winter heating season.
A :financial saving, as compared
with the cGal £ired boiler system preViously used in the
same building J

"!,\S

also reported.

1.7
•

The development of hermetic compressors, in which the
motor is enclosed vd thin the sealed casing and is cooled
by the refrigerant vapour, eliminated the problem of
refrigerant leakage through the crankshaft sealing gland.
Together vIi th the use of fluorocarbon refrigerants this
allowed mass production of factory-sealed refrigerators,
suitable for domestic use.

In the United States these

compressors also gave rise to factory built air-condi t'ioner/
heat pump units.
At the present time these units are used extensively
in the D.S.A.

They are air-to-air units whose primary

purpose is to provide air cooling during the summer months.
During the remainder of the year their operation is reversed,
by means of a four way valve in the refrigerant circuit, to
provide heating. Their capacity is comparatively small;

th2

output for the heat pump mode of operation being typically

6 kW or less.

Large buildings may be air-conditioned

~nd

heated by using the required number of separate units.
The American packaged heat pump systems are usu"lly
sized to meet the cooling requirements of the building e

In

most cases this means that only a fraction of the maximum
winter heat. requirement is met.

Supplementary heaters are

usually supplied to meet heavy demands.

In some locations

it is necessary to switch over completely to an alternative
form of heating during the coldest winter months.
Early packaged heat pump units suffered frequent
failures, mainly due to compressor burnout..
valves have also been a source of trouble..

never sing
These problems

have novl been greatly reduced by improved design, but have
left the heat pump \'6th a reputC:l.tion :for unreliability.
This remains a serious obstacle to its marketability.
Packaged heat pump units of the type used in the United
States have been available in many countries for some time
and are now sold in Ireland.

Recently, a heat pump unit has

been designed specifically for the Irish climate by the New
University of Ul"ster.

This is now being put into commercial

production o

lE
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SOORCES OF GENERAL INFOJU.iA.!!.Q.!i

The standard reference work on the subject of heat pumps
is 'Heat Pumps and Electric Heating' by EoRoAmbrose, 1965
(ref.3).

This superseded an earlier work by Sporn,

Ambrose and Baumeister J

'Heat Pumps', 1947 (ref.

4).

Huch of the theory and practice of heat pumps is
common to the :fields of heating, ventilating, refrigeration
and air conditioning.

Detailed imormation in these "areas

is available in the numerou.s publications of t he American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) and the Institution

or

Heating and

Ventilating Engineers (HIVE).
Nany articles and papers have appeared in the
technical jouJ;nals and in the proceedings of the institutions.
Technicnl data on refrigerants can be obtained from
the various manufacturer So

E.l. du Pont de Nemours & co.,

who use the brand name 'Freon' for their refrigerants,
pUblish technical bulletins on all aspects of refrigerant
usage.
Technical information and performance figures for the
various system components are available from the
manufacturers.

3-3

PERFORMANCE DATA

Ebaugh (ref. 5) has given an account of the performance of
a

3-~on

air-to-air heat pump plant.

The instantaneous

c.o.p. varied between 3.15 at an outside air temperature of
60 0 F (15°C)" and 1 0 92 at an outside air temperature of lOoF
(-1205°C).

Both figures quoted are for an outside air

relative humidity of 85% and a room air temperature of 70°F
o
(2l C) entering the unit.
Th~

c.o.p. figures given by Ebaugh are fairly typical

of those quoted in the UoS.
In the UoK. the Electricity Council has found that the
seasonal coefficient of performance o:f American manufactured
air-to-air plants installed in houses and using supplementary

19

electric heating is typically 1.8 to 2. 0

(ref. 6).

The variation in performance between uni ts is

illustrated by two examples of particular units quoted by
Heap (re:f.7 ) for an indoor temperature of 2l o C and an
outside air relative humidity of
Heat pump
nominal heating
capaci ty

85%.

Coe:fficient of performance for
various outdoor temperatures

12k\~

(air:flow 1050 lis)

4.6kIV
(airflow 423 lis)
Allo~'Jance

1.41;.

for defrost operation included ..

Po;... er of both fans included whenever compressor operates.
In general, the c.o .. p. obtainable from small uni ts is
considerably lower than that obtainable from larger units.

3-4

EVAPORATOR FROSTING

Goldenberg ( ref.. 8 ) has investigated fr.ost formation and
its effects and found that
1)

The frosting rate remained constant until the heat
transfer surface of the evaporator became completely
covered with a layer of frost.

At that point the

rate increased sharply and remained constant at a new
value.
2)

Evaporator efficiency

decreas~d

most rapidly after

complete frost coverage had occurred.

Before this

time the loss of efficiency was negligible.

3)

The density of the inner layers of frost increased
continuously due to the inward diffusion of water
vapour.
Heap

(ref. 7) has found that for air-ta-air heat

pumr~s

in the U.K. the total energy use o.sso.::ii'..ted with defrosting
is less than

5% of the energy used by the compressor.

He

points out that, particularly in relatively mild 1.'leather,
the defrost freq1.tency is higher than in P..rr.erica o

This, he

says, is because it is more common in Brj,'tain that the dry
bulb and dew point telliperatu:ccs are both close to :freezing

than in large land masses such
Central Europe",

;;"$
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the Unit:ed

St;),te~

and
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CALCULATION OF OPERATING COSTS

The problem of calculating the annual heat pump operating
costs for a glven application is mainly that of determining
the annual energy consumption of the plant.

When the

annual energy consumption has been found it is mUltiplied
by the energy cost per unit to give the annual energy cost.
The annual operating cost is the sum of the annual energy
and maintenance costs.
The annual heat requirement of a building can be
calculated when the conditions of use, the thermal
properties o:f the building and t he weather conditions
throughout the heating season are knovm.

The degree day

method is a reasonably accurate means oi: determining the
annual heat requirement.

With conventional heating

systems a constant efficiency can be assumed to find the
annual fuel or electricity ronsumption, and hence,

t~e

annual energy cost.
Since the c.o.p. and the heat output of an air source
heat pump vary with the operating conditions, a more
elaborate method of determining the annual energy
consumption must be adopted.

Such methods have been

described by several au thors (ref. 9

I

10 and I J ).

The operating characteristics of the heat pump unit
must be known, i.e., the variation of both the c.o.p. and
the heat output must be determined experimentally or from
the manufacturer of the unit.

If the heat

pun~

is not

designed to meet the maximum heat requirement of the
building, allowance must be made for the electricity or
fuel consumption of the supplementary heating system.
Gilman and Clausen (rei. ID) have shown hm'/ charts may
be drawn up for any given heat pump model from which the
seasonal energy consumption can be quickly estimated,
given the building design heat loss, the number of degree'
days in the heating season and the outside design
temperature.

They have also shown how the seasonal

performance figures (heat pump operating hours, k\lJhr of
supplementar;l ilea t,

~,i>}hr

consumed by heat pump, etc.) may

be calculated in a tabular form.
21

The method used is an extension of the degree day
method.

The room air temperature is assumed to remain

constant at the design value, and so the heat pump c.oop.
and heat ou tpu t are taken to vary wi th the ou tside air
temperature only.

Ranges of outside temperature of

5°F

are chosen and from meteorological data the number or hours
during the heating season at each temperature range are
found.
For each outside air temperature range in turn, the
heat requirement of the building is calculated.

If the

heat requirement is less than the output of the heat pump,
then the unit runs for only a fraction of the time at the
outside air temperature range.

If the heat requirement is

.greater than the output, the heat pump unit runs
continuously and the balance oJ: the heat required is
supplied by supplementary heaters.

The total kilowatt

hours which must be supplied to the hea.t pump and
supplementary heaters are thus calculated for each range
of outside air temperature.

The total annual energy

consumption is found by adding the values for all the
temperature ranges encountered in the heating season.

Hence

the energy cost is calculated.
Unfortunately, maintenance costs can only be predicted
with reasonable accuracy when considerable experience of a
particular type of unit has been
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gained~

INFORillATION RELEVANT TO THE CO"1PUTER SI l'-'.IULATION OF
A HEAT PUl'1P PLl.>J\fT

No mention has been round in the literature of any .computer
simulation of a heat pump

plant~

although air conditioning

plants have been simulated D
The first requirement in constructing a heat pump
simulation is a means of detenaining the thenllOdynalllic
properties of rci"rigerants.

Empirical equations are

available for the t11err.lodynaJllic properties of a large number
of refrigerants (ref.12) which are ideal for computer use.
Kartsounes and Erth (ref.t3) have published a package of
5ubprogrruns using these equations, ",i"hich calculate the
properties of refrigerants 12, 22 and 502.
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In simulating the evaporator performance, it is
necessary to perform psychrometric calculations since
moisture is removed from the outside air.

In haRd

calculations these would be per10rmed with the aid of a
psychromctric chart.

For a computer program:

the

saturation vapour pressure must be known as a function of
temperature; the air density must be known as a function of
temperature, total-pressure and vapour pressure; and it
must be possible to express the vapour pressure as a
function of the wet and dry bulb temperature measurelllents.
The required functions are included in ref.erence 14.
An extensive research project has been carried out at
the Ohio State University on simulating air conditioning,
heating and ventilating plant individually and in
combination as a total system.
this project

~as

One of the objectives of

to validate simulation procedures which

had been proposed by AsaAE in 1971.
Ref.IS outlines the procedure for the computer
simulation of a building heating, ventilating and airconditioning system at the Ohio State University.

Hef o /6

describes in detail the procedure for the simulation of
the refrigeration subsystem.
'Procedures for Simulating the Performance of
Compoj~nts

and Systems for Energy Calculations', third

edi tion (rei. 17)

J

was published in 1975, by the ASHRAE Task

Group on Energy HequireJnents for Heating and Cooling of
Buildings.

This contains recomnendations for the

simulution of all the principal components found in heating,
ventilating and air condi tioning systems.

It 'also contains

listings of a number of programs vlhich can be used to fi t
curves to manufacturer's or experimental data and describes
the method for simulating the components or any system.

3-7 OTnllR POIKTS OF

INTr.R~ST

Cooper. (rcf.18) has carried out experiments to determine the
effect of suction vapour superheating on cOr.1pressor
performance in refrigeration systems.
Daniels and Davies (ref.19) present equations suitable
for a digital computer to

c~lculatc
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the required refrigerant

charge fox a given system at given oper.ating conditions.
Bo'ch the refrigerant charge and the internal volume of the
condenser and evaporator can in:fluence the overall
perf.ormance of a vapour compression refrigeration plant.
The internal volume of the condenser (refrigerant side) is
as critical a factor in governing the performance as is the
configuration of the heat transfer surface area.
They point out that in most cases a receiver performs
satisfactorily in ensuring an adequate supply of refrigerant.
However, by minimizing the refrigerant charge the cost can
be reduced and the time for pressure equalization lessened.

.4.

''''OHK

OF

OTHER

RESEARCHERS

A workshop or9anized by the National Science Council and
the Insti tu t,ion of Engineers of Ireland in t'larch, 1976,
br-ought together all the groups currently working on
heat pumps in J·reland o

The proceedings (ref. 20) contain

the papers presented and the discussions which took place.
4-1
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NATIONAL_ SCIE!~CE COUNCIL
~

The National Science Council has performed an analysis to
d~fine

techni~al ~md

the

heat pump which

wou~d

$p~ce

for domestic

economic characteristics of a

provide a competitive alternative

heating.

The efficiency of energy

util:i.sation and the technically realizable performance have
also been exa,m;i..ned.
not itself
from the

Cil.}:;t'y

As the National Science Council does

9ut research, this work was based on data

liter~t~~e

Clnd from various research groups.

Assumin9 a $!2asonal efficiency of 60% for an oil fired
cent:ral heat;i..n9 system and an efficiency of 30% for:
electricity

gen?~ati9n

and transmission, an electrically

pO\'1ered heat p\.\mp system would require a seasonal c.oop. of
2 in or-de;r to !,11;;j.).ize the fuel ener.gy more efficiently.
A compa;t't}.1;;i.v,? analysis has been carried out for a heat
pump and an oil ,f;i.red central heating system taking
0p~J:'atin9

central

Clnv ee.p;ital costs into account.

heat;in~

For an oil fired

$ystem costing £750 and a heat pump system

costing £9.50 the preakeven seasonal coo.p. at 1975 prices
and using a ctiSCQl,.lnt rate of lOS~ is 2 0 9.
FoX' .:t. given di.fference in capital cost the breakeven
c~o~p~

decreases

as the cast of oil increases.

However,

it decreases IGSS rapidly as oil prices become higher.
~.-?

NEt-I U.NIVERSITY OF ULSTEIl, COLERAI t:/E •

A number of heat pump units (air-ta-air and air-to water)
have been built and tGlsted at NUU.
circuitry has

b~en

Electronic control

dp.veloped which inCludes such features

as time dela.y to inhibit frequent on/off switching, motor
protection g evuporutor capacity control and a defrost, cycle.
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An air source/water sink heat pump unit has been put
into commercial production.

This has been designed to

suit the Irish climate and is .for heating: only.

It has a

maximum power consumption of 3.3 kid including fans and has
air temperature (R.B. ::: 70~~)
and a water flow temperature of 50o e.
This unit can be

4°c

a c.o.p. of at least 2.8 at

used with a conventional indirect cylinder and radiator
In 1975 (ref. "I) this system was estimated to cost

system.
about

£l~OO

more than a conventional oil fired central

heating system for a house of about 1,200 ft~
A controlled environment heat pump testing laboratory
has also been installed at
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~UU.

UNIVERSI1Y COLLEGE GALWAY

Heat pump

rese~rch

is being carried out at U.C.G. by the

Department of Physics (air source) and the Department of
Industrial Engineering· (water source).
A 23 kW output plant using river water as the heat
source has been installed to supply an existing radiator
system designed for 75°C circulating water.

Experimental

results had not yet been obtained from this plant at the
time of the NSe/IEI workshop.
The Physics Department has carried out tests on a
Lennox split air-to-air heat pump unit with a nominal
heating capacity of 6 0 45 k\"o1 at an outside air temperature of
7°C.

With a return air temperature to the inside unit of

about 20 0 C t experimental c.oop. values varied bet\'leen 2.0 at
an outside air temperature of oOe and 2.9 at l4°e outside
air temperature.

Defrost was brought about by reversing

1;he refrigerant :flow and cycle durations varied between 2
and 10 minutes ..
The

f~ll

off in output as ice builds up on the

evaporator has been plotted against ti:lle for the Lennox
unit.

The output begins to drop when icir.g first becomes

visible and the rate of decrease remains consta."lt while a
slow build up of ice occurs..

A more rapid rate of ice

build up then occurs and the rate of fall off in the output
increases sharply.

These experimental r esul ts ,'\re in

agreement with the f'indings of Goldenberg (ref. B) whq
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reported a sharp change in the frosting rate after the
evaporator became completely covered with a layer o;f ice.
The latent heat removed from the outside air by the
evaporator of the Lennox unit was determined by condensate
measurement.

At a relative humidity of 79% on a fairly

average March day the latent heat removal was calculated
to be about 15.5% of the total.
The Lennox heat pump unit has been installed in a
house with the addition of an auxiliary heating coil
·~upplied

wi th hot water ;from a storage tank.

This was

peing heated by off-peak electricity at the time of the
NSC/IEI workshop.

At that time experimental results had

not yet been obtained.
A heat pump plant has been used to heat a glasshouse
9ur~ng

the period Jan. 30 to March 20, 1976.

During this

pGriod the mean inside temperature was 20 0 4°C and the mean
Qutside temperature was l3.7°c.

This figure includes the use of a

period was 1.88.
~).?ctrj..c

The gross coo.p. for the

4.6

kW

hea.te r which supplied 1074 ki'Jhr of the total

9570 k\'1hr of heat supplied o

The average heat pump cooop.

WaS 2.73 which does not include the consumption of the

indoor air blower.
Climatic studies are also being undertaken at U.C.G.
with a view to constructing a

con~uter

model of the Irish

cl,imate.
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E~ECTRICITY

SUpp~y

BOARD

The E.S.S .. has installed and instrumented two heat pump
units in separate houses to determine their performance
under Irish conditions and the implications o£ heat pumps
on the network.
In both cases the results which had been gathered up
to the time of the NSC/IEI workshop were very poor.
Figures were given for a Lennox air-ta-air heat pump
j.nstallation in a bungalow for a day on vlhich the average
outdoor air temperature was OoC and the average indoor air
temperature was l404°C.

The overall use£ul c.o.p. of the

heating system was 0.95, whereas the c .. o"p. based on the
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heat supplied by the heat pump unit and supplementary
heaters was 1.27.

The diff'erence between these two

f'igures was due to large heat losses :from the ducts

~'lhich

amounted to 21% of' the heat supplied by the heat pump.
The ducting was situated in the attic and was wrapped in
fibreglass.

The c.o.p. of the heat pump alone was 1 0 45.

For the day quoted the total heat output was 151 kvfur,
including 47 ki.Jnu from the supplementary heaters.
On a day when the average outside air temperature was

.6.7°C and the average indoor air temperature was 17.0o C, a
Therclimelec heat pump unit installed in a bungalow gave
an overall useful c.o.p. of 1.09.

In this case heat losses

from the uucting amounted to 24% of' the heat supplied by
the heat pump.

The c.o.p. based on the total heat supplied

was 1.48 while that of the heat pump alone was 1.78.

The

auxiliary heaters supplied 41 kWhr of' the total 132 kWhr
~upplied

on that day.

The mode of operation of the Therclimelec heat pump
unit is unusual in that air is drawn into the house
through the condenser coil and the return air is expelled
from the house through the evaporator.

The objective in

USing this arrangement is to recover the ventilation heat
losses.
The figures quoted at the NSC/IEI workshop were only
preliminary results and it was felt that these could be
improved by modifications to the systems.
Single phase compressor motors with a capacitor start
draw a starting current of about four times the running
value.

This can cause amplitude fluctuations in the

supply voltage which can affect other consumers o

•

A capacitor to bring the power factor of a heat pump

unit up to unity would cost about £10 at present prices.
Three phase motors cause less disturbance when
starting and are about

,~%

to 5;-b more efficient than a

capacitor type single phase motor o£ comparable power
rating.

Three phase electricity can generally be made

available in urbanareas at moderate cost, but this is not
the case in rural ar.eas.
Noise level tes'i::s have been carried out on the units
and load shape was also being monitored o
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5.
5-1

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Tests have been carried out on an air-ta-air heat pump
plant in order to characterize the performance

of the system components.
The experimental valaes of heat output and coefficient
of performance for the plant were very low.

It is thought

that these results were somewhat derated due to the presence
or air in the system.

However, even when allowance is made

for this fact by

~ncreasing

by about 20% the

per~ormance

the c.o.p. and the heat output
could not possibly justify the

capital cost of the plant.
The poor performance of the plant is attributed mainly

to the large air/refrigerant temperature differences in the
evaporator and in the condenser 0

5-2

THEORETICAL

PERFO~~ANCE

OF REFRIGERANTS 12, 22 and 502

The coefficient of performance of a Reversed Carnot Cycle
is shown in fig o

5-1
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~.O

..

coe~po

A, simple Reversed Rankine cycle with re.frigerant

12, 22

or 502 gives a c.oop. value which is not too far below the
Carnot ideal when practical evaporating and condensing
temperatures are used.
Re£rige~ants

22 and 502 are pre.ferable to re£rigerant

12 since they allow a smaller compressor displacement to
be used.

-Refrigerant 502 is better than refrigerant 22 on

the basis of compressor li.fe and reliability~

Further

research is required to determine whether R-22 or R-502 has
the best heat transfer properties in practice.

5-3 COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AN AIR-TO-AIR HEAT PUMP PLANT
A computer simulation o.f an air-ta-air heat pump has been
~eveloped,

based on the results of tests carried out on the

plant at U.C.D.
The dominant features of the system were found to be
the heat transfer characteristics of the evaporator and
condenser, the compressor flow characteristic and the
compressor efficiency characteristic.
As an input' to the simulation the operating
characteristics o.f the system components are required.
program can then

predic~in

The

detail. the performance of the

plant for any given set of operating conditions o

The

seasonal performance of the plant can also be determined,
"given climatic data for the location and the design
conditions .for the building to be heated o
The computer simulation gives performance predictions
which agree quite closely with the values measured
experimentally at the

5-4

sa~e

operating conditions.

.

RESULTS FROM THE COMPUTER

SIMUL~TION

The full c.o.po and heat output characteristics of the plant
at

U~C~Do

have been determined.

It had not been possible

to construct these directly from the experimental

re~ults.

The e:ffects of an increase in evaporator or condenS2r
heat transfer capacity have been examined o

An increase in

evaporator capacity was found to give a gr.eater improvement
ion performance than an increase of the
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SalOp.

proportion in the

condenser capacity.
The simulation predicts a slightly higher heat output
and c.o.p. for the plant when the relative humidity or the
outside air is high.

From the simulation results the predicted de£rost time
£or the plant has been plotted against the outside air
temperature.

At very low outside air temperatures the

time required £or evaporator de£rosting is comparatively
short.

This results from the fact that the moisture

content or cold air is low.

Heat pump seasonal per£ormance has been analysed.
The

optinmm

size of a heat pump in relation to the

design net heat loss o£ a building can only be determined
when full cost data is available.

The simulation results

show that,in the Irish climate, a heat pump plant which gives
a seasonal c.o.p. of 2 £or a building with a design net heat
10s5 of 1 kt'l can, with the addition of cheap electric heaters,

give a c.o.p. of 1.36 for a building with a design net heat
loss of 10 kW.

6.

GENERAL CONCWSIONS AND PROJECTIONS

=

IS

6-1

CONCLUSIONS

Data in the literature indicates that a seasonal c.o.p. o£
between 2 and 2.5 should be realizable in the Irish climate.
However, many units on the market would give a c.o.p.
considerably lower than this value.

The work of the

Electrici ty Supply Board has shown that a heat pump
installation can even be less efficient than a direct
electric heating system.

The investigation carried out

by the National Science Council indicates that a seasonal

c.o.p. of about 3 would be required to make heat pumps
competitive with other forms of space heating in Ireland.
Such a value may be realizable with specially designed heat
pump units.

The Klimatkyla K,MVP 900 plant tested at V.C.D. would
give a seasonal c.o.p. of about 1.2 for a space with a
design net heat loss of 4 kW.
This figure may be slightly
derated due to t,he presence of air in the system when the
tests were carried out.
The test procedure and equipment used on the
Klimatkyla plant was adequate f.or determining the nature
of the performance.

Ideally, the performance characteris-

tics of the plant as a whole should be determined in a
controlled environment test rig.

The operating

characteristics of the system components should be determined
for each component

separately~

For example, to determine

the performance of the cond8nser i t should be possible to
vary the refrigerant fJ.O'l'.' rate, the condensing temperature
pr pressure), the air temperature at entry and the air flow
ra t'e, all indepenc1entlyo
Tbe computer program for the calculation

ox

experimental results which made use of refrigerant property
subprograms was found to be very useful and efficient.
This allowed detailed results to
of test

readin9s~

b~

obtained for each set

It also facilitated frequent modifica-

tion and refinement of the calculation method o
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The experimental results have shown that the heat
transfer capacities of the evaporator and condenser vary
appreciably over the range of heat pump operating
conditions o

Heat transfer in both units was found to be

better at high refrigerant flow rates and low saturation
temperatures 0

The variations in heat transfer capacity

are of major importance in determining the overall
performance of the system o
The assumption which has frequently been stated in
the litexature, that the use of a hermetic compressor
improves heat pump performance by adding the motor heat
losses to the suction vapour, has not been

s~bstantiatedo

In fact, it was found that only a negligible part of these
losses are added to the refrigerant.

Althoughthe amount

,of heat picked up is seall the resulting tell:perature rise
of the suction vapour is large.

This effect is

undesirable since it increases the compressor discharge
temperature, increases the heat loss from the refrigerant
during compression and reduces the floW' capacity of the
compressor.
The heat'lost from the motor windings imd that lost
from the refrigerant during compression is added to the
air surrounding the compressor.

This would also be the

case with an open compressor and "motor.
Hermetic compressors have, however, advantages of
compactness, quietness and freedom from leakage o
The computer simulation model of the air-to-&ir heat
pump plant has been found to be very satisfactory and gives
predicted heat oatput values and COogp. values which are in
excellent agreement with

experiment~ results~

There is

scope for further refinement in the simulation of evaporator
frosting and the defrost cycle.
6-2

PROJECTIONS

A heat pump designed specifically for domestic space
heating in Ireland would use the outside air as the heat
source.

The medium heated in the condenser could be either

air or water o

The unit would function only as a heating

device and would not contain a
valve 0

4,~wa:v

refrigerant reversing

Some :form of evaporator capaci ty control would be
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desirable.

The heat pump wou.ld

prob~bly

be designed to

meet less than haIr of the design net heat loss from the
building.

Electric heaters could be used to supply the

additional requirements in cold weather.

More probably,

however, solid fuel fires would be used or. perhaps a gas
or oil-fired burner o
The heat pump should be thought of
as a device to take advantage of the Irish winter climate,
which is predominantly mild, and not as a device :for coping
unassisted with the extremes of outside temperature.

The

heat pump would thus be an economiser as part of a

The reSUlting saving in

·conventional heating system.

energy cost would have to be greater than the cost of the
heat pump.
The heat pump simulation program has been developed and
tested for one particular installation o
further tested out and

veri~icd

It should be

against other heat pump

plants to ensure that all features of heat pump operation
are adequately represented.
The simulation model is for an air

siru~

heat pump

but would require only slight modification if the heated
medium is to be water.
The most important application of the simulation
program is in the field of heat pump design o

The design

procedure would be as follows:1.

The heating requirements for the building are
determined.

A decision may be made in favour of

either a warm air or a radiator heating system, or,
this

~~y

be postponed until a later stage o

will also be made on whether to use solid

A decision
.fuel~

electricity, oil,or gas for meeting the peak demands
during the heating season o
20

Components

fo~

a heat pump are provisionally selected

to meet, say, half of the design net heat loss from
the building o

The required operating data .for these

components is obtained from the various manufacturers.
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3.

The computer simulation program is run to determine
the full set of performance character.istics of the
heat pump.

4.
5.

The computer simulation program is run
the seasonal performance or the entire
The equivalent annual cost (o~ present
heating plant capi tal cost and running
calculated.

to determine
heating system.
value) of the
costs is

The maintenance part of the runninQ

costs can only be estimated.

6.

This is the difficult part of the design process.

It

involves the minimisation or the total cost by a
repetition of steps 2 to

(i.e.

5.

For each heat pump size

fraction of the design net heat loss to be met)

the optimum combination of components must be found.
The ideal heat pump size is then the one for which

the total cost is minimum.
It may well turn out that the most economical heating
system is one in which a heat pump is not used at all.

If

this is the result after working through the design proceduxe
''chen it can be concluded that the use of a heat pll.mp yields
no economic benefit.
The procedure outlined :for the minimisation of the cost
of space heating in a given situation could equally well be
adopted :for the minimisation of. the primary energy used.
This would show whether or not heat pumps could improve the
efficiency of energy consumption.
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'1.

DESCRIPTION

OF

THE

PLANT

I--"

.'-

.,

t _tf"

-,i

fig. ]-1

The Klimatkyla Heat Pump Unit (KMVP 900)
a~ University College Dublin

A heat pump unit manufactured by Klimatkyla AB of Sweden
has been installed on the roor of the Mechanical Engineering
Building at U.C.D., Merrion Street.

It supplies heat to a

large drawing office which occupies approximately half of
the flat roof area and is exposed on all sides.

The plant is an air-ta-air type and is designed to
operate reversibly as either a heat pump or as an airconditioner.

The changeover is accompli shed by means of a

four-way reversing valve.

The rated

heating mode of operation is 3 kW.

output for the

A plan of the unit and

ducting is shown in fig. 7-2.
The unit is divided into two compartments by an
insulated partition.

In the outside air compartment air

is drawn in from the surroundings and flows over the
compressor before being cooled in the evaporator.

This

air is used as a heat source only and is returned directly
to the surroundings.

The air flowing through the condenser

compartment can be drawn entirely from the heated space or
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can be made up of part .fresh and part return air,
depending on the posi tion of the damper in the intake duct.
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fig- 7-2 L';!jout of the Heot P\,mp Unit

7-1

j

ca~PRESSOR

The compressor is situated in £ront of the evaporator in
the outside air compartment.

It is a three phase

"Tecumsehlt hermetic, model AH5520E, designed :for airconditioning and heat pump applications using rerrigerant
22.

The compressor contains an internal motor protector
which cannot be by-passed.

This is situated within the

compressor casing and interrupts the line current i£ the
temperature or the current draw become excessive.
external current overload protector is fitted as an
additional safeguard against compreRsor damageo
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An

...,oo _ _~
co ••, ...."

fig. 7-3

source:

Internal view of a typical hermetic
compressor as used for air-conditioning or heat pump applications.
Tecumseh Products Co., Michigan U.S.A.

An internal pressure relief valve opens when the
differential pressure between suction and discharge
exceeds 500 - 600 p.s.i.

This also affords some protection

in the event of liquid entering the cylinder and being
compressed.
A "Ranco" high pressure safety control stops
the compressor if the discharge pressure exceeds a set
maximum.

It resets automatically when the pressure drops

by a predetermined amount.
A small electric heater is strapped around the
lower part of the compressor casing.

This is left on

throughout the heating season, whether or not the plant is
running.
Its purpose is to ensure that liquid refrigerant
does not accumulate in the crankcase while the compressor
is not running.
On start-up this liquid would boil off
rapidly carrying much or the crankcase oil with it, thus
increasing wear during the period taken for the oil to
return through the system.

\

:fig.

7-4

Intake side or outside air compartment

1.
2.

compressor

3.

defrost heater connection box
capillary tube
outside air intake duct
4-'o'lay valve
insulated partition between outside air
and room air compartments
evaporator fins
evaporator vapour collection manifold
high pressure safety cutout
evaporator tubes

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

liquid receiver
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7-2

EVAPORATOR AND CONDENSeR UNITS

These are similarly constructed.
than the condenser.

The evaporator is larger

They both have three circuits with

horizontal tubes and vertical rins.
Expansion takes place through a capillary tube from
the condenser to the evaporator.

This is situated in the

intake side of the outside air compartment.
Connected in a I-joint to the liquid line on the

or

condenser side

the capillary tube is a liquid receiver.

This tends to remain full of liquid when the unit is
operating in the heat pump mode since i t is at a lower

temperature than the condensing temperature.

When the

unit is operating in the cooling mode the receiver is on
the low pressure side or the capillary and tends to remain
free of liquid.
A resistance heater for defrost is situated in a
shallow box underneath the evaporator.

Defrost is brought

about by conduction and radiation of heat to the fins and
coils above.
A 4-way valve situated on top of the compressor directs
the high pressure hot gas to either the room air or outside
air heat transfer unit depending on whether the heating or
the coo1ing mode of operation is required.

This is solenoid

operated and is energized during the heat pump mode of
operation.
A fabric air filter is situated in the intake side of
the room

.

fig. 7-5

~

Layout of the Heat Pump Components
(outside air compartment above, room
air compartment below)
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7-3

FANS AND OUCTING

The fans, one for the evaporator air and one for the
condenser air are backward bladed centrifugal with integral

three phase motors.

They ar e immediately downstream of

the evaporator and condenser.

The ducting is made of aluminium sheet and has a cross
section of approximately 9 in. by 8 in.

It is insulated

with 3 in. fibreglass wrapped with transparent polythene
sheet.

7-4

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

There are three main relays;
one !or each fan.

one for the compressor and

These are situated in the control box

on top of the condenser along with the compressor current
protector and the defrost timer.

The plant was originally controlled by a thenlostat
so that the entire plant would cut in or out to maintain
the selected room temperature.

However, as the heat

requirement of the drawing office is much larger than the
heat output of the plant this system was found unsatisfactory.
The heat pump was unable to alter the room air temperature
significantly and so the compressor either ran continuously
or remained stopped, according to the thermostat setting.
Moreover, heat and power measurements may be interrupted if
the compressor cuts in and out at random intervals.

For

these reasons the thermostat was eliminated so that the
compressor could be switched on or orf

manually~

This

change was made in conjunction with changes made to the
defrost SystCIll o
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or

SENSING BULB

the defrost timer.

7-5

DEFROST SVSTE!'l

The evaporator is defrosted by means of a resistance

heater.
The defrost system operates on a two hourly
cycle.
After each ninety minutes of running the defrost
relay is energized and if the temperature sensing bulb in
the evaporator reads a temperature below

oOe

the defrost

cycle is brought into operation.
The defrost cycle ends
after thirty minutes or when the temperature rises above
OoC, whichever is the sooner.
The original mode of operation of the defrost system

was to bring on the defrost heater and~op the outside fan
while leaving the compressor and inside fan running.
The
objective seems to have been to continue to supply some
heat to the room air during the defrost cycle.
However J
this system did not succeed in defrosting the evaporator
during the thirty minutes available.

At the end of a

day's running the evaporator was found to be fully iced up,
the-flow rate of the outside air was zero and the heat
output from the condenser was almost zero.

Subsequently

it was found that even on the first defrost cycle

af~er

switching on the plant the evaporating temperature fell to
o
- 30 C.
This system of defrosting was clearly useless.
The changes which have been made are shown on the
electric circuit diagram for the heat pump.

Terminal 1

has been disconnected from the compressor relay and has
been connected instead to terminal 3.
relay is nO'.... energized from terminal

AlSO, the compressor

4 instead of from the

thermostat.
The results of the changes are:10

The unit can only operate as a heat pump.

2.

The thermostat has been eliminated and the mode
control S\·/i tch acts as an ON/OFF swi tch.

3.

When the control switch is in the ON position
the compressor and fans operate continuously.
If, during a thirty minute interval in every two
hours, defrost is required, the defrost heater
comes on and the compressor and fans stopo
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7-6

RH'RIGEHANT CHAJ<GE

The refrigerant used in the system is R-22.

The maximum

refrigerant charge quoted by Tecumseh for a system using
their compressor is

5

lb.

An additional 2 Ib of refrigerant

can be added to fill the liquid receiver when the unit is

only run as a heat pump.

This amount does not take part

~n

the refrigerant cycle as it remains in the receiver.

It "las necessary to recharge the system on two occasions.
A 22 Ib cylinder of H-22, a system analyser with flexible
refrigerant charging lines, a spring balance, and a valve
core extractor were used •

The :following procedure was

.- adopted:
1)

The system analyser was connected by charging lines to
the schrader valves at the compressor suction and

discharge.
2)

The re.frigerant remaining in the system was blown of.f .from
the discharge side by opening a valve on the system
analyser until the pressure was just a little above
atmospheric.

3)

The system analyser was disconnected from the schrader
valve on the suction side.

4)

The cylinder of refrigerant was connected to the schrader
valve on the suction side by a charging line.

Air was

removed from the line by loosening the connection at the
schrader valve and blowing refrigerant vapour through
from the cylinder.

5)

The heat pump was switched on and refrigerant vapour was
allowed to blow orf .from the compressor discharge by
opening the valve on the system analyser.

6)

When the flow or re.frigerant vapour out .from the system
had stopped the valve on the system analyser was closed
and the plant was switched off.

7)

The valve on the cylinder was opened and liquid refrigerant
was added to the system (by inverting the cylinder).

8)

\yhen the system would not take any more liquid refrigerant
the plant was switched on again amI vapour refrigerant
was added until the charge \\loos complete.
On the first occasion when the system was charged it was

intended to add

5

lb of refrigerant.

Due to a slight mishap

some refrigerant was lost and the additional amount to
t.his had to be estimated.

J~eplace

When the system I'J<lS recharged for
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the second time 7 lb of re£rigerant was added.
The above description is given only to

eX~l~in

the

method which was used to charge the system, so that the
experimental results may be considered objectively.
It
certainly does not represent good refrigeration engineering
practice:
is left

a vacuum pump is essential to ensure that no air

in~e

system, but, none was available at the time;

also, the compressor motor is likely to burn out if it is
run with little or no refrigerant in the system to cool it.
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8.

INSTRUMENTATION Arm TEST PHOCEDURES

It was originally intended to monitor the performance of
the heat pump unit for the whole

season.

or

the 1975/76 heating

The heat outpu't and the heat taken :from. the outside

air were to be determined from a record of the temperatures

of the air entering and leaving the unit.

The total energy
consumed was to be determined by means of a k~fur meter for
the plant.
In order to evaluate heat pwnp perf'ormance experimentally

over a heating season, the output must be matched to the heat

requirements of the space to be heated.

As this was not the

case for the installation on the roof of the Mechanical
Engineering Building an alternative method of testing had to
be adopted.
The principal operating conditions which govern heat
pump performance are the temperature of the room air, the
temperature of t"he outside air and the outside relative
humidity.

The ideal testing method for the heat pump plant

as a whole would allow anyone of these to be varied through
its entire range while the other two are held constant.

The

performance characteristics so measured depend on the
characteristics of the individual components of the plant.
In order to design a heat pump i t is important to know to what
extent the overall performance is dependent on the operating
characteristics of each component.
\'lith the main objective of constructing a computer
simulation of the plant in mind it was decided to run the
plant at as many different operating conditions as possible,
with sufficient instrumentation to determine the performance
of each component as well as the overall performance of the
plant.

From the results the operating characteristics

ox

the components could be derived and used as inputs to the
simulation proqram.

The experimental performance figures

for the plant as a whole, at given operating conditions,
would serve to check the intearity of the simulation model.
8-~

ELECTRIC POI'1ER ~1EASURE~lENT

A Siemens k\'Jhr meter for 3-phase bal;:,nced or unbalanced loads
was connected to the heat pump power supply cable o
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This was

used to measure the total integrated power consumed by the
unit in a given time interval.
Two Metxawatt QUltirange wattmeters for single phase
or 3-phase balanced loading were used for all instantaneous
power measurements.

One of these v!as connected to a

terminal boa:.:d in the drawing office, from which the
compressor power consumption was measured during each test.
The second was placed outside beside the heat pump and was
used to

mea~ure

the power consumption of the outside air

and room air fans.

Stackable plugs on the leads enati1ed

one of the line currents of either fan to

b~

passed through

the wattmeter ..
8-2

TEMPERATlJRE ~IEASlJREMENT

A nwnber of tests were carried out using Lour resistance
thermometers and a roLtl tipoint recorder to measure the air
temperatures.

However, the particular instruments used

tY'ere fonnd to be inaccurate and very dif.ficul t to calibrate('
Therefore, it was decided to use mercury-in-glass
thermometers Which, although inconvenient to read, were more
accurate.
The wet and dry bulb temperatures of the outside air
were measured at entry to and exit from the unit.

These

thermometers wer.e inserted from the top or the duct and
projected about three inches into the air stream.

The wet

bulb thermometers were kept moist by wicks from reservoirs on
top of the duct.
at least

Above an air speed of 2.5 m/s and up to

45 m/s the wet bulb depression is independent or air

speed (re:f.22).

The velocity of the outside air in both the

intake and discharge ducts v,as approximately 4..3 m/s.
The dry bulb temperature

of the room air wa.s measured

at entry and exit.
Thermocouples were used to measure temperatures at
v<.l.xious points on the refrigerant circuit..
up by twisting and soIoering
togQther.

u~o

They were ma?e

wir.es of dissimilar metals

A terminal board was made so that up to six

therJ:ilocoupl(~s

could be read

~in

turn on one metp.:r.

The meter

used was onc calibrated in degrees Farenheit for an iron/
constantin therr.lOcouple.

This was re-calibrated for each

thermocouple against a mercury-in-glass the:r:mometer ..
The mercury thermometer and the thermocouple

~':ere

placed
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READING
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flg.S-1

beak(~D:

in a

of water and allowed to J:ea,ch equilibrium.

j.'ne -1:n.ermocouple scale reading and the mel:cury thermometer
~ead~ng

were noted.

This was repeated for a range of

tempe;r:q:ures between oOe and the full scale deflection of
the .mete.r.

The mercury thermometer readings were plotted

Against the scale readings to give a straight line
calio;ration graph as shown in fig. 8-1 .
1h~

Gonstant temperature junctions were maintained at

ice poi.nt by being immersed in melting ice in an insulated
plast~c

POX.

It was found necessary to shake this quite

trequ~n~ly in order to maintain the temperature close to

oOe o

A Jne;J;cury thermometer was used to check the temperature of
the

m~xt~~e

before taking readings on the meter.

~h~r.~ocouples

were taped to the refrigerant piping at

the co!:npJ:essor discharge, at the condenser exit (just before
the

c~r~~~ary) ~d

at the evaporator exit (just after the

col.leGt;lon manifold).
insu~a~ion
~~

close

A

These were wrapped vii th fibreglass

to ensure that the temperatures measured were as

possible to the actual refrigerant temperature.

'th~;rmocouple

\'laS taped to the top of the compressor

flhell t'l.no covered with a pad of insulation.
the

te~pe;rature

This measured

Qr the suction vapour G

A tu;rther thermocouple was inserted between the
eva.porator tins on the downstream side close to the
tcmpeH\'ture sens:j;.ng bulb :for the defrost system.

This

mcasurQY the evaporator sur:face temperature e
It was necessary to put a resistor in series with the
thermQcouple to measure the compressor discharge temperature
in

oJ:'Q.e~

that the same meter could be used without the

neeole 9Qing o:ff the scale.
'fh~se

thermocouples were not very accurate but in most
0

cases the probable error is less than 3 C •

.8-3

REFRIGERANT PRESSURE HEASUREMENT

Pressure tap?ings fitted.\"!ith Schrader
on the

s~cti0n

valves are provided

and discharge lines near the compressor.

Flexible leads from a System Analyser were connected to these
and the pressures were read on its two pressure gauges.
Neglecting the pr.essure drops in the evaporator and condenser
these pressures were taken to be the saturation pressures.
As the pressure

gu..uge~

were culibrated with saturation
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ten~eratures

as well as pressure units it was convenient

to read o:f:f the evaporating and condensing temperatures
directly.
The refrigerant charge \llaS lost :from 'the system twice
due to tiny bursts appearing in the flexible charging lines
to the pressure gauges.

The first time this happened it

was attributed to some freill< fault in the particular lines
used.

After the same thinQ had happened to a new set it was

learned that these lines are made for charging only:

they

can be le:ft connected to the system for a day or so, but are
likely to develop leaks if left under pressure :for a longer
period.
When the charge was lost :for the second time the
opportunity was taken to insert additional pressure tappings
in the system.

Stub tubes with Schrader

valves were

. soldered onto the refrigerant piping at both ends of the
evaporator and condenser.

A filter drier was also inserted

downstream o:f the capillary tube.
The pressure drops in the evaporator and condenser w·ere
found to be smaller than the differences which occurred in
the readings of two pressure gauges of the same make and
type reading the same pressure.

It was felt therefore that

the ~vo pressure readings at the compressor would be sufficient
for the performance tests.

8-4

VARIATION OF OPERATING CONDITIONS

Because most of the instruments were outdoors i.t was not
possible to run tests when the weather was wet.

Un:fortunately

this precluded testing on many days when the outside
temperature Vias low.

By the middle of June, 1976, no tests

ha.d been carried out with full instrumentation at low outside
air temperatures.
In order to obtain the necessary test results a duct
was constructed to re-circulate the cold air leaving the
unit back into the intake, thus simulating winter conditions.
It was made long enough to give a straight run up to the
flow measurement orifice and was insulated to reduce heat
losses and e.llow a low air temperature to be reached.
dampers at the end or the

'u'

allowed some

ox

be discharged and some ambient air to be drawn

Two

the cold air to
in~

By this

means it was possible to vary the intake air temperature frOl!l
ambient down to -

5 °C.
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fig. 8-1

Overhead view of the heat pump plant
showing the room air ducting and the
U-duct for the recirculation of cold
air.

For a number of tests carried out at the beginning of
July, 1976, when the ambient air temperature was as high as
27°C, a portable air conditioner unit was used to blow
cooled air through the room air duct to the condenser.

The

air flow rate was adjusted to its normal value by means of
a variable speed control for the air conditioner fan.

Due

to the unusually high ambient temperature the air temperature
entering the condenser could not be reduced below l8°e.
Nevertheless, this improvisation allowed some variation of
the room air temperature and, so, increased the number of
useful experimental data points.

,-_1£1_

fig.

8-5

S-2

t~:1::\~,~: ::·-~.UI

, ,j :::

Hilton portable air conditioner
used to blow cooled air through the
room air duct to the condenser.

MEASUREMENT OF AI R FLOW RATES

The flow rate of the room air was measured by a 6 inch
orifice plate with D and D/2 pressure tappings.
The flow rate of the outside air was measured by a
similar orifice plate.

Before the U-duct was added this

orifice was open on the upstream side and had a single
pressure tapping at the D/2 downstream position.

\vhen the

U-duct was attached an upstream pressure tapping was also
required.
The equivalent diameter D is the diameter of a circle
whose area is equal to the duct cross section.

Knowing 0

and the orifice plate throat diameter d, the flow constant
for each orifice was found from British Standard 1042.

No

information was found in the literature on the accuracy of
using an orifice plate in a rectangular duct.

However, the

measured flow rates are thought to be accurate to within
about 3%.
Two different manometers were used to measure the
pressure differentialS across the orifice plates.

One was

a micromanometer with scale divisions to 0.0005 inches of
water.

The second was an inclined tube manometer with scale

divisions to 0.01 inches of water.

The micromanometer

required careful adjustment for each reading and in practice
could only be read to .005 inches of water.
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fig. 8-3

Open orifice plate on the outside
air intake duct.

fig.

8-4

Measuring

ins~ruments

in position

/
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8-6

TEST PROCEDURE

A standard procedure was used for testi.ng the heat pump
under various di:ff"erent operating conditions.

The plant

was allowed to run for about an hour before tests were

begun.

Each test was started by noting the time and the

reading on the kWhr meter.

Readings \vere then taken iron

all of the other instruments and recorded on the test sheet ..
The time and the kWhr meter reading were again noteu,
completing the test.
The half hour intervals during which de:frost could occur
were known in advance f'rom the initial position of the

defrost timer.

When a defrost cycle occurred the starting

and finishing times were noted.
The plant never reached a true steady state since the
outside air temperature, room air temperature and outside
air relative humidity changed throughout the day.

However,

both the operating conditions and the measured conditions
within the plant remained reasonably constant during the
test interval which was usually about ten minutes.

The

plant was also round to adjust quickly to artificial
changes in operating conditions such as the variation of the
outside air intake temperature by Jueans of the U-duct
dampers.
Separate tests were carried out to measure the power
consumption of the defrost heater and the crankcase heater
and to determine the pressure drops in the evaporator and
condenser.
A sample set of test sheets with experimental readings
is given in appendix c.
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9.

CALCULATION

OF

RESULTS

The principal results of each test are the coefficient of

performance and the heat output.

However, in order to

determine the operating characteristics of the system
components a thorough analysis of all the instrument
readings is required fox each testo

Moreover, i t was

considered desirable to calculate, for each test, all of
the component parameters which would be used as inputs to

the heat pump simulation program.

A computer program,

HPJvIPTEST, has been written to meet these requirements.

includes

re.frigerant property

described in chapter 12.

It

subprograrus which are

A complete listing of HPj\lPTEST

.is included in appendix F.
9-1

INPUT TO THE COf'.IPUTEl<. PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION
OF EXPERHiEI\'TAL RESULTS

The program calculates the experimental results :for all o:f
the tests carried out on a particular day.

Data cards

are punched directly from the experimental test sheets.
The input consists of the instrument readings, calibration
constants for the thermocouples and ori1'ice plates, constants to define the rnanufacturerfs flow characteristic
for the compressor, the ratings of the

craru~case w~d

defrost heaters and the cfficiencies 01' the fan/motor combinations.
9-2

PRINCIPAL STEPS IN THE CALCULATIONS FOR: EACH TEST

1)

The rate of heat gain by the room air in

pass~ng

through the heat pump unit is c2.1culated from the
air flow rate and temperature measurements"
2)

The rate of heat pick-up by the room air from the
fan/motor is calculated from the measured mota::: po\'ler
consumption and the efficiency.

This is subtracted

:from the total rate of heat transfer to the room air
to give the rate of heat transfer in thecondellser..

3)

From the measured refrigerant

s<.\tu:,~ation

tcmperatuxe

and entering and leaving temperatures the enthaJ_py
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drop of the refrigerant in the condenser is found.

4)

The mass flow rate of refrigerant is calculated by
dividing the rate of heat transfer in the condenser
by the condenser enthalpy drop.

5)

The enthalpy of the refrigerant entering the
evaporator is taken to be the
condenser exit.

s~e

as that at the

The enthalpy at the evaporator

exit is obtained from the saturation and exit
temperatures •
. 6)

The rate of heat transfer to the refrigerant in the
evaporator is calculated from the refrigerant flow
rate and the enthalpy rise.

7)

The rate of heat pick-Up by the outside air from the
fan/motor after leaving the evaporator is calculated.

8)

The rate of heat loss from the compressor to the
outside air before it enters the evaporator is
calculated..

This is the sum of the compressor power

consumption and the crankcase heater power consumption
less the rate of energy addition to the refrigerant
passing through the compressor.

The latter amount is

tile enthalpy rise of the refrigerant between the
evaporator exit and the compressor discharge mUltiplied
by the refrigerant mass flow rate.

9)

The net rate of heat removal rrom the outside air is
calculated from the air flow rate and the wet and dry
bulb temperature measurements in the intake and
discharge air ducts.

10)

The rate of heat transfer in the evaporator is
calculated by adding the rate of heat gain from the
compressor and the rate of heat gain from the fan/
motor to the net rate of heat removal from the outside
air o

This value should ideally be the same as that

calculated in step
ten~erature

6

0

Because of the small

difference between the outside air in the

intake and discharge ducts the error in the calculated
net heat removal rate is likely to be quite large.
The evaporator heat transfer rate calculated in step 6

is very much mor.e accurate.

The value calculated in

step 10 is subtracted from the value calculated in
step 6 and the result is printed out as the evapOJ';ator
heat deficit o
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I

T
read input data

I

for each test:
calculate refrigerant temperatures from
thermocouple meter readings
calculate the absolute and relative
humidities of the outside air in the
intake and discharge ducts :from the wet
and dry bulb temperature measurements
calculate the room air and outside air
flow rates

I p~int

Icalculate

out test measurements

I

the test results for each test

I print out

test resul ts

I

I

(end

£ig. 9-1

9-3

or pr09T.a..I!l HPf.1PTEST.
This
calculates the experimental results
from the test readings.
A £ull
listing '.lTi th explanatory conuuent cards
is given in appendix F.

Structure

OUTPUT FROM THE COi'iPUTER PROGRAN FOI~ THE
CALCULhTION OF .i:::XPJ::I~niI:NThL HESULTS

The output from HPMPTEST for' tests carried out on the
twentyfi£th of June, 1976, is presented in appendix Do
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~at

Output, Power Consumption or the Plant and c.o.P.

The heat output is the heat added to the room air in passing
through the heat pump unit.
The sum or the instantaneous power inputs is found from
the compressor and £an motor wattmeter readings and the
crankcase heater rating.
The mean power input is calculated rrom the kWhr meter
readings at the beginning and end or each test and the .test
duration.
Two values of c.o.p. are calculated.

The first is

based on the sum of the instantaneous power inputs, while
the second is based on the medll power input.

The value

based on instantaneous power input is felt to be the most
accurate as the test intervals were generally too short to
obtain a good estimate of mean power consumption from the
kWhr meter.
£~~Rressor Efficienc~
~~O

values of compressor efficiency are given.

The first

is the ratio of the ideal power for reversible polytropic
compression between the measured suction and discharge states
to the measured compressor power consunption.

This

definition of efficiency is not entirely satisfactory as a
means of comparing compressors as components or heat pump
plants, as it takes no account of the heat content of the
discharge vapour e
given.

Therefore, a second erficiency value is

This is the ratio of' the condenser heat transfer

rate to the compressor power input, all divided by the
Rankine

C.O~pe

efficiency.

This is a Rankine relative compressor
The Reversed Rankine Cycle used in the

definition is the same as the actual cycle except that there
is isentropic compression from state Ill, the evaporator
exi t state.
Compression Process
The polytropic exponent for reversible compression between
the suction and discharge states is given in the output of
results.

This is calculated from the suction and discharge

pressures ·and specific vo!umes e
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The spec.ific heat ratios

~t

suction and discharge and the mean of these are listed.

The index of isentropic compression

f~om

the suction state

is also given ..
The ideal power of compression ror a reversible
polytropic process between the suction and discharge states
is given in the results.

The isentropic power of

compression from state 1, the suction state, and from
state III the refrigerant state at the evaporator exit are
also presented for comparison o
The rate of reversible heat transfer out through the
compressor cylinder walls during reversible compression
between the suction and discharge states is printed out o
This figure will have a negative value if it turns out that

a

reversible compression process between these states

requires an addition of heat to the refrigerant during
compression o
Heat Loss from Compressor Shell
The rate of

he~t

loss from the compressor shell to the

surrounding air is the difference between the measured power
input and the rate of energy addition to the refrigerant o
For the purpose of constructing a mathematical model of the
compressor performance it is assumed thatthe rate of heat
transfer through the shell is proportional to the temperature
difference bet'l!een the suction vapour and the surrounding air.
The constant of proportionality is printed out as the
compressor heat transfer factor with the units kW;oC o
Refrigerant Plow Rate
The refrigerant flow rate, calculated by means of a condenser
heat balance, is printed auto

This is also expressed as a

fraction of the flow rate p:t:edicted from the manufacturer t s
characteristics.
Condenser Performance
The rate of heat transfer in the condenser is give.n and is
subdivided into the amounts due to refrigerant desuperheating,
condensation, and subcooling o
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The condenser capacity (kW) is assumed to be the
product

ox

a capacity coefficient and an air/refrigerant

temperature dift"erence.
coeft"icient are given,

values of condenser capaci ty
The first is based on a log mean
1'\\'0

temperature difference calculated from the refrigerant
saturation temperature and the air entry and exit
temperatures o

In the case of the second condenser

capacity coefficient the temperature difference used is
that between the saturated refrigerant and the entering air o
Heat Removed from Outside Air
The net rate of heat removal from the outside air is based
on the temperature and flow rate measurements in the outside
air ductso

The rate of latent heat removal due to the

reduction in moisture content is expressed as a fraction of
the net rate of heat removal.
Evaporator Performance
The rate of heat transfer in the evaporator is given and is
subdivided into the amounts due to refrigerant evaporation
and superheating o
As in the case or the condenser, two values of
evaporator capacity coefficient are presented in the results o
Calculated Defrost Time
If the measured evaporator surface temperature is greater
than OOC the calculated defrost time is zero.
If the
surface t~~perature is less than, or equal to oOC, it is
assumed that all the moisture removed from the air forms ice.
The calculated defrost time is the time it would
d~frost

t~~e

the

heater to supply the latent heat of fusion of the

ice built up after a 90 minute running period.

In this

calculation it is assumed that the entire energy input to
the heater goes to melting the ice&

The calculated defrost

time, which is idealised p can be compared with actual
observed valu.es 0
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10.

EXPi2HH1ENTAL

HESULTS

The experimental results obtained for all of the individual
tests in the form of computer printouts are too numerous to
be included in this thesis.

The complete results for five

tests carried out on a particular day are given in appendix
D as a sample.

In this chapter the overall results are

described, mainly with a
parameters of the

~ystem

vi~v

to quantifying the performance

components.

Chapter 14 will

describe how these results have been used to construct a
cOmputer simulation model of the actual plant.
VALIDITY AND CONSISTliNCY OF' I{ESULTS

10-1

Only one set of tests to measure the c.o.p. and heat output
\~as

carried out with the original charge of refrigerant in

the sys tern..

This was on the 24th of t-tarch, 1976.

All

later sets of tests, carried out on many different dates,
were reasonably consistent

~'li

th one another, but were not

consistent with the first set of tests.
The operating conditions for the tests carried out on
r-1arch 24th were in the region or lloC outside air temperature,
0 .. 75 outside air n .. H.. , and l4°C room air temperature..

For

these conditions the expected c.o.p. to fit in with the rest
of the experimental results is roughly 1.7 and the expected
heat output is roughly 3.0 kW..

The measured values were
Another feature of the

about 2 .. 0 and 3 .. 65 kW respectively..

first set a:f tests vIas that the evapora.ting temperature was
higher

~nd

the condensing temperature was lower than values

which would tie in with the subsequent results ..
It is thought to be very unlikely that the better
perrormance recorded on l>larth 24th could be due to an
experimental or recording error..

It is more probable that

air was present in the system during all of the subseqL\ent
tests.

Better heat transfer on the 24th of r-·larch was

indicated by the smaller air/r~£rigerant temperature di:f:ferences in the evaporator and condenser..

It is possible that air

in the system could smbsequently have \J,.lQrsened the heat transfer
characteristics 011 the refrigerant side of the evaporator
and condenser.
It is £el t, therefore, that the experimental res\.\l ts
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described in this chapter may not represent the true
realizable performance of the Klimatkyla J(J'.!VP900 heat pump
unit.

Nevertheless t the nature of the performance of the

unit as a whole and of the individual components is
illustrated.
10-2

COEFFICIENT

O~

PEHFORM1~CE

AND HEAT OUTPUT

Experimental c.o.p. values varied from about 1.15 for fairly
large temperature differences between the room air and
outside air and 1 0 7 when the temperatures were about equal.
Heat output followed the same type of pattern with a
mini mum of abou t 2 kW and a maximum of abou t 3. 2

k~·J.

No attempt has been made to plot the c.o.p. and heat
ou.tput of the unit, against the three operating conditions,
directly from the experimental results o

This would have

been very difficult as the results cannot bH separatc:.d into
groups in which two of the operating conditions are constant.
It has been left for the computer simulation program to
derive the overall performance characteristics of the system.
10-3

COf'.'IPRESSOR PERFORMl\.NCE

Compressor Efficiency

As explained in the previous'

chapter, two values of compressor efficiency were calculated
for each test.

Both were found to vary with the operating

condi tions.
Experimental values of compressor ef£iciency based on the
ideal power for reversible compression have been plotted
against the ideal power as shown in fig. la-le

The

relationship is found to be approximately linear in the
normal operating region.

The compressor operates most

efficiently at high values of ideal power.
values range from about 0.36 to about 0.49.

Experimental
At low values

of ideal power the compressor ef£iciency falls off more
rapidly than predicted by the iinear relationship.
In all cases the Hankine Relative Compressor E:Cficiency
is lower than the efficiency based on the ideal povser of
compression between the measured suction and discharge states.
This is due to two factors.

The first is that the actual

suction temperature is very much hivher than the vapour
temperil.ture at the evaporator exit, due to the heat picked
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up inside the compressor shell ~
of

compression~

This increases the work

The second factor is that heat is lost

from the refrigerant during the compression process, thus
reducing the heat content of the discharge vapour in the
actual cycle.
Index of Compression

The calculated values of the

polytropic exponent for reversible compression were found
to be virtually ind€pendent of the operating conditions and
had a mean of 1.035.
Analysis of the COIDyression Process

For each test the

- imaginary discharge state properties after isentropic
compression from the state at the suction valve have been
found.

Hence, the index of isentropic compression has been

calculated.

The specific heat ratios at the suction and

discharge states have also been found and the mean of these
has been calculated.
For an ideal gas the index of isentropic compression is
the ratio of the specific heats.
experimental results are

1.2l~9

Typical values from the

for the mean specific heat

ratio and 1.124 for the index of isentropic compression.
Therefore, the refrigerant cannot be considered an ideal gas
in the compression process.

This observation is not subject

to experimental error as the isentropic compression process
is imaginary and is a function of the refrigerant thermo-:
dynawic properties.
Suction Vapour Superheating \'Ji thin the Compressor Shell
The ideal power for isentropic compression increases with
increased suction vapour superheating.

For an outside

temperature of 8.6°c and a room air temperature of 21.S oC
the temperature rise of the refrigerant from the evaporator
exit. to the suction valve was found to be 30 0 6°C.

This

additional superheating due to heat gain within the compressor
shell would increase the ideal power for iSGntropic
compression from O. 5l~l

k~v

to 0.615 k',iJ, an increase of 1307%.

Heat Transfer during Compression

In all ca.ses the exponent

for reversible polytropic cOlllpression betv,'een the measured
suction and discharge states

~'las
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less than the index of

isentropic compression from the suction state.

For each

test the theoretical heat transfer out through the cylinder"
wall was calculated for the ideal polytropic cOlU;>ression
process.

The actual heat transfer, however, is considerably

greater since the actual compression process is irreversible.
Rate of Heat Transfer. Through the Compressor Shell
Al though the heat transfer fl:om the compressor to the
"surroundino air varied vii th the operating condi tions, the
heat transfer factor was found to be nearly constant.

.(\.n

average value of 00035 kW/oC was calculated.
In all cases the measured compressor discharge
temperature was very much lower than the imaginary exit
temperature after isentropic compression from the suction
valve state.
Refrigerant Flow Rate

For each test, the refrigerant flow

rate was determined by condenser heat balance calculations.
The calculated values were found to be

in excellent

a.greement with the values predicted from the manufacturer's
flow characteristic for the

compressor~

Power Consumption of Crankcase Heater

The crankcase

heater rating was measured at 0.058 k:.v.

10-4

CO~VENSER PERFOR~~NCE

Characterization of Performance

Both the condenser

capacity coefficient based on the simple temperature
difference and that based on the log mean temperature
difference varied appreciably with different operating
conditions.

The variation of both values followed the same

general pattern.

Since this was the case, it was decided

to use the more simply defined capacity coefficient as a
means o.f characterizing the condenser performance - the
temperatur.e difference used is the refrigerant saturation
temperature minus the temperature of the air entering the
condenser.
Paramet8rs Affecting

Condenser~

?erformanc:.::

Variation in

the condenser capacity coefficient is due to variation in
the heat transfer coefficient of the refrigerant film inside
the condenser tubes..

This is affected by r e:frigerant
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velocity and temperature.

It is also affected by the

proportions of liquid and of vapour present in the
condenser.
It was felt that for a given refrigerant saturation
temperature and a given mass flow rate, the principal
factQ)~s

which cause variations in capacity, and hence the

condenser capacity coefficient i tsel£, should be essentially
constant.

Therefore, it was decided to express the

condenser capacity coefficient as a function of condensing
temperature and of refrigerant mass flow rate.
Fitting of Condenser Capacity Equation to Experimental
Results

Experimental values of refrigerant flow rate

ranged from 0.008 kg/s to 0.014 kg/s, while condensing
temperatures varied between 37.:fJc and 5ltoOoC.

The

experimental flow rate values wexe divided into groups so
that each group contained all the readings within a flow
range of 0.001 kg/so

For each flow rate interval, the

experimental capacity coefficient values were plotted
against condensing temperature and

a straight line graph

was drawn throu9.h .the scattered p:>ints.

By adjusting and

readjusting the straight lines for each flow rate interval,
constants were found for

the£o~lo\lling

equation:CCCOFF

TCOND

=

CCl

=
=
=

condenser capacity coe~ficient, k\v/oC

where
CCCOFF
TCOND
REFFLO
CCCl
CCC2
CCC3

condenser capacity

=
=

x

+

CCC2

condensing temperature,
refrigerant flow rate,

x

REFFLO

+

CCC3

°c
kg/s

-0.00199
2.23
0.1880

This equation for the condenser capacity coefficient,
which is linear in each of the two variables, is the best
estimate which it was possible to make of the actual
characteristic from the experimental results.

It gives

values of condenser capacity coefficient which are in
reasonable agreement '.vi th the experimental results o'/er the
ranges of condensing temperature and :flow rate encountered.
It is assumed that 'the air floN rate through the condenser

does not change.
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Room Air Flow Hate

The mass flow rate of air through

the condenser was found to be essentially constant with a
mean value of 0.217 kg/s.

The overall efficiency of the

room air fan and motor was

t~(en

for the type of combination used.

to be

4~o,

a typical value

Hence, the total head

across the fan was calculated from the motor power
consumption, the :flow rate, and the overall efficiencyo

,

10-5

EVAPORATO}? p2.RFOr{J'.lANCE

Characterization of

E~apor,J,.tor

Performance

The

experimental results show that the amount of heat which goes
to superheating the refrigerant vapour in the evaporator is
very small compared to the total heat transfer.

The

evaporator can, therefore, be considered a heat exchanger
in which the primary fluid (refrigerant) is at a constant
temperature and the secondary fluid (air) has a constant
specific heat o

The log mean temperature difference is the

correct temperature difference to use in the heat transfer
equation for this situation.
The greater the proportion of latent heat removed :from
the air in the evaporator, the smaller the temperature drop
of the air.

The smaller the temperature drop, the smaller

the mean temperature difference between the air and the
refrigerant.

Thereror e, the heat transfer in the evaporator

is better when a large part of the heat removed from the air
is latent.

To allow ror this effect, the temperature

difference used in calculating the evaporator capacity
coefficient must involve both the entry and exit air
temperatures.
In view of the above remarks i t vias decided to use the

evaporator capacity coefficient based on the log mean
temperature difference to characterize the evaporator
performance.

An equation for the evaporator capacity

coefficient has been derived from the experimental results
using the same technique as
capacity

coefficient~

ECCOFF

ECCl

x

V1~s

used for the condenser

The equation is
TEVAP
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+

ECC2

x

REFFLO

+-

ECC3

where
ECCOFF

=
=
=
=
=
=

TEVilP
REFFLO
ECC1

ECC2
ECC3
Outside Air

Flo~

evaporator capacity coefficient, kW;oC
evaporatinQ temperature,
refrigerant flow rate,

°c
kg/s

-o.Oll

13.67
-0.1967
Rate

The flow rate of outside air

through the evaporator was found to be essentially constants

nith a mean value

0=

0 0 256 kg/so

Generally, the reduction

which occurred due to evaporator frosting was slight.

As

in the case of the room air fan, the overall efficiency of
the outside air fan and motor \'Ias taken to be

l~09~

and, using

the measured power consumption, the total head across the
fan was calculated.
~ypass

Factor of the Evaporator Coil

Experimental values

of the evaporator bypass.:factor varied between 0.356 and
0.599, with a mean of 0.478.

These figures indicate that

the evaporator air-side design is not very good,as a large
part of the air passes through without coming in direct
contact with the cold surfaces.

10-6

DEFROST

SYSTE.-~l

PERFOHi,ll\NCE

The defrost heater rating was measured at 0.615 kW.
Defrost system efficiency values were calculated by
dividing the ideal defrost times, calculated from the test
measurements, by the observed defrost

times~

The efficiency

values thus obtained varied from 0.113 to 0 .. 348 with a mean
vaJ.ue ox 0.218.

"
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11.

DISCUSSION Or EXPERHIENTAL

~iORK

AND

PIUNCIPAL RESULTS

Unfortunately the experimental results may not be truly

representative or the performance of the Klirnatkyla I(f'-1VP
900 plantD

Nevertheless, the results have served to

characterize the performance of the individual components
of an air-ta-air heat pumpo

11-1

EXPERIMENTAL HEAT PUMP PLANT

The KliJ:llatkyla lQ·1VP 900 plant is of the same type as those

used in the

Unite~

States and other countries m provide air

cooling during the summer months and to meet part of the

heating requirements during the remainder of the year.

It

has not been designed specifically for the Irish Climate or
to satisfy Irish heating requirements.
Due to its small

siz~

would not be expected.

a high coefficient of performilllce

It is a feature of heat pump plants

that larger sizes give higher cooop. values.
The original defrost control system uas found to be
completely unsatisfactory and had to be

al~eredo

The reason :for the receiver being connected to the

refrigerant circuit at the capillary tube is not fully
understood o

During the heating cycle thi$ remains full of

liquid refrigerant at the condensing pressure..

During the

cooling cycle i t is full of refrigerant vapour at the
evaporating pressure.

Its only function, therefore,

appears to be to remove

appro~~imately

from circulation when the uni t
11,,·2.

2 Ib of refrigel:ant

operates as a heat pump ..

SYSTEM CHARGING

The procedure which was followed in charging the system, with

refrigerant is not to be recommended.
felt that a good vacuum pump is

In retrospect it is

es~ential

to evacaate the

system be£ore charging.
11~3

INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation used was not suitable
dete~mination of

:(OJ:

the performance parameters.
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the

aCc~lrate

For this

reason there \'las considerable scatter in the
experimental results.

Nevertheless. by combining all or

the experimental results the operating characteristics o£
the system components have been determined with su:fficient
accuracy for the construction of a simulation model of the
plant.
The measurement of the heat removed from the outside
air is particularly inaccurate as this is represented by a
difference o:f only a fm'1 degrees Celsius in the outside air
entry and exit temperatures.
11-4

TEST PROCEDURE

The performance of the unit has only been measured for the
heat pump mode of operatioll o
The test procedure adopted could be considerably
simplified and improved if it was only required to measure
the heat output and the c.oopo

The procedure was

complicated by the need to determine the performance of
each of the system components.

The major difficulty rras

that the heat pump operating conditions coul,j not be
maintained at constant levels while tests were carried out o
11-2

CPLCU~ATION

OF

RESUl~S

The calculation of experimental results would have been a
very difficult and tedius job without the use of a computer
program o

Once such a program has been written, detailGd

experimental resnl ts for any nurrber

or

sets of test readings

can be quicldy obtained.
11-6

.

E>:PERIf.1ENTI\~ RESU~TS

Performance of the Plant as a Whole
The experimentally measured values of c.o.po were very Iow o
This was due mainly to the large temp2rature ctifferenczs
required :for heat transfer in the evaporato:,,:, and condense:r. ..
The

~ealizable

cooopo values of the plant might be up to

20% higher than the measured values if the system was
correctly charged so that there was no air

p~esento

l{owever,

even an increase of this amount would not rais>?: the cooop. to
an

econo~ically

viable level o
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The heat output was very low, considering the size

of the plant.

It is interesting to note that the rated

heat output of the plant is 3 kW vlhile that o£ the
compressor is
applications.

4.1

kW when it is used ror heat pump

The full potential of the compressor is

not realized due to the large temperature differences in
the evaporator and condenser o

The refrigerant flow rate

is reduced due to the high pressure dif.fer.ence across the
compressor.
~Bmpressor

Performance

The highest compressor efficiency recorded was about 49%(\
This value could be improved by reducing the temperature
differences in the evaporator and condenser and, hence,
reducing the difference between the evaporating and
condensing pressures.
The suction vapour was found to

~ndergo

considerable

superheating while inside the compressor shell o

However,

the heat which is added to the suction vapour is only a
small portion of the heat lost from the motor and from the
compressor. cylinders.

The remainder of this heat is

transferred. to the air surrounding the compresso:r: o

The

suction vapour serves as a medium for the transfer of heat
from the motor windings and the compxessor cylinders to the

inside sur£ace of the shell o
It wasJhund that there is considerable heat loss
through the cylinder walls
compressed o

f~om

the refrigerant being

This is undesirable as the heat content of

the discharge vapour is reduced by the amount

ox

the heat

loss.
The agreement between th2 measured refrigerant mass
flow rate and that predicted from the manufacturer's flow
characteristics for the compressor was remarkably good o
Conclenser Performance

The heat transfer capaci t}, of. the condenser vari.ed
appreciably with the operating condi tions of the heat pump
uni to

An equation ha5 been dErived from the experimental

resul ts l'lhich e..xpresses the condenser capaci t)., as a funGtion

of the refrigerant mass flow rate and the condensing
te&:lperature o
Due to the lack of sui'ficient data poi.nts
and thl::- sea tter of the expei:i~Qntal r.esul ts, thi s .function

;is only a rough estimate of the actual condenser capacity
chaxacteristic o

;l:n order to determine the exact nature of

the characteristic it would be necessary to carry out tests

on the condenser unit in isolation and with the facility to
vp.r}! the >:e£:C"ioerant flow rate and the condensing
l;~mperature

-

independentlyo

Evapor;... tor Performance

F~~n

.

the experimental

~esults

the

evap~rator

heat transfer

Cilpaci ty was e.xpress.ed as a function of the evaporating
temperature and the refrigerant mass flow rate o

In order

to take account of the effect of latent heat removal in the
evaporator it was necessary to use an air/refrigerant
t~mperature

diffeJ;:ence based on both the air inlet and exit

temperatures.
1he bypass tactor of the evaporator coil varied

However, no particular pattern was observed
in the var;'atipns.
It is thought that these Iilay have bee.n
(1\lC to inaccuracies in the measurement of the heat removed
t'fom the outr>ide i.lil:.
'fhe mean valUE: of the bypass factor
Wil~ h;i..gh, indicatin9 poor air-side evaporator design.
r.Qns;iOe~ably.

..Defrost
.
"

.

System Performance

'ihe mea.J.l efficiency or the dei'rost system was about 20%.

is felt that this figure could be

iroprov~!d

considerably it'

the: o.efrQst heaters we::e interspersed with. the evaporator
tube!i o
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12.

COMPUTER CYCLE l\.Nl\L YSIS AND

CALCULJ\TION OF H.E!"RIGE1Uw'lT PROPEH.TIES

The process of looking up thermodynamic tables is

extr~mely

tedious when properties at a large number of state points
The task is less laborious i f a p.ah chart

must be found.
is

use~

but here the accuracy is reduced. FQrtunately,empirical

equations are available for the thermod}'llo.mic prope:;:ties of
a large number of refrigerants (rete 12)

..'thich

are ideal

for computer uSC o

A package of subprograms has been published by
Kartsounes and Erth (reI. 13) for calcu.lating the
thermodynamic properties of refrigerants 12, 22 and 502.
It consists of the following units

FUNCTION SPVOL

evalua tes the specific volume 01:" the

vapou::: phase given the pressure and temperature
evaluates the saturation temperature

FUNCTION TSAT

given the saturation pressure
SUBROUTINE SATPRP-

evalnates the satura.tion thermodynamic

properties given the saturation tempera.ture
SUBROUTINE VAPOR -

evaluiltes the the;;;modyna1llic properties

of the superheated vapour phase given the temperature
and

pressur~

calculates the specific heats at constant

SUBROUTINE SPHT

pressure and at constant volume, the ratio of the specifi.c
heats and the sonic velocity xor the superheated vapour
phase given the temperature and pressure
These subprograms ha.ve been used for all computer
calculations of refrigerant properties in connection wi l:h
this project..

1)

f~

number of minor changes have been made:

The data statements contained in each subprograll1 have

been removed and replaced wi th named COjllMON statements o
All of the constants for the refrigerant equations have
been collected together in a BLOCK DATA subprogram.
2)

I t has b0cn pointed

o~ t

by Dov:ning (re:f

0

/2) that £o:r

applications in refrig<?ration and ai:r.··condi tioning the
equation of state used in the property

$ubpr.o0r~ns

can

be shortened. by omitting the 6th term in thp. basic
equation <Uld. in all derived equations.
done o
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This has been

3)

The tolerance in SPVOL has been increa.scd from
1 0 E-8 to le-E-5.

In addi tion to the sti.bprogrc.uns of' Kartsounes and Erth

a further subprogram SUBROUTINE 180512 has been

~';ri tten.

This calculates the thermodynamic properties after isentropic
compression given the entropy and the final pressure.
These 5ubprograms were stored for convenience on disc
file in the V.C.D. computer user library.
In all computer

calcula~ions

the important states in

the refrigerant cycle were identified b}' the numbers shown
below.

T

11

5

fig. 12-1

Identification of state points on
the refrigerant cycle"

As the package of

subprog~ams

does not include the

subcooled liquid phase the cnthalpy at point 3 is taken to be
the same as the enthalpy of saturated liquid at the same
tempcxatur.e.
The subprograms are all written for data in British
units.

AlthoW-Jh the main progranls use S .. J

incC'nvc::::nien~e

is caused.

o

units little

Tempel.'ature, pressure

?...nd

speci:t"j.c

volume arc ec.::.si.ly cC:1verted :frOl'J. one system to the other o
Entropy values are not used in the main program calculations
and so no conversion is needed, British units being used

wi tl;in the subprograms o
in enthalpy are involved..

In the main progr-am only

These

'-:1.2:8

by multiplying by a conversion :factor o
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di:f.fer(~nccs

conver·ted to 5 .. 1 .. units

Using the property subpxograllls i t is a simple matter
to calculate refrigerant performance parameters.
example is sU£.ficient to demonstrn.te the method:

One

fig. 12-2

illustrates the proceduxe for calculating the refrigerant
temperature after isentropic compression.
( START)
READ

TEVAP, evaporating temp.
TCOND, condensing temp.

SUPHT, degrees of superheat before
compression

t

ICALL

SATPRP(TEVAP) I-PEVAP, evaporating press.

t
CALL

SATPRP(TCOND) I-PCOND, condensing p ress.

t
Tl

=

TEVAP

+

SUPHT

temp. at point 1

t

ICALL

VAPOR (Tl ,PEVAP) I-sI, entropy at pain t

ICALL

ISOSI2(SI,PCOND)I-T2, temp. at point 2

I WRITE

1

t
t
TEVAP, 'rCOND, SUPHT, T2

t

I

(END )
fig. 12-2

FloVl chart .for the calculation of 'the
exi t temperature a.;fh~r isentropic
compression.

A number of programs have been 'I,:'ri tten to calculn:i:e
performance pare.meters such as c.('l.p •. nnd compl:0.SSOr exit
temperature fer refrigerc1.l1ts 12, 22 and 502.
plotter has been used to graph
three r.efrigerants to

b~

the~e

The computer

results to enable the

compared with one ano·'cher.

A short prograrn has n.lso been

w~:i tten

to calculate and

plot the Carnot c.o"PG as a function of high .:\nd low

tempe:catures o
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13.

PERFORMANCE OF THE IlEVERSED RANKINE CYCLE

-

-:

AND CO:,fPAIUSON OF REFRIGEWINl'S 12, 22 At'lD 502

13-1
PARAHETERS BASF.D ON REFRIGERANT THEHr-'iODYNJ\JItIC
PROPERTIES

The graphs of performance parameters referred to in this
chapter ar.e contained in appendix A"

These allow quick

comparison of cycles and of the three refrigerants o

The

parameters plotted are based on the refrigerant thermodynamic
properties.

The following notes explain and interpret the

graphical data o
fig. A-I:

The Carnot c.o.p. is the value obtained with a

reversible cycle pumping heat from a source at a given low
temperature to a sink at a given high temperature.

No real

cycle is reversible and so the c.o.P. is always less than the

Carnot value.
The effectiveness of a heat

PUD~

plant or of a

refrigerant cycle can be judged by comparing its c.oop. to
the Carnot c.o.p. for the

SaxlC

source and sink telQperatures e

In an actual heat pump plant heat is not accepted and
rejected at constant temperatures.

In order to compare its

performance with that of the Reversed Coll"not Cycle the highest
source and lowest sink temperatures must be used.
With an outside temperature of OOC and a room
temperature of 20°C the Carnot c.o.p. is
theo~etical

1407.

This is the

limit to the performance or a space heatino unit

:for these design conditions.
For each refriQerant, c.o.p. values a.re

:figs .. A-2, A-3, A-lI:

plotted for the basic Reversed Rankine Cycle against evaporating and condensing temperatures.

The c.o.p. of the Reversed Raru<ine Cycle is lower than
the Carnot value because or the irreversible throttli.ng
process and because part of the heat rejection occurs at a
temperature higher than the lowest

Sil~

temperature.

The

reduction in coo"p. can be seen hy comparison with fig. A-I.
The c.oop .. characteristics or refrigerants 12 and 22 are
practically identical.
At

BOoc

Refrigerant 502 gives lower values o

condensing temperature the c.o"po obtained with

R-502 is ver}' much lower than that obtained vdth the other
two :t"cfrigerantso

This is because the condensing
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temperature is close to the critical temperature of
o
refrigerant 502 which is 90 00 l C.
Therefore, the latent
kilogr~~e

heat is small and the heat output per

is reduced.

The critical temperatures of refrigerants 1.2 and 22 are
llZoC and 96°c respectively.
At an evaporating temperature of _5°C and a condensing
temperature of 50°C, R-12 gives a c.o.p. of

4.7,

R-Z2 gives

4.6 and R-502 gives 4.2.
figs. A-S,

A~~,

A-7:

These graphs show the increase in

coo.p. which is obtained when the liquid leaving the condenser
is subcooled by 10oe.

The increase is greatest for

refrigerant 502 0
fig~~

A-B, A-9, A-IO:

These shrnv the effect of superheating

0

the vapour by 30 e before compression.
effect on the c.o.p. is not very great.

Surprisingly, the
Both the heat output

and the work of compression are increased and the ratio of the
former incre~se to the latter is approximately equal to the
original c.oopo
For R-12 30°C or suction vapour superheat increases the
c.OOpG slightly at higher condensing temperatures and by an
insignificant amount at low condensing temperatures o
The effect'on R-22 is toreduce'the c.o.p. slightly at 101'1
condensing temperatures and to increase it slightly at high
condensing temperatures.
The c.o.p. of R-502 is increased, especially for high
condensing temperatures.

At _5°C evaporating terope:r.ature

and 50°C condensing temperature the increase is from '+02 to

404,
ri2so

or

4.7%0

A-l1tr~-lZ,

A-13:

The compressor displacement per unit

heat output indicates the size of

compresso~

cylinder

required in order to obtain the desired heat output o

The

values plotted are for a volumetric e:tficiency or 100%.
V,

D

h

where

D

VI
h2
h
3

-

-

=
-

Z

11

3

camp. displacement, m3/seC .. /k\'1
specific volume at suction~ m3 /kg

enthalpy at compressor exit~ kJ/kg
enthalpv at condenser exit,kJ/kg

The compressor displaceTlleni: per k.W heat output is very

much great<?): for R-J.2 than for R0422 and R-502.
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At ...5 Qc

evaporating temp. and 50°C condell:1ing temp" i t has a value
of 0.51 cm3 /sec. for R-12, 0.31 for R-22 and 0.33 for R-502.
The compressor displacement per kW is bigger if the
suction

vapo~r

is su?erheated.

magnitudes for the three

However, the relative

refrigerantsre~~in virtually

the same.

At 30°C condensing temperature the compressor displacement per kilowatt is almost the same for r.efrige:rants
22 and 502.

At lm'ler condensing temperatures the

displacement is less for H:-502.

At condensing temperatures

above 3aoe the compressor displacement per kW output is
lm.'lest for R-22.

At

Bo°e

condensing t:2mp. the compressor displacement for

R-502 is about

'looe. This
Booe condensing

of

u~ice

the value for a condensing temperature

large increase is due to the fact that the
temperature is very close to the critical

temperature of R-.502.

As pointed out previously

thf;~

heat

output per kilogramme is small in this region.
figs. A-14, -A--15, A-16:

The compressor displacement per kW

output of a non-ideal compressor is the ideal displacement
divided by the volumetric efficiency.

The volumetric

efficiency depends on the compressor clearance ratio, the

pressure drops across the suction and discharge valves and
the compression ratio.

The compression ratio plotted is the ratio of the
specific volume at suction to the specific volume at disRefrigerants 12 and 502 have almost identical

charge.

At 20°C condensing
temperature the compression ratio of R-22 is the same as for

compression ratio characteristics.
R-12 and R-502.

At higher condensing temperatures the

compression ratio for

R -22 is lower than for R-12 and H-502.•

Therefore, for normal heat pump applications R...22 has the
highest volumetric efficiencyo
Taking both volumetric efficiency and ideal displacement
per kW into account refrigerant 22 has the smallest compresso:o:
displacement per unit heat output :for normal heat pump

temperature ranges.

0

For condensing temperatur.es be10w 60 e

the displacement :for R-502 is only slightly greater than for

n...22

However, the displacs-ment for

0

R~12

is considerably

greater.

:fiq=:;c
1'..-17 to A-22:
.
~--

Al though not a per£ormance pa):ameter

the rp..frigerant exi 1: t8rWf.H?r.ature after compression is
impOl"tant

.3.5

i·t has a strong influence on cOlilpreSSOf. life and
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"

reliability"
The exi t

temperatures of R-12 and 1<.-502 are similar,

while th.ose for R-22 are considerably hiUhe:r=, particularly
at low evaporating and hjgh cond8nsing temperatnl:es o
The effect of increasing the suction vapour superheat

is to add approximately the same number of. degrees of
superheat to the discha:rge tempero.ture.
fig. A-23:

At-30

D

e

the satu.ration pressure ox R-IZ is 100

bar absolute, that of R-22 is 1.6 and that of R-502 is 2('0.
For the normal range of heat pump operation, therefore, all
three refrigerants are at pressures above

~tmospheric.

At all temperatures re£rigerant 502 has the highest
saturation pressure.

Taldng the R-502 values as the basis,

R-12 has a relative pressure of roughly c55 and

R~22

roughly

.89.
The design strength of the refrigerant piping and of
the compressor shell must be greater for R-22 and

R~502

than

R-12~

while

for R-12 o

fig.

A-24~

R-22 has a lower specific volume than

the specific volume of R-502 is considerably lovler than both o

For a given mass flow rate and a given pipe size, the
velocity is proportional to the specific volume.
Therefore,
for the same heat ou tpu t the veloci t}T in the suc tion line is
proportional to the compressor displacement per kW hc<::.t oatput;
which has already been described in conjunction with figures
A-14 to A-16.
Hence the relative refrigerant velocities in
the evaporator can be roughly _iudged :from these qraphs.,
This would indicate that for the same evaporator tube diameter
and for the same heat ou tpu t

the veloci t)' is higl:er for R-12

than for the other two refrigerants.

The ratio of the specific volume of dry saturated vapour

at a given evaporating temperature to that at
temperature is found from fit]o
for the three refrigerants.

A-2L~ to be

Cl

given condensing

roughly the

Hence the deduction

l11ad~:

can be extended to suggest tlH.\t the veloci ty in the

is higher for R-12 than for R-22 and R-502.
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£:aJlle

above

ccndense.~

13-2

OTHER REFRIGERANT PROPERTIES

Heat Transfer Properties
Thermal conductivity of liqnid at 20°C
R-12

0.0725

R-22

0.0901

R-502

0.0636

Thermal conductivity of vapour at 30°C and latm

R-12

0.0.02

R-22

0.0117

R-502

0.0224·

source of data:

\~/"?C

'Arcton' refrigerant data sheet, ICI

2
The surface heat transfer coefficient (W1/m oC) of an
actual evaporator or condenser depends on many ractors
besides the

r~:frigerant

thermal conductivityo

Empir.ical

equations are available to cover certain closely defined

situations.

~owever,

unless a detailed analysis is

carried out for a par ticular heat exchanger uni t at 9i ven
operating conditions, theoretical

comp~l:ison

of. refrigerant

heat transfer characteristics is unreliable.
~ilitv

Refrigerant 22 is significantly more stable than R-12 in

contact with oil and metals and re£rigerant 502 is at least
as stable as R-22 o
Effect on Electrical Insulation
Refrigerant 502 has less effect on the insulation of
hermetic compressor motor windings tha.n R... 22 and is

nea~J.y

as inert as R-12.
Mo"tor Winding Temperature
Refrigerant .502 has been found, in pr.actice, to give a lower
tempera1:ure at the suction valve in a. hennetic compressor
than re£x-ig2rants 12 and 22,,,

temperet.ture is also lower.

Thus,

the motor 't..-rinding

In the literature tllis has been

a t:tribu ted to the higher specific heat and mass rlml! rate er
:re.frigerant 502.

However, the tests on the heat: pump unit

at UoCoD" !%uggest that this e.f:.Eect must be due mainly to a
higher

hC~J,.t

tranGfcr coefficient for the

when R-502 is uscd o
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co:vpl:"~ssor

shell

Oil Return to the

tornprc~sor

Provided standard design practices ar.e followed, oil return
presents no particular problem with any of the three
refrigerants.

13-3

CONCLUSIONS

Refrigerant Cycle
Comparison with Carnot Cycle
At an evaporating temperature of -SoC and a condensing
temperature of
Cycle is

4.6

SOoc

the c.oop. of the basic Reversed Rankine

for R-22.

This is

78%

of the Carnot value.

At an evaporating temperature of oOe and a condensing

temperature of 20°C the Rankine c.o.p. is 13.4, or 91% of
the Carnot value o

These figures

that the practical

ShOVl

refrigerant cycle is reasonably close to the Carnot ideal.
Moreover, the practical cycle is even closer to the ideal it

the refrigerant temperatures are

n(~arer

to the temperatures

or the heat source and the heated mediUl'il o

Thcs, e..ny

improvement which can be ma.de in the heat transfer units
yields a double benefit:- the Carnot

c.o.p. is higher and

the actual cycle approaches it more closely"
Liquid Subcooling

The liquid leaving the condenser should be subcooled as close
as possible to the temperature of the heated medium.
The
additional useful heat output obtained requires no
addi tional

compres~>or

work.

For an increase of 5% in the

condenser heat, due to

subcooling~

c~o~p~

S%.

is increased by

the

re£rige~ant

The increase in

~w

cycle

c.o.p~

based

on the compressor input pow'er is this :figure divided by the
compressor efficiency and so is perhaps 10%0
Suction Vapour SuperheC\ting
Suction vapour super he a ting I!lzlces li. ttle difference to the

c.oop .. and h.?s the undesirable effects of" inc):easing the
discharge tem?erature and :t'educing
capacity.

NevL2rthelcs~,

th'~

compressor. flo-..'l

thex:?: should be suf:ficien-t superheat
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to ensure that no suspended droplets of liquid refrigerant

are

present~

Comparison of Refrigerants 12, 22 and 502

Fm: normal heat pump applications refrigerants 22 and 502
are preferable to R-12 because of the smaller compressor
displacement required.

In

~heory

R-22 has a slight advantage over R-502 on the

basis of c.c.p., compressor displacement and volumetric
efficiency.

How'ever, when there is some liquid subcooling

and some suction va.pour superheating, as there ah"/ays is in
an actual plant, the difference in c.o.p. is insignificant
for normal heat pump temperature levels.
Refrigerant Temperature at Compressor Exit

For a given evaporating temperature and a given
at the compressor suction valve, the exit
is very much lower than" for R-22.
temperature for R-502 is

lowe~

~emperature

ten~erature

for R-502

In practice, the discharge

still, since the temperature

at the suction valve is lower with this refrigerant and this
yields a corresponding further redu.ction. in the discharge
temperature.
Compressor Displacement
It has been pointed out that R-22 has a slightly lower
compressor displacement per unit heat output than R-502,
assuming the same evaporating and cylinder inlet temperatures

in both cases.

Hm'lever, when the lower inlet temperature of

R-.502 is taken :tnto account the effect is probably to ma.ke
the refrigerants about equ.al on this basis.
Other Advantages of R-502
R-502 also gives a lower motor winding temperature in
hermetic compressors, has less effect on the winding
insula tion and is thought to have better Ilea:" transfc::r
properties.
Effect on Compressor Life

Downing and Gray (ref.23) have reported a ve;;:y signific<.\nt
reduction in the number of. compressor failures and in
maintenance costs when a large number of red.dential
pumps at an American Air Force

b~.sc
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hc~.a.t

were converted f'rola R-22

Choice Between n-22 and R-502 o
For a residential heat pump in the Irish climate there
should be little difference between the performance
obtainable with refrigerants 22 and 502 for the same
evaporating and condensing temperatures.

Further research

and analysis is required in the area of heat transfer
properties in order to choose between the two on the basis
of performance.

Refrigerant 502 appears to have a

definite advantage on the basis of compressor life and
reliability.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A HEAT PUMP PLANT

REFRIGERANT CYCLE

The basis ortbe heat pump simulation program is a Reversed
Rankine Cycle with suction vapour superheating, reversible
polytropic compression, and condenser liquid subcooling as
shown in £i90 14-1.

T
2

Pv n ;;: const.

s
£ig~

-l.:...~~

2 ::

The

mc~n

14·-1

Ret':r.igerant cycle used in the
heat pump simulation program.

experimental value of the polytropic exponent is

used to define the compression process.

This allows the

discharge state prop.arties and the ideal power of compression
to be .found.

The actual compression process is

irreversible and this fact is allowed ror in the overall
comprcsso~

erficiency used o

~1?..1:

The rexrigeran'j; temperature at the evaporator exit is higher
than the evaporati.ng tamperature and lower than the
temperatllre of the su:r:rounding air 0

To find the ex-act

value wouJ.d require ;,.. very comp1ex rea thema tical model of the
evapor a. tor 61
the

l;\e."\;~

HowC"ver,

th~~

of t.he ev....po:!:<.'\1';ing

experimental resul ts show that
telDp~rature

and the outside air

tcmp..:n: ....tur0. is a. goed estimate of the refrigerant telllperature
at "lJ;e

evapor.:\.to~

exi to
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State 1:
Between points III and point 1 the refrigerant vapour is
further superheated by heat gained within the compressor

In the steady state, the refrigerant temperature

shell.

C!.t the compressor suction valve is such that the
temperature gradient across the compressor shell is
sllfficient to dissipate the heat released within.

When

the rate of heat loss from within the compressor and the
heat transfer factor for the compressor shell are knovffi,
the suction vapour temperature can be determined.
State 3:
To determine the temper.ture of the subcooled liquid
refrigerant &t the condenser exit would require a complex
model of the condenser and of the capillary tube o
However, the experimental results shot'l that the exi t
temperature is roughly the mean of the condensing
temperature and the room air temperature o

3-4:
The

e~~ansion

process in the capillary tube is

t~(en

to be

perfectly adiabatic o
Refrigerant Type
The refrigerant type being used is read into the simulation
~rogram

and the thermodynamic properties at the various

state points are found by means of the refrigerant property
sUbprogr ams.
14-2

COMPRESSOR FLOW CHAllACTERISTIC

The mass flow rate of the refrigerant through the

co~pressor

depends on:swept volume
speed
clearance
throttling at suction and dischar. ge valves
specific volume of vapour at suction condition
specific volume.of vapour at the discharge
condition
For a given compressor the swept volume and clearance
are fixed; while the speed varies only slightly with load"
The extent to which throttling at th€ suction and discharge
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However, it

valves reduces the flov{ rate is not known a

is not unrensonable to assume that throttling reduces the
flow rate by a £ixed proportion over the normal operating
range.
From

re~rigerant

cha.rts i t can be seen that the

specific volti.D1e at suction does not vary greatl.y with the
Moreover, Cooper (ref.18) has found

amount of superheat.

that the amount of superheating which takes place \',it11in a
~

hermetic compressor is greater at low evaporator exit
superheat levels.

The effect of this is that the suction

temperature, and hence the specific volume at suction,
remains essentially constant irrespective of the evaporator
exit temperature a
The experimental results have

shrn~n

that, for a given

suction state just upstream of the suction

valve~

the

discharge state just dmvnstream of the discharge valve can
be determined, given the discharge pressure, by assuming a
Therefore, for given

pOlytropic compression process o
evaporating and condensing

ten~eratures

the discharge state

is essentially fixed since the suction state is essentiallY
fixed.

;

From the points discussed so far i t can be deduced
that for a given evaporating temperature or pressure and a
given condensing temperature or pressure the refrigerant
flow rate shoUld remain nearly

constant~

Therefore, the

compressor flow characteristic can be approximate d

by

either a function of the saturation temperatures or of the
saturation

p~essureso

The performance data supplied by Tecumseh for the
compressor used in the Klimatkyla

K~VP900

plant gives the

flow rate as a function of the saturation temperatures in
graphical i:orm..

This was replotted as a :function of the

saturation pressures and the reSUlting curves were found to
be morc nearly linear.
.function of

temperat~~xc:s

The flow chari.l.cteris'tics as a
and as a function of

pressu~=es

are

included in appendix B o
The :following refrigera.nt flow rate equation has been
matched to the manufa.ctureT.'s ilm'1 cha:cacteristic :replotted
agair~st

the saturation p:r::essures:
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COMl + CON2 x PEVAP

REFFLO

+ COM3 x PCOND + cOM4 x PEVAP x PCOND
where,
REFFLO
PEVAP
PCOND

_

refrigerant mass .flow rate

= evaporating pressure
= condensing pressure

kg/s

bar

bar
COMI, COM2, COM3, COM4 are constants
This equation is o.f the same form as that used by
erall (ref.IG) 1n the simulation of a reciprocating
compressor for an air conditioning plant.
14-3

COMPRESSOR

The experimental val ue of the heat transfer factor for the
compressor shell is used in the simulation program to find
the suction vapour temperature.
The compressor efficiency is expressed as a linear
function of the ideal power of compression.
CEFFIC

<.

=CEFIC1 x CPCYIIRP

CEFIC2.

where,
CEFFIC

._

CPOWRP

=

compressor ove:rall efficiency, based on the
ideal power of compression
ideal power of compression for a reversible
polytropic process

CEFICl, CEFIC2 are constants derived from the experimental
resul ts o
The constant crankcase heater rating completes the
inxormation required to define the compressor.
14-4

CONDENSER

The mass flo\ll rate of room air through the condenser J the
total head across the room air :fan and the efficiency of the
room air fan/motor combination are all taken to be cons tanto
The heat transfer performance of. the condenser is

dQTined by a capacity coefficient based on the temperature
dii'ference between the saturated refrigeran.t and the room
air entering the condenser.

~

The capacity coef:ficient is

expressed a5 a function of the condensing temperature and
the refrige:Lant mass flow rate as shown in fig. 14-2 0
:function is defined by three constan"ts, derived :from the

experimen"t,,\l results J which are inpu t
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to the program.

This
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EVAPORATOR

As in the case of the condenser, the constant values for
the outside air flow rate, total head across the outside
fan, and fan/motor efficiency are read into the simulation

program.
The evaporator capacity coefficient is

eA~ressed

as a

function of the evaporating temperature and the refrigerant

flow rate as shown in fig .. 14-30

Thi~

function is defined

by three constants, derived £rom the experimental results.

The temperature dif.ference used in conjunction with the
evaporb. tor capacity coefficient is a log mean value
calculated from the evaporating temperature and the air
entry and exit temperatures.
The mean experimental value of the evaporator bypass

factor is also read in to the simulation

14::6

~rogr~m.

DEFROST SYSTEM

The measured

de~rost

heater rating and the experimentally

derived defrost system efficiency are read into the

simulation program.
The apparatus dew point temperature is used as the
mean evaporator surface temper.ature in order to determine
whether or not ice formation occurs.

It is assumed that

when the ADP temperature is at or below -loC all the moisture

"removed from the air in 'the

~vaporator

forms ice.

The

proportion of the moisture removed which forms ice is
assumed to vary from. 100% to 0% as the ADP temperature

varies from _1°C to lOCo' Thus, at an l1DP tempexature of
oCe , 50% of the moisture removed .from the air is assumed ·to
:forDl ice on the evaporator suri'aces o

At ADP temper-atures

at or above 1°C it is assumed that no icing occurs o

14-7

DESCRIPTION OF THE HEAT PUMP SU1ULATION PROGl1AJI,

The heat pump simulati.on program has been written as a
subroutine subprogram so that it can be incorporat2d in
different types of main

requirements o

progro~ms

to suit different

It calcul.:J..tes all the principa.l p.::.rameters

"'lhich can be mCi.'..sured C'xperimentally on the aC"t.:ual plant::,

including the heat output, the la:1:ent and sensible heat
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Refrigerant No.

NR

Z

Z

Total Head Across Uoom Air Fan
FANITH
metres of air

Constants ror Condenser Capacity
Coerricient Characteristic
•
'CCCl,
CCC2,
CCC3'
--

Z

~

.........

Haom Air Temperature
TAIRC

°c
~

@

i\lass Flow Rate

of Room Air
RAFL()

~

Efficiency

Fan/Motor

@)

o

1<9/ s

~

-"
t9'
(J)

- - - - rerr .exi t temp. = (room air 'temp.+ condensing tempo)

-....
~

I

~

2'

Constants for Compressor
Flo·.11 Characteristic
.CO~·ll t

CO:.Q, COM3, CO!'-1l~

Power Consumption of
Crc.nkc<:\se Heater

CHK\~

8

kW

/

Constants for Evaporator Capacity
Coefficient Characteristic
ECCl, ECC2,
ECC3
Z
,. d

Tr.n.nSf'~e~r~:F]·a~c~t~o~r~==:=~---"'~=~-1~~~~~~~~~~~~i~
Shell
co~cnr- kW/QC
AA

Heat
for

Cor.li>re~sor

®
A

Outside l\ir Tcnp. and
ilelative Humidity

TAI!~

Efr1c1ency of Outs1.de A1r r'an/Moter
F,oEF'F'

C@
BB

°c
HHA
.....
Constants tor Cornoressor Ef£iciency Equation
CEFICl

,

CEFIC2

"-...0

./

, j

:u

Total Head Across Ou tside Air Fan
FANOTH

metres of ;dr

(B )
\.J

Erficiency

~

refr~eAit temp. = (outside air

Defrost Heater
DFHKvl

temp.+ evap.temp.)

Ra~ing

k\'l

2

51MULAT I ON /vi ODEL

of an

kn/s
J
:::::-

I t

?OLYN

=-

Hass Fio,", l~ate
of Ou~side Air
OAFLO

DFEFF

Polytrc,pic Lx[>onc;n; ror
Co:noression Process

CO f'v1 P UTE.R

(

.-?,..

AIR-Ta-AIR HE.AT PUMP PLANT

KlJ:4ATKYL~

KMVP 900 HEnT PUMP PlnNT AT V.C.D.

~n~~Q~Q~~~~~QOOO~OOOO~OOOOOOOOOQ~OQOOOOO~OOOO

!tEAT PUMP

5J~l\lLATIOtl

T~I::O~ETIC~l

/·100I::L
CYCLE

R[FRI~ERANT

CO~BINED

~ITH

CO~PCNENT

CHARACTERISTICS

REFHIGERANT CYCLE

1

?~

~5~~1~ldb~ ~8Pt~~~:f~DCS~~§5~Sl?NCONSTANT PRESSU~E

COl'lur.NS/lTION AT CONSTA~lT PRESSURE
SIJ,lCOUlJ:JG \)f LIQUIO AT CONSTANT P~ESSURE TO TEMP. 13
3
ISUHtj,ILPIC C::XPt'oIlSION
4
[VAPOIlATHJN lIT CONSTA"lT PRESSUriE
11
SUPf;l<r1Et..iINti OF VAPOUR AT CONSTANT PRESSURE TO TEMP. Tl
POI~JT III LIES f3EhIEEr~ POltH 11 AND POINT 1 AND IS THE REFRIGERANT
srAT[ AT THE [VAP()kATOfJ on.
ThE REFi<IGEPANT IS FURTHER SUPERHEATED TO
POINT I BY HEAT GAIfj ",rHdN THE COMPREC;SJR SHELL.
TE~p. Till = IOUT~IDE AlP TEMP • • EVAPORATOR SATURATION TEMP.Ill
TEMP. T3 = CRUOM AIR TEMP. + CONDENSER SATURATION TEMP.1/2

22
33

33

3
,.
11
I

REFRIGERANT

22

COl1PRESSOR DATA
cor,STMHS FOR COMPRESSOR FLO"" CHARACTERISTIC
COf~l = -0.112~7E-Ul
COM2 = 0.8319IE-02
CO~3 = -0.37107E-0~
cor~,. = -0.81069E-04
CONSTANTS FOR CO~PRf.SSOR EFFICIENCY CHARACTERiSTIC
eEFICI = 0.4400
CEFIC? = O.IRao
POLYTROPIC EXPONENT FOR CO~PRESSION PROCESS
= l .035
ttEkT THAN5F~.H FACTOR fOR COMPRESSOR SHELL
= 0.0350
CRANKCASE Ht;ATER RArtNG
:: 0.0580

~W/DEG.

~w

C

CONDENSER DATA
CONSTANTS FOR CllNDENSER CAPACITY COEFFICIENT CHAI-!ACTERISTIC
CCCl = -0.0019Y
CCC2 =
2.23
CCC3 =
0.1680
MASS FLO~ RATE OF ~OOM AIR THROUGH CONOENSE~
:: 0.2170 KG/SEC.
TOTAL HtAO DIFFERENC~ ACNOSS ROOH AI~ fAN
:: 47..64 METRES OF AIR
EFFICIENCY OF ROOM AIR FAN/MOTOR
'" 0.40
EV .. PORATOR OATA
CONSTA~TS FOR EVAPORATOR CAPACITY COEFFlcrE~T
CHARACTEPISTIC
ECCl '" -0.01151
[CC2 = 13.61
ECC3 = -0.1967
dYPASS Ft..CTOH OF EVAPORATOR COIL
0.478
~IAS'5 FLO'" RATE OF OUTSIDE:. AIR THROUGH £VAPO~ATOR
0.2500 KG/SEC.
fOUL tlEAn OIFFEI1ENCt. ACHOSS OUTSIDE AIR FAN
38.40 METRES Of AIR
EFFICIENCY Of OuTSIDE:. AIR FAN/MOTOI-!
0.40
DEfROST SYSTEM DATA
DEFROST HEATER RATING
DEFROST HEATER EFFICIENCY

'"
=

0.615
0.218

KII

fig. 14 -5 Input to the computer simulation program
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removed from the Quts:i.de air, the compressor

pow~r

consumption,

refrigerant temperatures at various points, defrost time, and
man), more o

A complete li.sting and flo\'1 diagrams ror the heat pump

simulation subprogram ( HPSIM ) are included in appendix F.
COlluuent cards in the listing e>..-plain each step of the
calculations.
The operating conditions - the outside air temperature,
the outside air relative humidi ty and the room air temperature _

comprise the argument list o
Subprograms Called
A separate subprogram is used to read in the data defining the

heat pump plant o

The refrigerant property subprograms are

called to find the thermodynamic properties at various points
in the

~efrigerant

cycle.

Results are transferred back to

the main program by means of labelled COl1MON blocks.
Calculation Method
The simulation subprogram uses an iteration process to find
the steady state operating levels of the various components.
Initial estimates are made of the evaporating and condensing
temperatures, the reIrigerant flow rate and the evaporator and
condenser capacity coefficients.

There are IOUI' main iteration

loops in the program which are nested one within the other.
The innermost iteration loop finds the refrigerant flow
rate to within a suitable tolerance for. the current estimates
of the evaporator and condenser capacity coefficients.

The

evaporating and condensing temperatures change with each new
estimate of refrigerc?nt flow rate.
The next iteration loop f.inds the evaporator capacity
coefficient to within a suitable tolerance for the current
estimate of the condenser capacity coef:ficiento
The third iter"tion loop finds the condenser capacity
coefficient to within a

suit~ilile

tolerance.

The outermost iteration loop ensures that the
and c9udensing

tem~ratures

are

~ccurate

evapora~ing

'to vii thin 1the desired

tolerance.
14·-8

APPLICATION OF THE HEAT PUMP SIMULATIO;\l PROGRAM

Three di.ffexcnt main programs have been written which make
use of the heat pUI.lp siululation

~ubprogrc.m..

The first of these r HPSH1A., calculates and prints out
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.

simula.tion results :for up to sixteen dif.ferent sets or
opel:ating conditions..

This has been u!';ed to obtain

simulation results for certain measured operating conditions

in order to compare the simuli\.tion and experill.1ental results.
It has also been used, for example, to determine the effect

o£ the outside air temperature on the defrost time o

This

program simply reads i::t the sets of operating conditions,
calls HPSlf\1 for each and prints out the results.

It has

not been .felt necessary to give a listing Q

A second prog:r:am HPSIMB waS used to calculate the heat
pUTup perforraance characteristics, ioe. heat output and
c.OOpG, for the complete range of the three operating

conditions o

No listing has been given as this was another

straightforward input/output type program o

A complete listing has, however, been given in
appendix E for the third main program, HPSIMC.

calculates the seasonal
14' 9
R

PR03RAH
--

per£orn~nce

ox

This

a heat pump plant o

TO CALCULATE SEASONAL PEHFORMANCE

-

Fig o 14-6 shows the input da"'ca to this main prograrn. o

It

design conditions for the heated space and

is in two parts;
weather data.

Desi£n C~~\~iong
The room design temperature is the ternperature to be
maintained within the building throughout the heating season.
The outside design temperature is the nominal lowest
outsi~e

temperature to be expected..

The design heat loss

o£ the building is the hea.t loss calcltlated at this
temperature.

A vi'lue :for the design heat loss is not

included in fig o 14-6 as the program calculates the
seasonal p0r:formance for c.. nu.m.oer of different values o
The balance point for zero heat requirement is the
outside temperature at which the net heat loss from the
bu.ilding is zero..

At this I?oint the heat loss thr.ough the

walls is equal to the sum of the solar and other heat gains
wi.thin the building.
The heatin.g season in Ireland is taken to be from
October to

"'1a~",

inclusive"

************************************~************

o ;:»

***

P>~

AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMP SEASONAL PERFORMANCE

***

o""'~
/-'.
C rt

DESIGN CONDITIONS

'"' 0
1-"
:l'

<+ ::J
,... I:>

ROOM DESIGN

01-4

;;

o

/-'.
::l

i'~'O

C
:Trt
ID

~

CL

c+!l'

rt

~

I.ll

'0 $lJ
C
8 rl
"C 0

H\
}-'.

TEMPERATU~E

20.0 DEG. C

OUTSIDE DESIGN TEMPERATURE

-1.0 DEG. C

BALANCE POINT FOR ZERO HEAT REQUIREMENT

15.0 DEG. C

HEATING SEASON

1 OCTOBER TO 31 MAY

to
•

WEATHER DATA
'"'

~

<+ ,
0\
m
'Jl
c ()

TErt,p. RANGE
DEG. C

HOURS

TEMP. RANGE
DEG. C

HOURS

14.0

124.440

4.0

428.796

13.0

195.924

3.0

354.894

'0",

12.0

296.688

2.0

297.546

f;,
0'0

11.0

410.226

1.0

185.574

Ii li

10.0

475.066

0.0

91.536

$lJ <D
;:s li

9.0

534.546

-1.0

50.430

8.0
7.0

561.612

-2.0

19.554

596.520

-3.0

5.796

6.0

581.200

-4.0

2.232

5.0

503.796

(/l

(i)::t
~.J

;:s 0
$lJ ::J
,",'0
;;;

rJ IV
Ii M

El 0

() Pc:
~

co
•

Ho,

o

"I
r:'

;:r

(0)

MEAN RELATIVE HUMIDITY DURING HEATING SEASON

=

0.83

Weather Data

Using intervals of IOC the number or hours during the

heating season at each temperature belot'! the balance point
for zero heat requirement have been input tothe progra.rn"
These figures have been derived from data supplied by the
Meteorological service for the period 1964-68 at Dublin
Airport o

The valu.e of relative humidity given is a typical
value for Dublin during the heating season o
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15.

15-1

RESULTS FROH THE COHPUTER SIHU1ATION

CO~ARISON

OF

SI~illLATION

PROGRA~iS

RESULTS WITH EXPERIHENTAL

RESULTS

Tables of experimental results and the simulation results for
the same operating conditions are presented in appendix E.
With the exception of tests carried out on 24/3/76 the

simulation r esul ts are in reasonably good agreement with the
experimental values.
As the test results for 24/3/76 were exceptional and
were not used in deriving the heat pump component

characteristics"

i t is not surprising that the siraulation

results differ considerably from the experimental results in

this ca.se.
15-2

C.O.P. AND HEAT OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS AS PREDICTED
BY 1HE SHflll.,.ATION PROGIU'...,\t

Klimatky1a 1(/>lV? 900 Plant
The coefficient of performance and heat output characteristics predicted by the computer simulation of the Klimatkyla
KMVP

900

heat pump plant are shown in fig o 15-1 and £igo

15-2~

The coefficient of performance is very low at all
temperature ranges and would certainly not justify the
capital cost of the plant o

The heat output falls off

steeply as the outside air temperature dropso
J~'P

900 Plant with Increased EvaRorator Capacity

Figures 15-3 and 15~4 show the effects or increasing the
evaporator capacity coefficient.
Each of the three constants in the evaporator capacity
coefficient equation has been doubled o
It can be seen from the graphs that both the c.o.po and

the heat

out~ut

are increased over the full range of

operating temperatures shown o
At a room air temperature 0:£ 25°C and an outside air
temperature of more than lOoe, bothUle c.oopo and the heat
output decrease with increasing outside air temperature.
At these conditions the condenser is not able to cope
adequately with the improved evaporator perrormance o
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~1VP

900 Plant with Increased Condenser CapacitL
Figures 15-5 and 15-6 show the c.o.p. and heat ontput
characteristics when the condenser capacity is increased.
Here again both the e.o.p. and the heat output are improved
over the full range 0:£ operating temperatures.
improvements are small at low

out~ide

The

temperatu~es.

air

but

are considerable at high outside air temperatures.
Relative Nerits of Increases in Evaporator or Condenser
Capaci ty
On the basis offue c.o.p •• an increase by a given proportion
'in the evaporator capacity coefficient is considerably more
effective than an increase of the

s@~e

condenser capacity coe£.ficient.

An increase in the

proportion in the

condenser capacity gives a higher c.oopo when both the
high,but~

outside air and room air temperatures are

this

advantage would be small on an annual basis compared with
the advantage of increasing the evaporator

c~)acity.

On the basis of heat output, too. the advantage of
increasing the evaporator capacity :far olltweights the
advantage of increasing the condenser capacity by the same
proportion.
The predicted effects of

increa~ing

the evaporat.or or

condenser capacity coefficients are, however. difficult to
relate to reality.,

The types of heat transfer units which

would double the constants in the capacity equations are not
lcnown o

In order 10 obtain useful resul ts it Vlould be

necessary to input the knovm heat transfer charac teristics
of particular evaporator and condenser

15-3

EFFECT OF OUTSIDE AIR R.H. ON
PHEDICTED BY THE SnmLI\TIO~

.

uni~so

?ERFOR~~~CE

PR0'3Wr--.

AS

Figo 15-7 shows the effects of the outside air reLative
humidity on the performance of the

Klimatkyl~

Kl\1VP 900 heat

pump as prern_ctect by the simulation prograro o
The higher the relative humidity of the

outsi~e

air

the greater the fraction of latent heat which is removed
£rom the a.ir in the cvaporatoro

When a large part of the

heat removed is latent the drop in tempeJ;ature ex the air i.n
passing through th2 evaporator is small o

In this

w,·.~,

the

mean temperatur<~ difference between the aiL and thG sdturCl.tec
refrigerant is reduced o
Heat. tro.ns£er is improved by the
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0.0

l"(;duced mean temperature difference;

the evaporating

temperature is higher than it would otherwise be and the
rate of heat removal from the outside air is slightly
increased.

The end result is that both 'the c.oop. and the

heat output are a little higher when the relative humidity

of the outside air is high.
A high value of outside air relative humidity c~tses a
high rate of ice build-up if the evaporator surface
A long pe~iod of def~o5ting

temperature is below OOC o
is thtlS required o

At lower relative humidity values the

defrost tim2 gets shorter.

15-4

KJ.IMATKYLA KMVP 900 PLANT -

IMPROVED DESIGN

Xhe poor performance predicted for the Klimatkyla KMVP 900

plant by the simulation program reflects the poor results
obtained e.."perimentall.y.
,~as

As mentioned previously, this

probably due to air in the system or some other £ault o
In order to demonstrate the type of performance which

should be readily attainable from a heat pump plant a
number of arbitrary design improvements
the simulation prograHl o

h~ve

been input to

These are as follows:

evaporator capacity equation constants = 200% of actual

= 200% or actual
= 50% of actual
= 200% of actual

condenser capacity equation constants
evaporator bypass :factor
defrost efficiency

One of the principal reasons for using this improved
heat pump design was to illustrate the true nature of the
seasonal performance characteristics.

With the simllation

of the actual plant a worthwhile seasonal

c.oop~

was not

obtained.

15-:;
Fig.

EFFECT OF OOTSIDE AIR TEMPERATUHE ON DEFnOST rUTE
AS PIU;]JICTED BY 1'Hf'f SH..fu~.rION PHCGRAM

15-8 contains plots of defrost time against the outside

air temperatu7.."e for: the Klimatl;yla KMVP 900 heat pump and
for the improved design.

In the

~imulation

of the existing plant, frost formation

commences at an outside air tenrperatu:cf.~ of BOe and reaches
a maximum at about

5.5°c.

The mcG·dmum defrost period. is

about 42 minutes and this reduces to abQt\'t 10 mim.ttes at o.Il
The design ir::p:covernents
outside air temperature of _looe.
103

rednce the defrost time signi£ican tly al. though frosting
comn~nces

15-6

at a slightly higher outside air

ten~erature.

COMPUTER PREDICTED SEASONAL PERFORMANCE

The computer program for the calculation of the seasonal
performance has been run for the existing K1imatkyla KMVP
900 heat pump plant and for this plant with the design

improvements already

I:1ention~d..

Fig. 15-9 is a sample

printout of results from the program.
The variation of the seasonal c.oopo with the design
net heat loss .from the building is shown in fig. 15-10 0

In fig. 15-11 the variation in the seasonal coo.p. is again
shown but in this case it has been assumed that the
crankcase heater is not used at all during the heating
season"
Figo 15-12 shows the total amounts of heat supplied
by the heat pump and by the supplementary heaters during
the heating

~eason

as a function of the design net heat

loss from the building.
Fig. 15-13 is a breakdown of the energy consumption
over the heating season as a function of tlB design net
loss.
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HEAT PUMP DESIGN CONSIDER~TIONS COR
SUBURBAN DWELLINGS IN IRELAND

16-1

FlJNCTION

Space heating is

of

~he

year.

requi~ed

for approximately eight

m~nths

Hot water is required throughout the year.

Air cooling is not required at all ror private dwellings.
16--,Z:--:.H:;:E::.A::;;T-:.S"O"U",R;::C::;;E

For suburban housing in general air is the only practical
heat source.

In a. comparatively small number or cases i t

may be possible to take advantage or clean river water
which can be drawn

16..3

£ro~

close byo

HEAT SINK

Both water and air are sui table heat sinks for a dOlllE.:stic
heat pump.

The choice

be~qeen

and of personal preference.

these is onc of economics

It is not yet clear whether

one or the ether is more suited to Irish requircmentso
16-4

\~ATER

SINK SYSTEMS

!!:dvantp.g~~

1)

A water sink heat pump may be used with a conventional

.indir.ect cylinder. and radiator Syste>.lU.
2)

An existing oil or gas .fired central heating system

using radiators may be r.onverted to heat pump operat,ion
with the minimum of inconvenience.

I f tlu:: radiators were

originally oversized, as is often the case, i t may ,not be

necessary to increase the total radiator area.
also be the case where the existing

h(~c.ting

This may

system v.. as

designed for night set-back and the heat pump system is
3)

not~

The power consumption of the hot water circulating pump

is SD"'.all o

J+)

The condensing unit is small in size and can be designed

with counterflow so as to optimise heat tr.anszer o

DOlllestic hot water can be drawn fT-om the indirect
cy1.inder o
5)

109

Disadvantage..::
1)

For an economical amount of radiator surface the

condensing temperature must be high - at least 50°C.

The

c.oopo is, therefore, not as high as i t could be at a lower
condensing tenperatu:ce.
2)

The cost of the radiators and indirect cylinder is high -

at least as high as :for a conventional fuel-fired system ..

16-5

AIR SINK UNITS

Advantages
1)

With an air

sim~

heat punp lower condensing temperatures

can be used o
2)

A warm air system may be the cheapest to incorporate

into a building if this is done at the design stage o
Disadvantages

I}

Separate provision

hot water o

~ust

be made for the supply of domestic

This might take the form of a separate heat

exchanger to desuperheat the refrigerant le&ving the
compressor o
2)

For an existing house ducting may be expensive and may

t~<e

up considerable space and spoil the appearance of the

house interior.

3)

It may also involve high heat losses.

The power consumption of the indoor air circulation fan

is high.

4)

The condenser unit is large and cannot readily be

designed with counter£low sections for refrigerant desuperheating and 8ubcooling.

5)

Indoor

Xill1

noise must be taken into consideration in the

overall design"

16-6

SELECTION OF

l~ATER

SINK OR AIR SINK

In 'the present state of the art
given.

~o

general guide can be

Personal preference :for eithe:c a warm air or a

radiator heatin.g system is a m.ajor t"actQr o

The economics

will be largely determined by the type ox house and whether
it is already built or

not~

no

16-7

DEFROST SYSTEM

In American type pacl<aged heat pump uni ts the .:four \'Jay
reversing valve has a reputation for unreliability.

Since

reversible operation is not required for the Irish climate
i t would seem worthwhile to eliminate 'this

The

valve~

possibility or passing hot refrigera.nt through the

evaporator as a means of defrosting i·t is lost in !"...:.:king
this decision.

If the evaporator is su££iciently large the

anm.~al

energy requirement fer defrosting can be a very small

proportion 6£ the total energy input.

A well designed

electric heater de£rost system is probably the best choice
as it is reliable and can be combined with an efficient

control system o

16-8

HEAT PUMP PLANT SIZE

If a heat pump plant is sized to meet the maximum !lea:i:
requirement of a building the average utilization

throughout the heating season will be very low o

For a.

heating system consisting of a heat pump and suppJ.ementary
electric heaters there is an optimum heat pump size to
minimise the sum of the capi tal and running costs.

The

better the performance of the heat pump the gLeater will be
the optimum heat pump size o

Fig. 15-10 gives an indication of the effect of heat

pump size relative to the design net heat noss.

The

Klimatkyla heat pump with design improvements gives a
seasonal coo.po

ox

1 0 75 if the design net heat loss of ths
However, it cun give a seasonal c.oop.

building is 2 !tWo

of lCl:> for a building with a design net heat loss of 6 le\<!"
The

to~al

cost per kilowatt hour of. heat supplied is

probably lower in the latter case.
Unfortunate!.)',
a.vailabl('-~

ther{~

is insufficien't info!:!'!i.2. tiOl1

at present to allow a ganeral analysis of 0:l:>timulll

heat pnmp size to be carried out for Irish conditions.
CRANKCASE

I~SATER

In the KliJllatkyla ¥-"'1VP 900 heat

on a>t hll times.

pun~p

the cral"'_l<:.case heater is

It would be a simple ma1:ter. to al tcr "the
llJ~

circui try so that it comes on cnly v/hen the plant is not
X£ this was done and the average utilization of

running.

the plant was high the annual consumption of the cl"ankcase
heater would be practically negligible.

16-w

CONTROLS

As a heat pump system is considerably more capital intensive
than conventional

h~ating system~more

sophisticated controls

are desirable in order to maximise the performance and
ensure that the heat output is used

to

e£fectively~

Evaporator Capacity Control
tvhen the outside air temperature is high the heat output
ortlle heat pump may be very much greater than the requirement

of the building:

the plant runs for short periods and is

swi tchOO off :for long periods by the thermostat.
plant is running the
evapora~or

\>Jhile the

rates of heat transfer through the

and through theoondenser are high.

There:fore,

the air/refrigerant temperature differences are higher than
they would be i f the heat transfer rates were lower and the
plant ran continuously.
It follows that the c.oop. would
be better i£ the output was more closely matched to the hea"'c
requirement o
The load on the compressor is very much greater at high
outside air temperatures than at low values.

A compressor

motor designed to cope with the load corresponding to low
outside temperatures would be overloaded when the outside
air temperature is high.
Evaporator capacity control is a means of improving
the plant performance and reducing the corupl:cssor load when
the outside ai= temperature is relatively high o

The

evaporator heat tran$Ier capacity is reduced by reducing the
flow rate of air throagh it.

Less power is consumed by the

outside air fans and, in addition, the heat output of the
plant is reduced, the condensing temperature is Im·,ered and
the load on the compressor is· lessened.
Other C~r!.!E..0.l.s Reguir~
1) Defrost Control; to defxost the evaporator coil as
required
2)

Thermost."l.ts:

to sense t.he heat requirelc.ent ox the
bu.i.J din,.,
""112:

3)

Safety Cutouts:

motor protectors and high and low
pressure cutouts

4)

Supplementary Heating Control: to bring on supplementary ileaters as required.

lJ!3
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Cm1PHESSOl~

f'.1anufac tur.ed by:

DATA

Tecumseh Products Company, Tecumseh,
Michigan 49236, UoS.A.

AH5520E

1'1odel:

Applica tio n:

(old ref. Mi20L12V)

Designed for air conditioning and heat

pump applications using U22 type
refrigerant~

60 Cycle Rated

Cap~city:

a)

Air Cond.

19500 Btu/hr

-

5.715 k"

b)

Heat Pump

16800 Btu/hr

=

4.924 kt'!

(multiply by

5/6 to obtain 50 cycle
capacity ratings)

(36.39 cm 3 /rev.)

Displacement:

460 V

Electrical Rating:
Oil Charge:

. 45 fl.oz.

420/380 V 50 C 3ph.

60 C

(J.331 cc)
80

Haximum Refrigerant Charge (R22 or R502):

oZo

Avdp.

(2.268 kg)
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EVAPORATOR AND

B

CO~~ENSER

SPECIFICATIONS

The inlet and outlet of each unit are on the upstream air
side.

The tubes are 1.3 cm 0.0. copper with alwninium

fins.
evaporator
£inned width

30.5 cm

finned height

no. of tubes

34.3 cm
cm
33
2.1
68

fin/tube area

18.3

finned depth
fins/cm

SCH~~TIC DIAGRfu~

L

OF

4~yAY

COMPRESSo

VALVE

~'V

condenser

28.5 cm
34.0 cm
29.3 cm
2.6
54
17.2

REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT

H
~

rndb

I
,

)
ROtlM
AIR
HEAT

(

DUTS 1DE.

)

(XC/-lAI'JGER

EX.CHANGE.R

(
,u
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ThcrlOocou;:.le CD.libration:Each thermocouple has a linear calibration curve of the form;
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, KO

INStDE fAN PQIo£fl, <W

28. "f

29.8

28.2

29.• 1

30.0

].1

].]

203

4.2

5.2

33.0

33.8

33.3

34.3

35.3

1.280

1.310

1.330

1 .J lO

0.2'.8

0.24"

0.248

0.2"8

0.252

0.224

0.222

0.227

0.227

0.232

]

4

5

•

1.370

TE 5TS CAtlRIEO UUT ON 25 JUNE 1916
T€.!>T RESULTS

li(A T P;.JMP

R£ftl[GERANT

22

TEST NUIAdER
OUTSIDE 'I R 00 TENP •• OEG. C
OUTSIDE AIR R.H.
flOur·1 AIR

TE~IP.

lit: AT OUTPU r.
SU1~

It~S

0.619

, OEG. C

"PO.lER

21.80

0.700
23.20

10.ClO
0.581t
23.00

11. SO
0.563
22.70

2.691

201'146

2.669

2.814

12.00
0.570
23.30
2.173

1 .810

1.834

1.863

1.843

1.912

1.800

1.884

1.837

1.827

1.486

1 ;442

\.4)2

1.527

1.450

COEFfICIENT OF PERFOHMANCE 2

1.495

l.HO

1 • 41 7

1.531

1.517

COr·1PRESSOR EFfiCIENCY

pOl'lc::r~

INPUTS.

10.50

1.000

Of

'1EI.."'1

r•

8.60

"

INPUT. KW

,

PERFOtl~IANCE

COEfF [CIErH Of

,

0.449

0.4)9

0.434

0.456

0.433

COI1PREs<;OR t:FFICIENCY 2

0.427

0.415

0.408

0.434

0.411

POLYTROPIC EXPONENT

1.042

1.031

l.023

1.040

1.035

Go\W-l.\ 4T 5UCT ION CONLlIT[ON

1.208

1.20A

1.209

1.208

1.208

Gj\"Il-lA AT 01 SCliM1GE CUllOl TION

1.290

1.304

1.313

1.293

1.298

Nl::Ml VflLUE OF

1.249

1.256

I .261

1.250

1.253

fUR

"R.P.

GMn~A

ISl:.11T"OPIC COMPll.
PO'JIEfl OF

COMP~.

,

I Sf-llTI'QP I C COMf'R. FRUM
ISU1T!IOP(C

CO~1PH

H.l. OuT
KW
COt',;> • HEAT TO

R!:.V.

• FHOM

lH~U'
Hl:::fj~

",,

'"
1 1 1 • KW

C'l'L.

\11

ALL

• VAP., KW

t.124

1.12J

1.1<:3

1.123

I • I 22

0.574

0.575

0.577

0.597

0.593

0.615

0.621

0.627

0.640

0.638

0.541

0.541

0.!l45

0.564

0.566

0.249

0.279

0.304

0.261

0.273

0.239

0.256

0.260

0.247

0.234

0.77"

0.016

0.85~

0.185

0.874

0.0317

0.0350

0.0380

0.03',5

0.0375

123.tl

125.B

12~.3

124.5

12b.1)

IU::r III r,!: (1""'11 FLO',' IIATl. xG/S

0.01134

0.0113]

0.01145

0.01190

0.0111,)

Nf.\ SUoJEO InlS I C,N FLOW

101 0 1

1.060

1.072

1.075

1.040

C01·:f> • HfAT THIlNSff.::l
CtJll1'I'!!"S5Ui/ tlEf.1
K\UIl!:.G. C
l'>l1lT~uPIC

UIT

ro AIR. KW

HI.\NSfEII Fo\CTOIl
Tt::~lI",

, nt::G. C

137

APPENDIX D

PUI~P

liE 1\ T

TEST

TESTS CARRieD OU r ON Z5

RESULTS

..JUr~E

(CONTO.)

1976

3

4

5'

6

2.513

2.533

2.678

2.634

0.41:14

0.457

0.431

0.51.0

0.496

1. -r63

1.751

1.771

1."55

1.822

TEST NUMBER
CONDErISEr? HEA T.

[<mO.

HEA

r,

2.556

KW

OESUPERHEAT.

"

COtlCEJISER HEAT. LATE·H, KW

CONDENSER HEAT. SUBCUliL. KW

0.290

0.3011-

0.331

0.313

0.313

COND. CIIPAC ITV' COEfFICIENf I
KIUOt:G. C
Cor.O. C/lPACITY COEFFICIENT 2
Kw/t.lEG. C
CorlD. LOG. ~'Ei\N T .0 •• OEG. C

0.128

0.122

0.122

0.136

0.130

0.098

19.90

0.094
20.64

0.094
20.79

l(\.j

0.164

0.886

0.903

LATEllT/fOrAl HEAT Rpl0VEO

0.139

0.5i3

EVAPORATOR tIEAT. KW
EVAP. HEA r uEflCIT. K'.

t • 9<l2

1.960

0.305

1.879
0.113

hE" T

F~OM

OUTSiDE A I H •

EVAPORATUR ~EAT, LATEtlT, KW
EVAPORA1OR ftEflT, SUpf.RHEAf. KW
EVAP. CIIPAC !TY COEfFICIENT 1
KW/I)t:G. C

EVAP. CM'f.C! TV CuEFFlCIENT 2
K\o//lltG. C
EVr.p. lOG. 111.:: AN 1 • D. , DEG, C

0.102

19.10

0.099

20.18

0.857

0.871

0.11:14

0.055

0.130

2.000

2.095

2.079

0.112

0.093

0.304

0.183

1.864

1.908

1.910

1.940

0.096

0.092

0.125

0.139
0.093

0.096

0.088

0.091

0.094

0.083

0.018

0.018

O.OBl

0.019

20.b8

22.36

22.0b

22.1B

22.45

APPARATUS utl'l POINT, UEG, C
ljyPASS FACTOR
k.H.
POINT B
A6S. KUf.lIOlTY

0.86

0._19

0.91

0.93

0.98

O.4l14

0.57S0

0.4828

0.4959

0.5124

0.710

0.681

0.610

0.687

0.671

0.U01023

0.00~4(f

0.00463

0.00 4 68

0.00490

ABS. I1UI-tIOITY
B
CALCULATED [)[FHOST TIME, SECS.

0.00406

0.00'072

0.00437

0.00460

0.00472

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

"

"
"

,
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APPENDIX E
~ESULTS

E:XPI.mI~IENTAI.

Date

25/6/'76
4

1/7/'76
18

13.5
0.526
24.3

10.8

6.00

18.9

11.9

0.584

0.819

0.580

0.662

23.{))

19.00

22.6

22..9

2.831

2.669

2.311

2.674

1.942
0.778

1.863

2.489
1.740

1.885

1.856

0.903

0.757

0.736

0.583

Hca.t from outside air &
evap. heat defici t kW

1.070

0.996

1.009

-0.060

.184

0.941
0.497

1.114

l:atcnt/tot.ll heat removed kW

Coefficient o:f performance

1.1157

1.432

1.430

-9.3
54.0
37.5

~ll.5

so.o
35.00

29.9

35.00

4.5

16.30

34.7
7.7

10 0 56

-0 053

24!'i'76

Test number

2

Outside ."\1 r

temp.

Outside air

n.H.

l~oom

air

He... t

all tpu t

°c

°c

tCklp.

kW

Power Consumption

k~'1

Heat fral'! outside air

°c
°c

temp.

EV<l.porating

Condensing temp.

Air temp. at point 0
Air temp. at point

Apparatus dew point

"

Rerr.temp.,compoexit
r1o~

Rerrigerant

kW

°c
°c
°c
°c

rate kg/s

Defrost time, mins.

THE

RF.SUL TS FROM
OUTSIDE

QEG. C

,

'I'

,W
,W

AI~.

LATE1H/TOT"L HEAT REMOVED,

OF

1.4l11

-15.3
40.0

48.0

-120 06

-13.0
46.0

8907

81.9

102.6

94.4

0.01045

o .Oll57

0.01.108

0

0

0

•• OEG.

C

10.80
0.58 1,
23.00
2.558

6.00

18.90

11.90

0.819
19.00
2.502

0.580
22.60

0.662
22.90

2.819

2.619

1.835

1.B07

1.736

1.8IJ?

1.023

0.942

0.9]<)

0.953

1.177

0.985

0.131

0.7.31

0.511

0.]13

0.]81

1.411

1.415

1.441

1.524

1.431

-10.4

-11 .1

-12.6

50.9

47.6

39.9

52.5

48.3

30.42

35 0 74

3 /,.85

-0.8

-10.7

TE~P.,

DElo.

C

TEI~P.

AT POINT

OEG.

C

3n.ll

34.67

TE~?

AT POINT

O.
O.

OEG.

C

10.38

6.05

4.42

15.76

9.55

3.67

1.68

-0.87

9.12

3.56

CO/JOENS ING

AI"
AIR

,w

PERFOIH~ANCE

EVAPORol.TI~JG TE~IP

O.?25

1.491
-12.0

0.01145

2.589

OUTSIDE

COEFFICtENT

0.131

96.6

0.526

POWER CONSur·\PT I ON,
FRO~l

6

0.01219

24.30

HEAT OUTPUT, ,W

HEAT

0.12

13.50

OEG. C

TEMP.,

3.59

0

OUTSIDE AIH R.H.
ROO~t

7.9

2/7/'76

3

HEA T PUMP SIMULATIOtl PROGRAM

TE~IP.

AT"

10.20

2/7/'76

API'AflATUS
REFll.

TE~lr

UEw
••

puIUT.
CO~\P •

lJEG. C

EXIT,

REFRIGERANT FLOW H,\ Tt.,
Df.FnOST TIME,

~l[;~S.

DEG.

KG/S

C

95.9

90.6

78.6

0.01146

0.011]1

0.01101

0.0

I::' 9

0.0

40.5

100.9
0.01260
0.0

92.0
0.01158
0.0

/-\PPENDIX E
EXPE1UNENTf\L JmSULTS

Date
Test number

°c

Outside air temp.

Du tsidc air
l~oom

1~.II.

°c

air temp.

Heat output

k"

Power consumption

k\'1

Heat from ou t;;ide air

kW

evap. heat deficit
Latent/total heat

kll

re~lov(.:d

kll

Coefficient of performance
Evapor .... ting temp.
Condensing temp.

°c
°c

Air temp. at point 0
Air temp. at point B
Apparatus dew point
l~e.fr

• temp •• comp. exi t

Refri9~rant

°c
°c
°c
°c

flow rate

25/6/'76

1/7/'76

8

11

2

kg/s

Defros t time, mins.

1/7/' 76

1/7/'76
15

'.

12.R

8.1

-<>.3

-1.1

0.552

0.612

0.751

-5.00
0.788

23. 2

21.1

0.707
19.3

25.00

24.1

2.665

2.523

2.354

2.184

2.059

1.882

1.789
0.761

1.782

1.812

0.51/.+ .

0.551

1.694
0.315

0.973

0.926

0.769

0.591

0.555

0.074

0.126

0.333

0.385

0.335

1.415

1.32

1.205

1.215

Nll.O

1.410
-13.3

-16.0

45.5

40.0

-14.0
'.4.6

015.5

51,0

35.3

32 .5

28.8
-1.6
-1.7
73.3
0.01009

34.8

-2.4

33.1
-5.8

-1.25

~1.58

0.822

•

Ileat from outside air

25/6/'76

9.75

3,ll

0.29
95.7
0.01130

0.03

90.5
0.01048
13.7

11.0

9.9

[.1,0

74.1

77.6

O~OO958

0.00880
12.9

9.9

RESUL TS FRON THE HEAT PUMP SIMULATION PROGRM1
O~G.

OUTS IOE AlR TEMP ••
OUTS1r)E AIH

12.80

C

R.H.

0.552

ROOH 'I R TEI-IP •• DEG. C

,.

IlEAT UUTPUT,

2.622

POWEIl CON SUMP TI ur~.
HEAT

FHO~1

23.20

OUTSIDE
~~:,\

LATCtHITOTAL
COEffICIENT

or

EV;,PORATlNG

TE~IP

T

KO
I\I~.

KR

RE~IOVEO

•

PEHFUt<MANCE

'"

•• Qt-G. C

8.10
0.612
21 • 10
2.511

0.751
25.00

-5.00
0.186
24.10

1.944

1.768

1.632

1.641

1.572

0.930

0.671

0.484

0.312

0.335

0.417

0.449

0.981
0.201

0.261

1.434

0.707
19.30

-1.10

2.116

1.828

-10.6

-0.30

1 .1+21
-12.0

1.291
-15.2

I • 180

-15.1

1.756

1.111
-\6.0

C(1NOEtIS I NG TEI'P. , OEG. C

I+Q.l

4).5

3t>.3

42.6

)9.2

AIR TE4P. AI POINT 0, OEG. C

35.16

32.56

28.95

J3.81

32.11

9.75

5.52

-2.05

-2.20

-5.80
-10.34

AIR Tf.4P. AI P(IUH

",

DEG. C

APP,\RII TUS OE\1 PO ItH. OEG. C

!IEFn. TEI·1P ••

CU~'p •

[,\IT. DEG. C

REflllGERMH FLO'" HAT!:.. K(,/5
D[fl~O$ T

TIME.

~IINS.

-0.70

-1.',6

-1.07

93.3

3.12

84.0

"11 • 0

n.8

71.3

0.011058

0.01109

0.00933

O.OOa72

0.00786

16.3

17.8

16.0

13.2

0.0

1.. 0

APPENDIX E
~PE!H~lIiNTi\L

rmSUL TS

24/3/' '16
2

17/6/'76
1

11/5/'76
1

16/6/' 76

14.5

18.1

16.00

1<) .6

0.606
15.8

0.677

0.675

O.lt67

19.2

18.2

20.2

3.64

3.031

1.80

3. 2 15
1.927

2.823
1.788

2,928

1.822

1.831

2.328

1.493

1.322

1.212

1.300

0.238

...0.008

Coefficient of performance

2.022

1,663

1.470
0,286
1.668

1 :277

0.369

1.394
0.299

1.221

Latent/total heat removed kW

1.578

1.599

-6.6
37.5

M12.0

-8.6

-10.6

i f 5.5

31.2

29.5

52.6
33.8

31.00

5.8

10.5

1/.,5

12.5

-9.5
51.3
33.5
14.6 .

Oa. ta

Test number
Outside air temp.

°c

~

0.764
13.9

Outside air RoH.
Room ,,1 r

°c

tamp.

ll.lf

Heat

Oll tpu t
k"
Power consumption

k"
Heat from outside air
Heat £rom out~ide air
av,.p. heat delici t

Evapora ting temp,

Condensing temp.

k','I

•

°c
°c

Air temp. at point 0

Air temp. at point B
App<tratlls dew point

°c
°c
°c

81.5

Hefr.temp.,cornp.cxit CC
Refri'Jcrant f1o\~ rate kg/s
Defrost time, mins.

8.5

1

2.78

9. 2 3

109.0

90.5

0.01193

0.01367
0

0

49.0

7.5
94.9
0.01148

17/6/"/6
I,

7.58
100'0

0.Ol?2/f

0

0

RESUL TS FROM THE liE,\ T PUMP SIMULATION PROGf?A,M
OUTSIDE I\IR TEHP •• DEi,; •
OUTSIDE AI" R.H.
ROOM AI R TEMP., UEG.

e

I 1 .40
0.764

e

13.90

HEAT OUTPUT.
PO"ER CONSU"1PT ION., KW
HEAT FqO~' OUrSIDE A! R. K>
Lt. Tt:rn ITOTAL HEAl" REMOVED. KW
COEFFICIENT OF PERFOHMANCE
EVAPOP,HING TEMP •• OeG. e
COf'lOEN')[NG THIP •• lJEG. e
AI" TEMP. AT POINT O. lJEG. e
AI R TEMP. AT POINT H. DEG. e

"

APPARATUS 0'" PO PH. UEG. e
kEfR. TEMP •• COMP. EAIT. OEG.
R(FllIGERANT fLOW R~ Tt., KG/S
DEFROST TIME. "'INS.

0.606
15.80

18. 1 0
0.671
19.20

16.00
0.675
18.20

19.60
0.467
20.20

2.912

3.052

3.075

3.035

3.037

1 • 779

1.825

1 • all3

1.6';6

1.890

1.360

l. 41 5

1.380

1.365

1.333

0.518

0.353

0.486

0.466

0.14 7

1.671

1.672

1.634

1.635

1.606

-10.9

e

1 .... 50

-9.9

-8.7

-903

-8.6

37.0

41.0

47.~

4S.1

49.5

27.46

Z9.73

3J.23

32.05

34.05

8.82

10.98

15.36

13016

15.16

2.69

4.02

16

6.80

7.37

(j.

71l.1

34.6

94.6

90.2

en.7

0.01264

0.01320

0.01338

0.01319

0.01319

0.0

0.0

141

0.0

0.0

0.0

APPENDIX F

c-- tlLoe« OATA -~- THIS 5UBPflOlJH"''' CONf,\!NS ALL Tltl:. €~f>IKIC/d. COI~sr,\NTS f~k Trk

C-c-C-C--

EOUArlONS USED IN HIE PHOPEIiTY SUfWHQGf(/I .... 'j fOIl .. r.ffo!l"E~MlT::. I?
22 MI,) ':'02.
REFf.:HENCE __ 'COMPUTEH CALCULAl'lOU OF PIE THLR1~vOYN.HIIC P!<OPr~TIES OF
REF!<IGEI','NTS 12. 22 AND 502'_ G.T. KMHSOIJN[5. "'.11. £I>TII. flSHllM:
THAr--$ACflONS, VOL. 17, PAIH 11, 1'111. 1',\&£5 8lJ - 103.
BLOCK 0/\ TA

HEAL J.K,LE10.LIOE
CO~l"'UN

1

IESC/R ()) .d C)l ,A2

(J)

.02 ( 3) .C2131 .A3 () .B)I)1 .C3«) ,A',« JJ •

B4()1.C4C)I,AS(31.HS()l,CSI)l,KDI

COMMON /VPC/AVI'(31,fiVP{]1

,CVP(3I.DVP{3).EVP(~1.FVP()1

CO,'1",ON /LOC/AL Ul ,6l DI,CL 1)1,01.1)) .EL 1]1

COMMON

/srjCVC/ACV(31.~CV(31.CCV(3).DCV(31

,ECV{Jl,FCVI31

COM110N IEEVC/X()I,Y<)1
COMMUN IC!"C/PC (J I ,TC (jJ • vC (J I

COft"10N II-lC/TfRl3l,J,LEIO,LIOE
C-- EQUATION OF STATE CONsTANTS.
DATA 1~.B.A2.~2,C2,A),BJ.C3,A4,B',C4,A5.B5,C5.~1
I
0.068734,1).124096,0.096125,0.0065093886,0.002,0.00167.
2
-3.4097271 J .. , -4. 3535.~ 7. -3.2613344.0.00 15 cJ43"lF.8, 0.00"407252.
)
0.0020576c81.-S6.7027671,-44.0&o868.-24·~4879.0.06023~44S5'.
4
-O.OI7464,O.03486674H,-1.8796IdE-05,7.6"78~E-05,
5
-O.6679131E-05,1.311399084,1,"8J763.0.3J~74779,
6
-O.00054B737007.0.00231014?,-6.576568E-u4.0.,-3.605723~-06.
7
7.0?4055E-07,O •• O•• O.0224\7.J6~.0.,-3.72"044~-05,
8
8.836A97E-Ob,3."og834E-0?,5.35546SE-OB.-f.916010E-09.
9
-2.5439Q678E-05.-I.B.,SOSlE-04.-3.7\672Jlt-04,5.415.4. 2,4.21
C-- VA>'OWl PRESSIJRE C01'lSTMHS.
DA TA AVP, dvP .Cv?, UVP, EVP. FVP/39. 8lDS1727, 29 •.i:l75445J, 1".64 /.1)5494,
1
-3436.63222d,-3~4~.1931S2.-3671.1538\7.5f'-12.471S2228.
2
-7.8bl03122,-0.3698349b,O.0047)044c442.U.0021909J~044.
3
-0.001746:.1519.0.,0. ,,45 740"f03, 0 .8\6)139\,1)., btl6.1 ,b5lf.1
C-- L1uUID DErl$IT'I' CONSTA1lTS.
DATA AL.BLtCL,OL.EL/J4.84.32.7~.35.0.O.026q6,S4.~J44093.SJ.4d~37.
1
0.8349?I,36.7489?,63.86417.6.0268J,-22.~~7.5657.-70.0a066.
2
-0.65554~~-05,20.41J28B&2,48.479011
C-- SPECIFIC HfAT AT CUtlSTMH VOLUME CONSTMlTS.
DATA ACV.~Cv,CCy.DCV,~Cv.FCV/n.OOSoq45,O.0281~tlJ6,O.020419.
1
3.32662E-04,2.255408E-04,2.99bBO"E-04.-2.413~9hE-07,
2
-6.509607E-Od,-1.409043E-07,6.72J6JE-ll,O •• 2.?IOA~IE-l1.'
3
0.,0 •• 0 •• 0 •• 257.341,64.0585111
C-- ENTH"LPy AND ENTl-lOPY 0.... VAPQUll CON5lA,·ITS. UATA X.Y/39.55b5~122167..4009,35.30B,-0.0\6537~361.-0.045)335.
I
-0.0-'''441
C-- PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE AND SPECIfiC VOLUME AT C~ITICAL PO!Nr.
DATA PC.TC.VC/59u.9.721.90b,591.0,b93.3.66".~.639.56.
I
0.O?810,O.030S25,0.02B5111
c-- MISCELLANEOUS COt~5TANTS.
DATA TFI1,.J,LEIO.LlO[/"59.7,459.69.459.o7,O.ltl5053,2.302585093.
I

om

0.43429448191

BLOCK O.HA

PilGE

I

OF

\
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c-- SPVOL --- HtlS SUIWROGHAM EVALUATES 1.11:: 5Pl:.ClfIC vULu~~E Of THE ""poUrl P~'''~I:.
c-- OF kEfllIGEPANT 12. 22. UH 5,)2 GIVEN THE. PI<c.S:;IJt<r. MID 'TE'IP[kflTUHE.
C-- REffRENCE -- 'COHI'UT!:.H CflLCUL,HION OF rH!:. THc.I(~IUOyr-;""'\IC PkOf.'Et<IIl::S OF

c--

IIEFMIGEH'NTS 12, 22 ANO S02', G.T.

C-- TRANSACTIONS. VOL. 17. PART 11,
fUl\;CrIOIl SPVOLINIl,TF.PPSIi\l
c-- DEsCHWTION OF PAHAMETE"S

C-C-C--

10].

HR

REfRiGEHMIT NUMtH:fl

IF
PPSIA

r[MPl:.HATUkE

(I?. 22, OR 502'

IFI

PHESSURE (PSIAI

OUTPUT

c-~--

H••• EI'Trl. ASHkAE .

sa -

INPUT

C-c--

c--

KA~TSOUNES.

\971. PAGES

SPVOL
OTHf.f~

SPECIFIC VOLUME (eU FT/LOl

SU6PPOGRAMS kEOUIRED IN CONJUNCTION 'IIIHl THIS

SUBPROGkfl:~

__

BLOCK DATA. TSA1.
REAL K
CO~'MON

I

IESe/R ()J ,0 (31,11213) .02 f31 ,C2 (3) ,A) (31 ,ID I)) .C) 1)1, A4 tJl ,

B4(Jl,C41)I,ASlJ),051)I,C5lJl,/(I)1
COMMON ICPC/PCI)I,TCf)),'o'CI)1
COMMON I~C/TfRI)I.J,L(IO.L10E
1=0
IffNR.EO, 12J 1=1
IFfNR.EQ. 22) 1=2
IFtNII.(a.502) 1=)
Ifll.EO.O) GO TO 999
T=Tf+TFfH 11
IFIT.LE.O.O) GO TO 999
TFSA T=TSAT INR.f>PSz"AJ
IFITF.LT.ITFSAT-O.0211 GO TO 999
IfIPPSIII.LE.O.OJ GO TO 999
EsO=I::XP 1_I( 1 1)"T nc 1 ll)
ES~=PPSIA

(S?=R I I lilT
(53=A21 I I-U2 1 I 11l1+C2 (I )IIE50
(54=A) 1II >831 I lilT-C) (Il 0(50
ES5=A4II)+B4IIlllr'>C4(I)OESO
ES6=A511,+85III"T+CSII1IIESO
ES32=2.0(5)
(S4)=).oE'54
(S54'-'4.oE55
(565=5.°(56
VN=RIJ)OT/PPSIA
ITER=O
ITER= ITER+ I
IfltTER.GT.30) GO ro 998
'o'=VN
'o'2"V lI 02
'o'3='o'lIlIJ
'0'4='0' .... 4
'o'5='o' IIlI S
V6='o'ollb
F=ESI-ES2/Y-E5J/Y2-ES4/V3-ES5/V4~ES6/'o'5
FV=ES2/V2·(S32/V3·ES4)/V4'ES54/V5+ES65/~b

VN=Y-F/fV
IFllltI'51 (VN-'J)/V) .GT.l.(-051 GO TO I
SPVOL=VJ><.8II)
RETURN
998 5PVOL=VN_BfIJ
PRUlT ')
RETUltN
999 SPVOL=O
PRINT "J
9

FOI<~~IITI37H

ERrWR

III CIlt.LING 5U£lROUTIN(

-$P'IvL-

RETURN

END
SPVOL

PAGE
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c-·· TSAr --- H!IS
c-- 12. 22, OR

c--

~02

SU!1PRtJG~Ml

GIVEN

T~tE

EVALUATES TliE $ATtJR,qlulj

TEt4f'i::!'l\TU~E

OF

I<EfkluE~MH

5ATURATIorl PkESSUlIE.

'COI-\PUTt~ CALCULATION OF THr: THER,hJOY1.,. .... IC PflOI'!:-HT(ES OF
\2. 22 AtIU 502', G.T. KAIHSOUIIES, H.r" ERTlt. A~t,RM:
c-- T~I\N5ACTIONS, VOL. 77, PARr n. \<)11. I-'AGES IHI - 103.

ilC:e:REJIlCE --

i;-- "<EFHIGEf~ANTS

c-c-c-c-c--

c--

c--

f~~CT!ON

OESC~lp·f ION

TSATINR,PSATI
OF PARAMETf..as

INPUT
NR

PSi'IT

f'EFR!GERANT tIUMOEP. ll?. 22, 0101 502)
SATURATIOrJ PIH:SSUIlE IPSIAJ

OUTPuT

TSA1

SArU~ATION

TEMPERATURE IF)

OTHER SUllPROGRM1S REOUIHEO III CONJUNCTION \4ITH THIS SUBPROGRAH -- tellOCK O.\T(I
REAL L£lO
COM~ON IVpe/AVP!)) ,DVPI)l,CVPI3J,DvPIJI.f.Vp(JI ,rVPI))
CO~~Olj I~C/TFR(31.J.LEIO.lIOE

OllolENSlml <\()1.8C31
DATA A,IU!21) •• 120.,lI7 • .J12.tJJ8 •• 279.1

1=0
IF1NR.EO. 12l I=I
IF1NH.EG. 22J 1=2
IFfNR.Ea.502l I=J
IFII.F.Q.O) GO TO 999
IF1PSAT.LE.O.OI GO TO 999
PLOG=IILOGI01PSAT)
T~=AIIJ~PLOG'BII)

1 TE)~=O
TRO=TH
ITER=ITER'I
IFIITER.GT.JO) GO TO 998
C=AlOGIO(A8SIFVP(II~THOJ)

F~AVP(t)'HVPIII/TRO'CVP(II·AlOGl~tTROI'OVP1I)·TH~·EvPII)~((FVr(ll
ITROI/TROI~C-PluG
FP=-BVP(II/THO·~2·CVP(I1/(LElo·TROI·OVP(I)-EVPtll~{I./(lE\O.lROJ'
IFVP1IJ~C/lkO*~21
T~=n?O-F/FP

•• OIOIGO TO 1

IF{~8S{TH-TROJ.GT

TSaT:TIl-TFf.llIJ
RETU~N

99d TSAT=TR-TFRIII
PRINT 1000
REl'URN
999 TSAT"'O
PRINT 1000
1000 FOIHIAT130rl E.RROR III CALLING SUBROUTINE
IlETUHN
END

-TS,\r- J
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c-c-'c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c--

SA TPIIP ---

TH I S ::'UlJPHOIJRM1 EVALl)A

Of REFHIGERANT

n:s

TltE SA TUR.\

r I ON

r

THl:::P\10QVNflr-l C PI<OP~ 1'1 I t."

12. 22. O~ 50? (,IVEN Tdf. SHUIoIAf ION TE/'Pf.RATUf.lE.

REFERENCE -- 'COMPUTER CALCULATION OF 1Nl TI1t.RMuUyNAHIC PfjQPERTIt:.:S Of
REFRIGERANTS 12, 22 AND 502'. G.T. ,(ARTSOUrlES. K.r.. [1-!rH.
TflANSACTIO~5.

VOL. 77,

PA~T

11. 1971.

PA~ES ~B

A~~'''/oIl::

- IQ).

SUHROUTINE $ATPRP(NR,TF,P$AT,VF,VG,rlF,HfG,HG,Sf,SGl
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMET[RS
INPUT
HEFH I GEnA/IT NUMBER 112, 22. OH 5021

N'IF

TEMPERATURE

(f)

OUTPUT

c-c-c--

PSAT

$ATURATJOtl PRESSURE

VF

::.PECIF(C VOLUI4[ OF SATUR"n:O L1mno ecu FT/U))

(pSl"I

VG
HF

SPECIfiC VOLUME OF SATU!~ATED
ENTttALPY OF SATUltATED LIQUID

HFG

LATENT ENTHALPV OF VAPQURIZATIQM (RTU/lBI

VAPOUf~

<CV fT/LS)

(lJTU/L~1

HG
ENTI1ALPY OF SATURATED VAPOUR 18TU/Ld)
SF
ENTHOPY OF SATURATED LIQUID IBTU/LO-H)
SG
ENTROPY OF SATURATED VAPOUR HHUlLa-10
c-c-- ontER SIJ8PROGRAMS REOUIHEO IN CONJUNCTION lBW TItIS SUtlPROGkAM -c-- BlOC~ DATA, SPVOL, TSAT.
REAL J,K,KTDTC,L£lO.LI0E
CO"H·lUN IESC/R (J I ,8 (3) ,A2 t J) .82 Dl ,C~ t J I • AJ (3) ,~J Ill. CJ (31 .1\4 (3)
1
B4(J) .C4(3) .A5tJJ,B5131,C5tJ) ,KIJI
COM",orJ ILDCI<\L t ) I ,8L DJ • CL UJ • Ol (J I ,EL DJ
COMMON IVPC/AVPIJI.8VP1JI ,CVPIll.OvPtJJ,EVPlJI ,FVPt))
COMMON ISHCV~/ACVI3l.3CV(J),CCVI3) ,DCVI)l,ECVI]1 ,FCV(])
COMMON IEC":VC/XIJl.YUI
COMMON ICPC/PCI)).TCI)I,VCIJ)
COMMON I"'C/TFHI)l,J.LEIO,t.loE
{=o
{fINIl.EO. 12) 1=1
IFINR.E[l. 27.) 1=2
a-INR.C:O.502) 1=3
IFII.EO.ol GO TO '}l)9
T=Tf'TFR(!l
IFIT.LE.O.Ol GO TO 999
IFlT.GT.TCtIJl GO TO 999
GO TOlI0.11,l11.I
10 PSAT= 10 ..... lAVP I I) 'llVP (1) IT'CVP (I) ;>,\LOGI0 IT) .OvP (I I"Tl
GO TO 12
It PSI\T=1 0 ..... lA'JP t 11'0'11' t I l/T"CVP t 11 "ALOGI 0 IT 1 .D>Jp I I I<>T 'E>JPI I) <>
111FVPtII-Tl/TJ<>ALOGI0IFVr(LI-T)l
12 vG=SPVOlINH.Tf.PSAT)
GO T0l1,2.2l.r
SI\TPHP
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TC~IT"TC(rl-T
VF=I./(Al.{II'BL(I)OTCHT~CL(llOTCHTOR(I.12.1.0L([JOTCMTOO(l./J.)'

I

lEL (I)

°TC~1T"ll

2)

GO TO 3
2 TlO=l.-T/Tf.(II
'IF'" 1.1 (AL ({) "Sl (I J "TRI .... (1./3 .I.CL t I) "'Rlo!> Id./3.) 'OL (11 "Tin ..

lELIIloTRlao(4./3,ll
3 GO T001.32.32J.I
31 HFG=IVG-VrloPSATolE\Oo(-BVPIII/T+CVPII)/LEIOoUVPI!loTIOJ
GO TO 33
32 HFG=IVG-VFj"PSA'''LEIO<>t-BvPI!I/ToCVPllI/LEIO'UVPI!I"TlEvPtllo(I.IOE+FVPI!joAlOGl01FVPII1-TI/TI,"J
33 SFG::fiFG/T
12=1 110 2
T3:1''')
14=1<1114
VR=VG·~

(J J

VR2=2. o VR"'''?
VR3=J ... vR .... J
VR4=4."VR""4

KTDTC=K(llor/TCIIJ
EKTDTC=EXPt-KTDTCI
Hl=ACVljl"roSCVtIloT212 •• CCVtlloTJ/)"OCVtll"T4/4.-fCV11I/T
H2=J"PSIIT"VG
H3=~2(II/VR·A3(IJ/VI/2·A4(21/VR3·A5111/VR4
H4~ClIII/VR·C3111/VR2+C4IrI/V~3+C5(rI/VR4

Sl~ACV([)~ALOGIT)+BCVIII~T+CCVIII~T2/2.·DCVIII~T3/3.-FCV(II/(2.~T?

11
Sl~.J~R

l I I ~ALOG I VR J

S3~8lIII/VR.B3III/VR2+~4III/VR3+AS(II/VR4
S4~H4

HG::H I +Hl. JlIH3 +JlI[K TOTC ~ I 1 • +K TOT CJ ~1i4 +X( I )
SG~Sl·Sl·JlIS3·JlIEKTOTC~KIII/TC(IJ~S4+YlI)

HF"'HG-HFG
SF~SG-SFG

RETURN
9 ... 9 PRINT 1000
1000 fOR:<4ATI3!:Ht E.RROR IN CALLING SUBROUTINE
RETURN

-S . . . T!'.,~p

END

SATPRP

PAGE

116

?

OF
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c-- VM'OR -~- THIS SUUPROGHAH EVALUATES TltE TI1[RMOlJm""IC PIWPEI<TlfS OF T.,f
C··- !>UP(t-lH(ATEO VAPOuR t'HASl:: OF REFlIIGEIlM~r 12. 22' Ofl 502 GIVEN 1t1l::: Tt.!4J-'f.RArU"r:

C-- AND PIlESSUkE.
C-- HEFEPENCE --

'COMPUTEH CALCuLATION Of TItE

rttER'1UOY~H'MIC PROP~:HTIES

tC.,..

C-- REf'llf';[IlANTS 12. 22 AND 502'. G.T. KA,ITSOUIJES.
C-- Tl?MISt,CTIONS. VOL. n. P/lfH 11, 1'171. J-'.1l.oES 88 5Ulj>lOUT (NE 'JAPan (Nflt rF. PPS I". VVAP. tIVAP. sv;,\p I
c-- OESCRIPT 10N Of PMIAMfTt:)IS

c--

OF

ASI1l'A[

\03.

INPUT

c-c-'c-c--

Nil
TF

pps I A

REFIHGERANT Nur·I!.lER 11Z, 22. OR S02J
Tf.I'lPERATURE tF)
PRESSURE (PSIA)

OUTPUT

c--

VVAP

c--

c-c--

EfHH.

MVAP
SVA?

SPECIFIC VOLUME OF VAPOUR (CU
(NTHAL?Y Of VAPGun 18TU/lnl
ENTRUPY OF VAPOUH

fT/L~)

(~TU/lO-Rl

OTHER SU!"lPIHlGIlAMS REQUIRED IN CONJUNCTION '011111 THIS SUBPROf,\Jl\ .... --

C-- BLOCK DATA. SPVOL, TSAT.
REAL J.K.KTOTC,LEIO,LIOE
COMMON IESC/Rt)),Hf)I,A2()J,6ZI)1 ,C2(JJ,A)I)I,B)f]).C]I)),A4(]J.
1
/341]I,C41)I.AS(]J ,HSl3I.C5f)I,K131
CO~IMON ISNCVC/ACV(JI.UCV(]I,CCVf)),DCVI)) ,ECv t]I,Fcv!)1
CO'lMON 1[[VC/Xf]J ,YC]1
COMMON ICPC/PCf]I.TCI)).VCI)1
COM~ON IMC/TFRt)J.J,LEI0,LIOE
1=0
IF(NR.F;04 12) 1= 1
IF{N~.EQ4 22) 1=2
IF(NR.EO.50Z) 1=3
IFfI.EO.O) GO TO 999
T=TF'TFR(II
IFfT.LE.O.OJ GO TO 999
TFSAT=TSAT(N~,prSIAl

IFfTF.LT.TFSATI GU TO 999
IFtPPSIA.L[.O.O) GO TO 999
VVAP=SPVOLINR.TF,PPS!A)
T2=T·oZ
T)=T··J
T4=T"·4
VR=VVAP-B(II
VR2=2."'VR·"2
'JR):::].·VR·o]
VR4=4."VR""'4
KTOTC:::KI!I·T/TCIII
EKTOTC=ExP(-KTOTCI
Hl:::ACVf{loT·HCVlll·TZ/2 •• CCVI!I·T]/].·DCV([l·T4/4.-FCVfll/T
I1Z:::J"PPSIA·VVAP
11)=A2(II/VR'A)tI)/VR2'A~(II/VR].A5tII/VR4

H4=CZ(Il/VR·C)III/VR2·C4tll/VR).C5III/VR4
S\=ACVIII"ALOGtT)·ijCV(II"'T'CCVII)·T2/2 •• 0CV{I)"TJ/).-FeVIII/(Z."T?
11

52=J"RIII"ALOGIVRI
SJ=AZtll/VR·63III/VA2·fI4tII/VRJ·ij5111/VR4
SI,:H4
HV.\P=H}·1-l2'J·H]'J·[KTOTC"11. 'KTOTCI"'14'X I I I
SVAP:::SI·S2-J"S3·J~EKTOTC·K(II/TC{II·S4·YIII

RETURN
999 PRINT 101)0
1000 fORMATl37tt ERROR IN CALLING SUBROUTINE

-VAPUK-l

RI::TUt<N

END
VArOH
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "'

PAGE
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c--

SPHT --- THIS SUtJPROGRAt-l ['/ALUAIES <;P!::C!fIC HEAT ,iT CONSHNT VULUI'E.

C-- SPECIFIC tiEAI AT

c--

cor~STAtlT

PME::S$U~E.

SPECIFIC

tjt~T

klIIO. ANn SONiC ViLOCITY

FOR I(EflU';E:.lANT J2. 22. OR 502.
c-- kEFEf.lf.t,CE -- 'COMPuTEk CALCULAT10tl OF THE THER'~OoyrlA'1IC PkOPr~rIES
c-- I'EFRIG!::IH.NTS 12. 22 AWl 502', G.T. KMHSOl.!rl(S. k.t" !'.fIHt. IIS"rIM'
c-- TRA~ISACTrONS. VOL. 17, PART It. 197\. PAbES 88 - 10J.
SUti~OuT I NI:. SPH r (NI'!. TF. PPS I" .cv, er. GA.'IMA. SON} C l

c--

c-c-··
c--

nF

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
INPUT
NR

TF
PPSIA

c-c-c--

REFRIGERANT NUMBER 112. 22, OR 5021
TEMf-'ERATufn: If)
PflES::;UHE (PSIA)

OUTPUT

cv
ep

AT CONSTANT VOlU:~E WIU/UJ-'l)
AT CONSTANT PRESSURE lDTU/lB-R)
GAMMA - SP~CIFIC H!:.AT RATIO
c-SONiC
SONIC VELOCITY (FPS)
C-- OTHER SUBPf.lOGHAMS REOuIRED IN CONJUNCTION wITH THIS SUBPROGRAM -c-- BLOC~ DATA. SPVOL. TSAT.

c-c--

SPECIfIC

~IEAT

SPECIfIC

H~Ar

ilEAL K

COMMON /ESC/R (ll ,13 I) ,A2 (ll .82 III ,C2 (31 ,Al ()l ,B] {Jl ,C3l3l. f.l4 ()l.
B4131 .C':' {Jl .,\5 (ll .B5131 .C5 ()) ,K t31
1
CO~'MON ISHCVC/ACVtll,dCVtll,CCVI3I,OCV(),EC V IlI,FCVlll
COMl'ON ICPC/PC{ll,TC()I,VCI31
COMMON I~C/TFRtll.~.L~lO,LIOE
1=0
IFlNR.[I). 121 I = 1
IF lNR.EG. 221 [=2
IFlNR.EO.502J [=3
IFlI.EO.OI GO TO 999
T=lF.TFRlO
IFlT.LE.Q.Ol GO TO 999
TFSfo.T=TSAl (tj~IPPSIAI
IflTF.lT.TfSATI GO TO 999
If(PPSiAoLE.O.o) GO TO 999
VVAP=SPVOL1N~.TF,PPSIA)

VI=VVAP-R1II
V2:V!"VI
V3=V2"Vl
V4::=V3<1VI
V5=V4"Vl
Vb=V5"VI
EKTTC::=EXPl-KIII"T/TClII)
DPOV=-RlII"T/V2-2."lA2ll)'B2lII~T'C2IIlllE~TTC)/Vl-).lIlAlIII'U3lll"

1
2

ToCllI)lIEKTTCI/V4-4.1IIA4III'd4(I)lIT'C41I)lIE~TTCI/V5-5.lI(A~([1

oB5(II"T.C5([11l[KTTCI/V6
OPDT =R I I ) IV 10 l B2 ( I I .r( ( ! I ~C2 I I I "El< TTC ITC I i I I IV C. I ti3 ( [ I -I( I I I lIC) { ! I II
1
[KTTC/TC (Ill IV)' 1:'4 (t )-1< (I) "C" t I 11lEKTTCITCIII) IV4° WS l {l-K (t I
<>C5 t [l"[KTTCITC I [» IV5
2
CV=ACV(:J·8CV(Il"('CCVlII"Tl1I200CVIIl"TllI)'FCVI{I/TlI1I2-IO.1R~Q5JlI

15

1
2

KlI)1I<>211TlI[KTTC/TClllll1l211l1C2III/VI'C)(IJ/{2.1I~21'C4ll1/13."Vll

.C5ll)/I'•• lIV411
CP =c V- 0 • 11:l50 5)" T"OPDT" <>2/0POV
GAM"IA=CP/CV
50'" I C"VVA PlI SQIH 1857.3609\" T"OPD T""2 ICV -fob)3.

O~f) "UI'UV)

RETu~N

999 PRINT 1000
1000 FQI-lMATI)7H ERHQR IN CALLING SUBROUTINE

-SPHT-)

END
SP~lT

PAc,f

I
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c-- 150512 --- THIS SU~PHO(jWAM CALCULATES T~tE THE~I.j()O'1N"HIC f'POP(YT IES ArHI<

c--

ISENTROPIC COMPH£SSION FOR REfRIGERANTS 12.

~--

DESCH[PTION OF

Ze' OR

~02.

SUtJROUT I NE I 50512 wn ,PC.S 1,522.122.12.112,112. ".lc)

C--

PARA~ErERS

INPUT

C--

NI<
PZ

c-c--

SI

C-C--

522
T22

REFIH(,ERANT NU~1BER t 12. ~2, O~ 50Z1
OISCHAFl(,[ PHESSURE IPSIA)
ENTROPY JlT SUCTION lIHU/LB-RI
ENTHOPY OF OWl' SATU~ATEO VAPOUR Ar \)ISC!tfd~GE PPfSSlJf~E 0.,
SATuHATION T[MPERATU~E AT DISCHARGE ~HESSURE If>

c--

OUTPUT

C--

12

C-~

V2

SPECIFIC

C--

HZ

ENIHALPY Of HErRIUERANT VAPOUR AT

rU/LJ _I' J

DISCHARGE Tf.HPERATURE OF HEFRIGERANr VAPOUR IF)
VOLur~E

Of REFRIGERANT ""pout< AT

OISCt'AR6t~

O.~CHAH6E

(CU Fill,.,)

("TU/L~1

c-S2
E~TKOPY Of IH.FI-1IGERArH '/APOUR AT OI::>CIi>.HGE OHu/l.rl-'O
C-- DTKE'" SU8PROGRAMS REQUiRED IN CONJUNCTION WiTH 1"'15 SUBPHOGRA:~ --'

C-- BLOCK DATA, \jAPQR. SPVOL. TSAr.
LESS n-i\ ...
C-- OR EOUAL TO THE ENTROPY OF DRY SATU~ATEO VAPDUK AT THE D{SCH~PGE ~~f$SuPE.
IFISl.LE.S221 GO TO 1
C-- I~AKE AN INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE DISCHARGE TEMPb~ATUf~E.
TZ:TZZ·30.
TOLO:T2?
SOLO=SZ2
ITER:::O
C-- woo NODE 1 o.~
2 ITER=ITER-l
C-- PRINT AN E~HOR MESSAGE IF THE MA~IMUM NUMijEH Of rTERATIONS !S E~CEJ:::QED.
JFtITER.GT.lS)GO TO 4
C-- CALL SUBHOUTINE VAPOR TO FIND THE REFRIGERArlT PHDPERTIES CvP~F.:SPONOING TO
C-- THE ES TIl~A T£D 0 I SCHARGE TEHPEPA TURE AriD THE 0 I ~C'1AHGt "'RESSLJr~E.
CALL VAPO~tNR,TZ.P2,VZ,HZ,SZ)
C-- [F THE DIFFERENCE ~ETWEEN THE EXIT ErlTROPY Mm THE E,'lTROPY fiT sucno,~ rs
C-- LESS THAN THE OESIRl::D TOLERANCE RETURN TO THE CALLING PRrJGfUM.
IF (AH51S2-SII.LE.S.E-051 GO TO J
c-- IF THE TOLEHANCE IS NOT ~'ET CALCULATE A NEW ESTI~IATE OF on T[1-'PERATuf>f MHJ
C~- RETURN TO NODE t.
c-- PRINT OUT [lmOR MESSAGE If THE E'lTROPY AT THE ':>UCTION CO/JOITION 1'5

OTDS:::tTZ~TOLO)/(S2-S0LO)

3
1

999
4

98

TOLO::TZ
SOLO:S?
T2:Tc·{SI-S2)-OTOS
GO TO ?
RE TURtj
I'iPITE16,<)991
fORHATtIHO.'ERROR IN CALLING SUBROUTINE ISOS1?')
RETURN
\J/RITEt6.9dISI,SZ
FO~MAT(ll~O,'MAl. NO. ITERATIOrlS EXCEEOEO,.Flb.J,FIO.31
FlETURN

END
ISOS12

0'

IAO
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c-- IIPMPT[ST --- Tttl~ PROGI(MI t:ALCUL~Tf.S f."I>EIlIM[NTAl

TEs! (IC:SULTS fl(Of\ r~::..
SfiEtT.
c-- SU8PHO(,HAMS "I:.Ou I HEtl I rl CONJUNCT 10lt \0 I Tt! Hn 5 I'HOGIHll -_ "IIR I Ht~. wll tT (.1'1.

c--

~£A01NGS Ol~

(HE

TE~T

c-- et-DPLJF, DLDeK Dil TA,

5PvOL.

15,\ T,

5,' TPHP.

VAI'(lH, SPtt r.

I SOS 12.

HEAL K1IHI'.LMTDf..LH1DC

DIM[NSIO:' NIt:sT (to). T{'<lE (\{,i ,l(WHR f lbl .flDIFF h {If,) .PlllfFC f I hI.
.C01~K\H Iv) ,Fi\NI)r<W( 1/;I,FANIK,oj (Iol ,DT41,,:. (1nl .... TA[1<1l f 1 ... 1.
lDTAjHO (161 .... f,\ tall l\b). TfdRC f J cl. TtdHf) (161. rEVAP (lbl • TOmO (161.
1 1Cl'l.1 (16) ,TCPL2 (16). Tep.. ) I 161. fePl', (1(,) ,OfoFLI) (la) ,I'I\I'"LO (161.
1 fl.n 1111(,I.Tk21!61 ,TlUf161 .TESU:?FI161 .svAP,n(I"'I.T~11161.
IktU (1;:'1 ,f/Ma (161 .CtiEAT (lbl ,OAtH (loJ .IIL n,1 (1 bl • COt-Id rf / Ibl •
If.lEFL()l-t lib) .RfL()MC (16) .Plt~PUT (H I .OFT 1'1 (la) • El,.vFF"l (1 1'1 .CCO~ fit 161.
IECOff2 (1(,1 .CCOff21Ib) ,,'OP (lb) .Bf (161 .C\Il:GAf. (11:» ,O~II:(jAA (Ibl •
I TCPL~ (lfJl .... Ol HI( 161 .Clnl.OS (J 6) .EHOt.f (1 iil ,OATt. (4) .vl\"/·M I (16) •
I P INAVG (16) .COI' I (la) .COP2 (la) .CYHU)$I la) .CEFFtl (Ib) .CEFFC~ (It:) •
It.>A"''''.1I2 (16) .L,'HUE (101 .LMTOC (161 .GAM~AM (16) .CPV"HP (lb) .P le 111116) •
1PICI I le) .CtlSUP lib) .CHLAT (16l .CHSUS I 16) ,ntLAT (16) .Ellsur (16).
IEtlEAT (16) .PNISOS (I b) IT 15051 11t-) .RHEAT (161
CO'mON NJ .~~L.NK.~~;EST.UATE,OT,\II<A.TAII1C
COMMON I~S~TS/TI~t~.K~HII.OAFLO.RAFLU.I'AT~.WTAIHA.OTAIHA.wTAI~~.
IPAHIl\f-1

1TAIRO.T[V'P.TCOND.THIII.TR2.TR3.TE~Uf.lF.TNI.CUI~~~.FA'40K~.F.I:!KW

CO""'ON IQU,/JolHA .CtiEA T. Plf,JPUT .1' INAVG .COP I. COPl', CtoFf Cl. CI::FFC2. POL YN.
IGA/tl~'/'; I .'3MIMA2. (jAMNAM, CPOwHP .PI C1.1' I C I 11 .CYHLU~ .11t.FLO.... HFLOMC,
ICHSUP.CHL~T.CH5U8,CCOFF1.CCOFF2.LMTDC.OArlT,RLrTH.EH£AT.E:HLAT.
I EHSUP .[COFF I .ECOfF2 .LMTO[. flVP, BF ,RIIB .m~EGll.A. Ot·\EGA!3 .OFT lid. SVAl-'HT,

lCHTlDS .COMt1TF .l:.HOEF. ~N I sos, T 1 sos 1. [HIE AT
C-- READ IN THE DATf. ON \iHICH TESTS \>lER[ C.... RRIED OUT. 1111:: REFI<{GEHANT. TYPE AND
C-- THE NUMUER Of TE~TS.
i?!::ADCS.410ATE
4 FORMAT 14A~"
READC5.llN~
fOR:~ATI16I51

REAO (5. 11 ~nOT At.
C-- HEAD IN THE lEST NU~BERS AND THE EXPEfUMENTAL IlI::AOINGS.
THE DATA
C-- HAVE HEEN PUN(HEO l.lIHECTLY FROM H!E EM'ERI'~ENTAL TE:H SHEETS.
JolEAO(5.11 1~ITESTII).I~I,NTOTALI
REAO 15.21 (T I-lE 1 1I ,I == I ,rnOTflll
READ (5.21 OO"HI ( I I , 1::= 1 .NTDT ~L1
2 fOHMATI8fI0.SI
REAO(S.2) (POIFFa<l) .!~I"lTOTAll
READ (5.21 (POlfFC < I). r::=I.NTOTALI
REAO (S,2) IPATIl (I I, I ~l.tHOTALl
REAOlS.21 (COHK~(l).I~l.IJTuTflLI
REAOCS.Zl (FArIOK~II).I"I.NTUTAL)
REAO(5.21 IFA"IK~(Il .1::=l.NfOTALl
READ 15 .2) lOT A {HA ( I I ,r::= I ,NTOTALI
REAO(5,210ITAlkAIIl,I::=1.NTOTALI
RE~O(5,21 (OTA!lld(J).Z::=l.tlTOTALl
REAOIS.21 hITAHWIII.I;I.NTOTALI
READ (5.2) IT AIRC (J) • 1=1 .NTOT AL I
HEAD (5,2) I T,\ tRO (I), I"1.NTOTAll
READ(5.21 <T~VAP{I).!=I.NTQTALl
HEAUt5.21 /TCONOll1 .I=I.rlTOTALl
f.lEAD 15.2) lTCPll 1 11 .1::l.IHQTAll
R!:~D <5.21 lYC?t? (I I .1=l.NTOTAll
REAO/S.2: ITCPL3Ii) ,I::l.NTOTALI
READ(J.?'1 ([CPL4(!I.I==l,NTOTALl
READ (~.21 lTCPL5 (I l • !-=l.~!TOTAll
C.:- READ IN THE C!llltJf(,~TIOtl COrlSTANTS FOR EACH THERMOCUUPLE.
REAOIS.21TCPLIM.TCPL1C
RfAOI5,2) TC?L?I~.TCpL2C

CA~OS

READIS,21TC~LJM,TCPLJC

RE AD IS. 2) TCPL/fl~. TCPL~C
READ IS, 2) Tel'l. 5t1. TCPLSC
t-- H~:AO IN THE COdST;\~HS fOR THE flOW M:::.~SUHEMENT OR[FICE5.
HEAD ('5.2) COf' If.l. COR I fC
C-- READ IN THE CONSrArliS TU DEf[NE ntE COMI'HESSOH ~LO'.j CH"~"'CHIfI~TIC.
C-- THESE t'AV[ IJE£n U[lllvEO FROI~ THE GRAI'~I!CAL CHM~ACTLHISTICS SuPI'LII::O IjY TI't£
C-- I~ANUFACTUREIoI.
JolE .... O<5.\00ICOMI.COM2.CUM3.COM4
100 FOHHAT(4EI5.S1
l1PMPTI::ST
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C·- READ

IN TI;E

CfiMI"'CI\~E

/lNu OF.:fllOsT rlEflTI::'/ RAfIN":' (,rH) THE

C···· OUTSIDE "p, MID HOOI.\ 1.Ill F"MUHOTQR

EffICIltICl[~

Uf

It\~:

COMIJII~l\T1011".

H[AO(':>.2ILI1l'=~.Oftlr<.Io,~O"'ff,fIEFf

C-- SPLIT UP THi:. TEST5 INTu A tlU!~BEfl Of ULOCKC; 'NIT'1 NOT 110flF TltflN ~IX n:STS TO
C-- [ACtl OLOCI(.
fOH (/,Cd HLOCi< I'" TlJlHI Ttlf. TE~T t~EA~LJHI:.ME:"'T"j wfLL !lE P .. !tlTtu
c-- OUT, TI1I:: CALCULATIONS \IILL OE PERfOfUlt:O t.NO rH!:. T£5T !'E<;uUS IlILL bl:: Pf([NTt(J

c--

OUT.

NI=1
IFCNTOTIIL.LE.bIGO TO 27
IFINTOTAl.lE.12IGO TO 20
NL;:INTOTAL'21/J
1111JM[$:3

GO TO 7l

21 NL=NTOTAL
NTIMES=I
GO TO 71
28 NL=IN101I1L.11/2
NTIMt:S=2
11 CONI [NUE
DO 70 ~J=l.NTIMES
DO 62 I=NI.NL
c-- CALCULATE THE MEASURED TEMPERATURES flWM THe THl:. ...,..OCOUPLE

I~ETER

RE/lDI'iGS.

TRlll(II=TCPLl~I<>TCPLI(II·TCPllC

TR2 (11 :::TCPL2r"<>TCPL2111 +TCPl2C
TR3111:::TCPL3M<>TCPL3111+TCPlJC
TESURF(II:::TCPl4M-TCPL4([)+TCPl4C
TH I ( 1I :::TCPL5M-TCPLS ( [I +TCf'LSC
C-- CALCULATE THE VAPOUR PRESSURE MID THE SATURATION VAPOUR PI<E:S'>U~E OF T>iE
C-- l-lOISTUHf. IN HiE OUTSiDe: AIR FR01'l THE wET AND DtolY [lULB TE'IP£IlATURE
C-- M[ASURE~ENTS AT POINT A.
PSShw~la.-(7.5-WTArRA(II/(237.3.~TAIRr.(I)I.O.'8S71-J.OI

PSSA=lO--(7.5-DTAII<A(II/(237.3+~TAlI<A{II)·O.18571-3.01
PSA~PSSA'..--o. b6E-4-PA 1M ( 11<> IDT"'I RA I I) -WT AIfIA (I) I
c-- THE VAPOUR PRESSURE OF 1rlE MOISTUQE IN THE ROOM AIR IS
c-- A~ IN THE OUTSIDE AIR.

T~KE~

TO BE TME SAME

PSC~PSA

C-- CALCULATE THE RELATIVE MID ABSOLUTE MUMIDITY OF THE OUTSiDE Ar~ AT POINT A.
HHA(ll=PSA/PSS"
OMEGAA 1I) =0. 622<>PS,V lP" HI I II-PSA)
C-- CALCULATE ThE RELATIvE I\NO ABSOLUTE tiLl'HaIrY OF T'lE AIR AT POINT B.
P55Bw~10--t7.5-~TAIR~(ll/(231.3+wrAIRBtlll·O,'B511-3.0)
PSSB~lO<><>(1.5-DTAIRH11)/t2J7.3.Dr"'llla(ll)·O,'8511-3.0I
PSI3~PSS9\o1-b.bbE-4<>PATll ( II - (OT AIRU 1II -lIT AI Ra 111 J
RHB1Il=PSB/PSSU
OMEGAB1I)=0.b22<>PSB/(PATM(II-PSBl
C-- CALCULATE THE AlK DENSiTY AT POINTS A AND C.
ROA=348.S<>IPATM(II-PSAl/tOTAIRA{II·273.21
ROC~34A.5-(PATMIII~P$CI/ITAIRC~I)·273.21

C-- CALCULATE THE HOOM AIfl AND OUTSiDE Alfl :-tASS FLO.l HATEs.
RAFLO(IJ=CORIFC-IPDIFFC(II<>ROCI~<>O.S
OAFLO(IJ~CORIFA~(PDIFFA(II~ROAI-<>O.5

62 CONTINUE
C-- SUBROUTINE WRITEM PRINTS OUT THE TEST MEASUREMtNTS.
CIILL \ojflfTEM
DO 101 I=Ni+NL
C-- CALCULATE FAkENHEIT EQUIVALENTS OF TOIPERATURE::i FOR USE IN PROPERTY
C-- $UHPflOGRAMS.
Tl11:-:TRI}1 (!) -1.8.32.
TI=TR}III<>1.ti·32.
T2=TR2111<>1.8·32.
T3=TR3(ll<>I.U+32.
C-- CALCULATE THE INSTANTAflEllUS POwf.~ INPUT AtJO THf. AvERAGE INPUT OVEloI THE H.5T
C-- INTERVAL.
PINPUT1II=CO~~~til·FAN[KwtIJ+FANOKW([)·CH~W
?INAVG(I)=K~HR(rl*J60ij./TIMEIII
TFEVAP=T~VAP(ll<>1.H·12.

c-- CALL SUHROUTINF. ::>ATPRP TO FIND THE EVAPORAT[NG PRESSURE MID AGAIN TO FIND
C-- THE CONDENSiNG PkESSUflE.
CALL SA TpR", (M•• Tn:V;H', PEVA?, VFEV4P, V11 t HFEvA!'>. HLEvA"'.1t 11. SfEvAP. S I
III

IFCONO=TCONOIII<>1.S·j2.
CALL S'\ TPt<P (NH. TFCONu ,1'CorlD. V33, V22, t03, HLeO"O ,1t22, 53) • S<'? I
C-- CALL SUBROUTINE VI\POR T') FINI) THE Tht:RMl)DYNAr11~ f'IWt>EfliIES AT THE
C-- DISCHARGE.
tlPMPTEST
<>_*<><>_<><>*<><>~D*_<><>*<>

__

PA(;E

C(lM<>I't'ES50~

?

D_<>_*<>~**_<><><>*_<><><>_~~*gn<>~~DD~D<>*~<>~_Q_Qo<><>g<>O<>DgD~Q<>
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C ALL

\lIIPO~ HII~.

T2 of'COND. \/2. H2. 52)

SUBCI.=TfCONlJ-T]
IfISUIlCL.Lf..O.IGO TO J3
C-- CALL SUUI<OUT{N[ SATPtlP TO F{ND

c--

(HE. I:NTHALPY OF

TilE SUflCOOU,O LIOUto AT

rl1tc:

CONUEN~E~ E~IT.

CAll SATPkPINR,r3.p$AT.V),VG,H3.HfG,HG,S3,SGI
GO TO )4
3) H]=H)3
34 CONTINUE

IFlIT111-TfEVAPI.lf..O.)GO TO 35
C-- CALL sutmOuTINE
.C-- EXIT.

CALL

VAPO~

TO FIND TilE THEHHOOYNM-1!C r>;lOPERTI!:.S f.T THE EV/l,PUp.ArOU

VAPO~tNH.TIll.PEVAP.V111.,jlI1.SlllJ

GO TO 36
35 Hlll=Hll
SIIl:SII
3& CONTINUE
C-- CALCULATE THE HEAT OUTPUT TO THE ROOI-I AIR AND htE C.O.P.
HHEAT(I)=~AFLO(II~lTAlkOII)-TAIRC(I)~l.Ol

COPIIII=RHEATIII/PINPUTIII
COP21IJ=RHEATI[J/PJNAVGfII
C-- CALCULATE THE
OAHTS"'OAFLO
III ) I
C-- CALCULATE THE
OAHTL"'OAfLD

SENSI~LE

(I J

0

ItEAT HE~tOVEO FROM !f'E OUTSIDE IIIR.
IDTA{I1A I {) -DTA (RR( III ~ I 1 .01.1.08" IO~\EGAA I

LATt:'H HEAT REMOVED FROM THE OUT~10E

(I J" IOMEGA.A I I) -Ot-lEGAI1 I r I) "2500.

Il-O:~EG:'U(

AIR.

OAHTLF=OAFLOII)v(OMEGA~(II-OHEG~U(IJ)"))J.5

IF tTESUkf( I) .LE.O.1 OAtHL",OAHTl.OAHTlF
IFITESURF({).GT.O.IGO TO 102
C-- IF THE '-'EASU .... EO E'JAl-'ORATOR SURFt.CE TEMPERATURE IS LESS THAN 0.0 OEGRHS
C-- CELSIuS CALCUL;lTtc; THtc; TIME Rt.OUIRED FOIO THE DEr'KOST HEA,TER TO SUPPLY nlE
C-- LATENT HEAT OF FUSlor~ OF ALL THE \'I,\1EH REf'.lO'JEO fkOl1 ThE OUTSIOtc; .... lfi OUA{~G A
C-- 90 MINUTE PERIOD ~T THE MEASURED OPEHAT{NG CONOITIONS.
DFT{H({I=S400."OAtiTLF/DFliKII
GO TO 103
102 CONTINUE
OFTIM(II"'O,
103 CONTINUF.
OAtH I I I :::OAHTS.OAlHL
RL TTtt (I I ",OAHTL/OAHT (I J
C-- CALCULATE THE CONDENSER HEAT BY SUJHRACTING HIt. HeAT FROM Hl~: F:,'>UMOTOH FI)OM
C-- THE HEAT OUTPUT TO ThE ROOM AIR,
CHEAT (I J .::RHEAT I I) -FAIlIKW (I J" I t.-FIEFFl
C-- CALCULATE THE REfRIGERt..NT MASS FLOW RATE BY' EOUATING THE HEIl"f LOST IH HI:-:
C-- REFRIGERANT TO THE HEAT GAINED flY THE AIR IN Tilt. C;ONOt.N'lER.
REFLOM1II"'CHEATIII/IZ.JZ6"IH2-H31)
CHSUP I r J '" l H2-H22} "f.lEFLOH {I J "2.326
CHSUblIJ=IH33-H3J~~EFLOM{ll~2.J26

CHLATlIJ"'C~tEAT1I}-CtISUPII}-CtiSUOII}

C-- CALCULATE THE E'JAPORATO" HEAT.
EHEATIIJ=11EFLOMIII"IHI1I-HJlo~.3Z6

C-- CALL SUBROUTINE 'JAPOR TO FIND HIE THt:fH'ODYN~!HC P,?OPEIHiES OF THE
C-- REFHIGERANT ,JUST tlt.FORE THE COMPRESSOR SUCTION 'JALVt:.
CALL VAPORIN~.TltPf.VAP.Vl.Hl,S11
SVAPHTIII"'REFLOM1II"(HI-H\111"2.326
F.HSUPl!J=(Hll1-Hlll"kEFLOMlll"Z.Jl6
EHLATIll=~HEATII)-EHSUPIII

C-- E'JALUATE THf;, REFRIGEtlANT FLOW RATE AS PIlEOICTELl BY THE :-lANUFI\CTUllEk'S fLOW

C--

CHAIlACTc~IST(CS.

RE F F LO"C Ol~ I • C0l12 ~PE'1 AP'"
ICOND"O.06~9476""2.

°.

06B94 76. COM) "I"COND <> l! • 06894 76' COM', ,>P r. v At> "p

RFlOMC III =REFlU.'! (I I mEFFLO
C-- CALCULATE THE POLYTROPIC EXPONENT FOH RE .... ERSIOLE COMt>I<ESSlmi PETwEt.N THE
C-- SUCTION AND DISCt1ARGF. STATES.
POl YN { 11 -=ALUG (pco.'!U/eEVAP I / Al.OG {V 1/'J21
C-- CALL SUUIlOUTIN~ SPHT T0 EVALUATE rhE SPEClf(C M~AT RAT IUS ~T THE ~UCTION
C-- AND DISCHARGE STATES.
PAG~

HPHPTEST

3
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C!lLL SPH r (NO!. T I ,flEVM'. CV 1. CP I.CAMfll ,5011 le I J
( ( I =GM1,\ I
(/IlL SPHT II'lH, T2. peOl1O .C'/2. cr2 .u.\l~A7., SON I (,7.1
GM",'~:'1

till "lMI\ 2 (11

=G/lMI\~

c-- CALCuLATE THE MEAN SPECIFIc It;:AT RATIO llEr ... E(rl II1[ SUCf/UN foND

c--

nI~Ct'I\~(,l

STATl:.S.
I"M'ltMI( I)

= (GAMMA I {I 1 .<.iM~rl/lc Ill) 12.
C-- CALCULATE THt:: IDEAL POol/Ell FOil Hf.V[HS!ULE
C-- OISCHi\HGE STATES.

CO""Pfl~·~StOtl

I;lET\1EEtl THE SUCTIUN fIt/D

~

CPO~IIPIII=HEfLOM(Il~{POLYN{()/(I.-POLYNI11IJ~IPE~ApoVI-pco~/noV2)

1"0.43045
c-- CALCULATE Tl1l CO'-lPkESSOR EffICIENCY BlISED ON T.lt. IDEAL PO'llEI<' OF

c--

BETwEEN

COMPHEssro~

THE ME,\,>UR[lJ SUCTIOIl AND QISCHARGt:: STArt-So

CEFFC I ( I ) :CPI,)oIlIP ( [1/CQHK'>i (J I

C-- CALL SU!lOlQUTIN!:. IS0512 TO FIND TilE T~tEOHET[Cl\l OISCHARGE PkOP(kTIES ftFTEH
c-- ISOITHOI-'[C COMPIIl:.SSION FROM THE 5UCTIOt~ 5T,\a;.
CftLL ISOS121N~.PCONO,SI,S22,TFCONO,T2222.V22cc.H222?.S?222)
.c-- CALCULATE THE HIl:.OkETICftL POwER FOk ISENTROPIC COMPRE.SSIO~j F.. OI-t 1I'E 5UCTfO}j
C-- STATl.
PICl(Il=(H2222-H!)~REFLOMll)~2.326

C-- CALCULATE lH!:. }NDEX OF ISEtHROP!C COMPHE5SION FKOM HIE SUCTION STfolF.
PNISOSll)=ALOGIPCONO/PEVAP)/ALOG1VI/V2222)
TIS051(1)=IT2222-32.)/l.8
c-- CALL 5VljHOlITINE 150512 TO FIND THE THEORETtC"l UI5CHM~GE I>HOPEflTlfS ","·TEk
C-- I SOITROP IC COMPkt.SS ION FROM THE REFR I GE~"NT 5 TA lE.' 1 TMf EVl>POkA TOR (>.1 r.
C-- ALSO CALCULATE THE THEORETICAL PO~ER FOR ISENT"UPIC COMPRESSION rkOM THiS
C-- STATE.
CALL ISOSI2(NR,PCONOt5Il1,522.TFCOND,T222,Vlcl,H22l,S222)
PIClllll)=IH22~-H1II)~REFLOM{I)02.326

C-C-C-C-C--

CALCULATE THE RANKINE HELATIY( COMPRESSOR EFFIClENCY -- THIS IS T~E RATIO OF.
THE CONDENSER HEI\T TO HIE COMPRESSOR POWI:.R INPUr ALL OIVIOEO BY 11'[ ~ANI'INf.
C.O.P.
THE STATE POU~TS III THe: RANKINE CYCLE. ARE THE SAME AS I" Th~
ACTUAL CYCLE EXCEPT THAT THE C01>fPRESSION PROCE.;)~ I~ ISEmRoPIC ANO TA<t::S
PLACE fROM THE EYAPORATOf~ ExiT STATE.
CEfFC2II)=(IH2-HJ)/COMKWlrlloREFLO'~II)02.J2b~IH222-H!Ill/(H22?-H])

C-- CALCULATE Tl-lE THEOflETICAL HfAT TRANSfER OuT TH"UUGH THE CO~P~ESSOR CYLINOEH
C-- FOR kEIIEHSIilLE COMPRESsION t'lETwEEtJ THE SUCTION AND DISCHARGE STATt:S.
CYHLOS (I) =CPO .. HP I I J -REFLOt-lll) ~ IH2-HI) ~2.J2b
C-- CALCULATE THE HEAT lOSS fROM THE COt-lP~t::sso~ TO THE 5URROUNO[NG A[I<.
CHTLOS I I) =ChKW,COI'lKt,' I I 1- (112-HIII) ~R[FLOI~ t I I "c .320
C-- CALCULATE THE EVAPORATOR HEAT DEFICIT.
EHDEF(II=EHEAT(I)-OAHT1J)-CHTLOSlll-FANOK~(Il~{1.-fOEFFl

C-- CALCULATE THE HEAT TRANSFER fACTOR FOR THE CO~,PHESSOR SHELL.
COMltTF I I) =CHTLOS I r) / (lRI (I l-OTAIRA (I) 1
C-- CALCULATE THE AIR TEMPERATURES AT POHlTS AA. 6th MIO DO.
OTARAA=OT AIRA (ll 'CHTLOS I I I / (Qt.FLO (J I O!.QI)
OTARB~=OTAIH~(I)-FANOK"(Iloll.-FOEFF)/IOAFLOlllol.01)
TAIROD=lAIROII)-FANIKWII)~II.-FIEFF)/(RAFLOII)~I.Oll

C-- CALCULATE THE EVAPORATOR AND CONDENSER LOG MEAN TEMPERATURE oIFFEHENCES AND
C-- CAPACITY COEFFICIENTS.
LMTDC(I)=(1AIRClll-TAIROOI/IALOGI(TCC~10111-TA,IROO)/ITCONO(!l-TAtRC

11Il)))

CCOH I I I I =CHEA TIll /UHOC I I)
CCOfF21II"CHEATlll/lrCON01Il-TAIRC(11)
UHOE (I)::: lOT AR81:1-0T ARAA l 1 (I\LOG ( lOT ARB8-Tl:VAP 11 ) 1/ IOT AI<A,'- TEVA,P I ! 1 )
I))
~:COFFI I I) =tHEAT (1) /lI'1TOE (I)
tCOFf21!)=EHEATlI)/lDTARAA-TEvAPIIll
TSAT=TEVAPll)
ATPRS=PATM11)
C-- SUBROUTINE CADP8F FINDS TilE APPARATUS DEI1 PoINf ANt) BYPASS FA(lOI-l OF
C-- EVAPORATOIl COIL.
CALL CAOPBF{OTARAA,O~tGAA.OTAR80tOMEGAB,TSATtATPRS.TAOP,HYFAC1)
HF1I)=fjYFACT
ADP I I) =TADP
lOI CONTINUE
c-- SUBROUTINE wRlTE~ P,lINTS OUT TtlE RESULTS.
CALL WR [TE~
c-- REPEAT PROCEDU~E rOR TttE NEXT flLOCK OF TESTS, IF MIY.
Nl=NL'1

rH~·

If(NTIMES.EO.21~L=NTOTAL
IF(NTIMES.EQ.3.Ar.o.N.EII.I)NL=~IL'INTOTAl·11/3
IF(NTIMES.EQ.J.ANO.tl.EII.2)NL~~ITOTAL

70 CONTINUE
STOP

END
HPMPTEST
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BF'"

=

Tl)rlr , -

Tt,pp

1-tNTRy -

T 1.1.."

sATuRATiON

GOtiD(TIO!'!

LIN£-___

LINE - - -___

/'...-f-,,L~-----l-

g'~JTR Y
9 f-l:n-

T'oDP
DRV

J.54

l3l./LG

T[:.l";IT

TEN"rr~.,..

TEMPERATURE

APPENDIX F

c~··

Ci\OPBf -_ .. hHS SUbPROu~A/oI Ct.lCUL"rES THE <\PPAr'I\TUS Df.,1 PUlilT Mm T,,!:.
9YP,ISS F/.CTU~ OF AN AIH-COOL!I~G EVhPOHlITOR COIL GIV~~N r><r. (rd.-V M.ll f.)lr fI{ri
c-- TEMPl RATUlH_~ AND AIJ~UlUn_ HWHOITltS. Trti:. H[fldl"UllIIlT SAIlH'fllJ(IN Tf"'I-'EI,""ur<;::
C-- AND fl'E AT"'OSPr!E~JC PP!:.S~URE.
SUllflQUT I NE CAOl-'llf (rr:rlTRY. GENTRY. lEXl T .G£.( r T. rEvtlP. f, TPRS. T MH'.~ ... J
C~-

c-c--

DESCH!PTIQN Of PAHAMET[KS
INPUT

r,T ENTH., ICl

c--

rHlTHY

AW

C--

GENTRy

AdSOLUT( 11'J1~::OITY OF ,\{I{ AT EllTRY

C-"
C--

TEXIT
GEX!T

AIR TEMPEllATUHE AT [xIf (Cl
ABSOLUTE HUriIDITY Of AIR AT EXIT

C--

IE'UP

SATURATION T(I1Pf.RATUflE OF THE REf'dG(HMH

(--

ATPRS

ATMUSPHERIC PRESSURE (unR)

TEMPf.llfITU!~E

(KG/KGI
(~I,/K~1

UI

rH~: t.Vj\FOPAI01~ {Cl'

'C-OUTPUT
C-TADP
APPARATuS DE\1 POINf TEMPE1;ATUHE fCI
C-Bf
UtPASS FACTu~ OF THE COll
C-- USE THE A.IR [)l.!T TEMPERATURE AS A~l INlTI"l 'OLv' ESTI"I,HE OfTHF. AOp
C-- n:~~PERATURE.
THE Ell.IT I.ASOLUTE HWHDITY IS TrlErl THE CCRI-lESPONtJI"'r, OLD
C-- ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY ON THE CONO!T IOn LINE.
TAOP;TEX I r
TAl'PO:::T[x!T
GCtIOTO:::Gr.X [T
c-- CALCULATE Tf'[ SATURATION VAPour~ PRESSURE CORRESPfmDj/llG TO THE Olf) ADP
C-- TEMPERATURE ESTIMATE.
PSS~IO.··17.75·TE;r:IT/(231.3-TEXITI-O.18571-3.)

C-- CALCULATE TI"IE ABSOLUTE HU~lIDITY Otl Tt,;::: SATU~flT[vN
C-- OLD ADP TE~~ERATuRE ESTIMATE.

ll"lE CORRESPONorw, TO THt

G100~O:::v.622·PSS/tATPRS-PSSI

C-- "'lAKE AN

INITIAL

'NEIoI' ESTIMATE Of THE ADP TEtwt:KATURE.

TADP~;T£XIT-ITENTRY-TEXIT)·O.1

ICOUNT:::O
C-- ••• NODE I •••
3 CONTINUE
ICOUNT:::ICOUNT'I
C-·- CALCUlAT::: THE ABSOLUTE "UI~!O!TY ON ThE CONOlTIU,~ LCNE A~ID 011 TH!: SATU~AT!ON
C-- LINE CORRESPONDING TO HIt: NEw ADP TE~IPERATlJ:1E t.~TIMJlrF..
GCNDltf;GEXIT·fTAOPrl-TExITI·tGENTHY-GE~lTl/fT~NTHY-TE_ITI

C-C--

C-C-C-C-C--

C--

(--

C--

PSS::10 .... (7. 7S·TADPN/ t231. 3'T ,'DPNI -0. 7tiS 71-3.)
G I OOHN"O. o~2"'PSSI lA TPfl$-PSS I
IF TMf. O!FFf.~ENCE BETWEEN THE ABSOLUTE HUMID[Tl~S ON THE SATV~ATtCN ~~n
CONDH!Or~ LINES IS lESS THAN THE DESIRED TOlERArlCE {j0 TO Nom, 2.
IflA8SlfGIOOHN-GCHOTNI/IGIOOHNI).I.E.O.OIIGO Tv 1
PRINT AN ERROR MESSAGE IF Hi!:: HAXI~llJl~ NUMRER of ITt:RATtO"IS IS EXCH.OEO.
IFfICOUtlT.GT.IIJIl>O TO 4
If THE NEII ADP TF.MPEHATU~E ESTIM .... TE IS LOw(.R Th~N THE El/i,POf<ATING
fEMPERATUflE GO TO NOOt: 2.
(F(TADP,<I.l.E.TF.IJAPI.AtlO.IJCOUNT.GT.IIlGO TO 1
IF ,HE TOl[HAN~E IS rlOT HET CALCUlATF. JI UETTEH tSTIMATE OF HIE APP.\~ATUS
OEI'/ POINT Tf:t-:PF.RJlTUI1E .... ND PETUR~I TO NODE 1.
TA DP:: TADP';' l T AOPO- TADf'H I .. (GCND HJ-G 1 00 IiN I I l G1 u 0 ~IO -GCND TO' GOIO TN-G t n
lOHNI
T A(,PQ=T AePN
T"OPN::TAOP
REIURN TO NODE
GO TO J
I. WRITElb.5J
S FOrmATl' [HROK IN CADPBf'j
..... NODE 2 .....
C!llCUL.UE THE BYPASS FACTOR.
J BF::(TE~tT-TADPI/(TENTH1-TAOPl
RETUfW
E~m

Of

CAOP8F
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HEAT PUMP SIMULATION SUBP/WCRAM
I Il~U

t

Inpu t

llcnr.e calculate il'li tial estim.. tp. of rc(ri<Jcrant mass
ilow rate
Hl.'llCI!

calcul~\te initi~\l

eStiNatus of cv;:\porator <-.nd

condcns'!r ca..,acity coeifi<;il.'nts
f::Stil,late thl.' rcfrigcr~nt tl'r'11Jcratlt"Ccs at U.. ! compressor
suct.iun an<.l di~c'lar()e states

rSTE~JP

= 1

ICAPCC _. 1

IC'\PCE :::; 1

Sot 1:ho 01<1

esti~~ates

rlH~FLO ~

0;( the (!VapOr,ltin'J

and cOIl~tensing tt':l:Iperatures l.'llual to tha
C\.lrrunt estilllates
\;1nu the rlU'ri<Jcr,:"nt properties at the
evanorator m:i t
Find the rc:CriU.n"ant :>roperties at thG
condl.'nscr cxi t

E

'I

Find the x.::!frisorant properties ,," the
compressor sue 1,.ion and disCll""l:9C ::; ,.:.."tcs.
'he ic!<u,l PO~'''H of r:ompressi<)tl, the
conprcssor power consumption ,:u:d 'he
heat loss from the compressor

Calculate tile te:l1pcraturc of the air
entcr.in<J the e'/<lpora tor

,
NODE

...:

4

Calculate 'he rate of heat loss from the
refrigc;:ant io the condenser

y
Calculate the Con(k!lISi~l<": te:;Jreratur(~ ::lC' tl1.:1t
the rate of hc;\t transfer io the comlenser
i ' equal to the r.ate o:f he.:\t lo,;s from t!l'l
refri<Jeran't

t
Calculate thOl rate of heat gain
io th,! ev,1.por.3tor

( .'X)OF;

uy the

refriacr<J.nt

I

5 )

Calculate ~he temperature .:md .:l.bsolu"te humi'li ty
of the ait' leavin:J the cvapoi"ator
Calculate the rate of sensible heat rcmov<\l arld
the rate oJ I"tent h~at remov,\l t r()la the <llr in
th~ ev'-'porator
(
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Calcutate

~hc

eVil?o(.-.tin'J tcmrer"tuLc ';0 that the rate
thr'-.\l<jh lhp. cvapor;~t.. ( i:i c<!ual to
thl;l rate 01 he,),t <.lain by the relri'J,;rant

of heat tr.:lns!CI:

rind the rcfrigcc.:u\1: saturation properties
to the current. c'Japor,"\ting
am! condensing temperatures

corre~,:londing

Calculate the re.£(i']erant (10\: t:l.lC

lREFLO

= IRLFLO+l

us iog the ell r ten t c:vapor.\ ti n,) .:u\IJ
conJo:nsing pressures

Is the
differellce lIet'...cen
the calculat~t value and
the c,~:"(cnt c:otir.1Ll,lp. of

Calculate ne".,
estimate of the

refrigerant
rate

flo~

rciri<Jcrant flow rate
le,is than

the tal.
?

lCAPCE =

IC~E+l

Calculate the evaporator ca:>"city coc!ficiellt
using the

cur~ellt

refrigecant

t10\7

cvapor;:\tin9 teJf.pcrature and

rate

cstimat<~s

Is the
difference between the
ca~culatod value and
the current e~timate
of the evaporator
capaci ty coefficient
less than
the tal.
1

lC/WCC '" ICi\PCC+ I

a new
estimate of the
evaporator
c~pacity coefficient

Ca~culate

,

Ci.\lculatc the condenser cap.:\city coefficient
usill'J the CUT.rent conden!;ing tC~!Jc,rature and
refrigerant flow rate estim.:\tcti

Is the
diff'eccllce
calculated valua .:\r.d the current
Calcul.:\te a new
estil"'l.:\tc o:! the condenser !,,<::::'.;stimate of' thl! condenser capacity cocf!icilolnt
less than the desired tolerence
capacity coefficicnt
1

Are
tile differences betl"/een
the c,lrrent and old c:n.imiltes of
the evaporatin9 a..,t\ condensing
telo"'eratures less th:l.n
the desirc-d
1.01. ?

Calculate the power cons'..Ir;;>tiOIl oftna £.:\IIS, the
t~"~jleraturcs of the hot and cold air lc.:\ving the
heat .mnp unit, the heat output, lhe nct h"'at
rel'".(}vcd frol-l the ou tsil1e air an.1 the tot,). t pOllcr
input

PAGE 2 OF 2
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?

1>001:

Find the ro.!frigcranl propcrti2':; at the
suction state

CO'... pressor

Calcula.tethe discharge specific volur.u::
after polytropic cO";Jre__ sion

=

IT2

NCOE:

ITZ

=

0

3

III + 1

Find the refrigerant properties corresponding to the

currellt estimate o:f the conpressor discharge
tcupcrature

Calculate a n~v estiruate
of the discihlrge tE!1Qpcrature

"

no

the diLlcrencQ between
the specific volume co::respondill<) to
the C:..Lrrent discharge tcupera.ture estil'~ate
.:\nd the require<.! specific volul:lf],
lCSOl than the desired
tolcr."nce
7

CAlculate the ideal power for
reversible polytropic compression, the
compressor efficiency, the conpressor
power consurtp tion and the heat loss to

yes

the surrounding air

Calculate the suction temperature so that the .fleat
tr~ls!er throuoh the cONpressor shell i~ the same as
the heat loss to the air.

y"

Is the
di.ffere:lce uetl/>len
the suction t~p~raturc
.:l.:ld the previo~s estin~te
ll.!sS than the de5iral
tolerance
7

Calculate the temperature of thp. air
enterin9 the evaporator

no
ICllB'\l~

NCOE

:::: ICrliS/u' + 1

4
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( NODE

5

.

J
1:> lIHl
(lain by the
rcfri9crant ia til«, f!Vil,j)or ... tor
9reater than the ma.xirJum a.mount which
yes
caa be rcrno'/c"': from the .:lir
at constant
absolute hUI!lidi tY.
heat r'-'lOoved from
1
the Oll t ~;itle ..\ir is both
sensible .J.lld latent
1l(~.J. t

no

t

I estimate

the ADP

tcmpG r il, hI re

I lADP

.

I.

01

=

f
\

sensible he.J.t only
is removed f'l:om
the outside air

NOOr,;

6

t
I lAD?

= lAOP+l

I

~
Calcula.te <he air exit temperature
an<! absoiu'le hUlilidi.ty

'/'
Calculate the sensible he3t removed
from the oa tsidc air and ~he latent
heat "removed dl\e to condensation

Calculate the
discharqe air telnperature
aad se t the discharge
absolute humidi ty equal
to the value at entry

t
Calculate the rate of renov.J.! of heat due
to fusion if all the moisture rel:lQved
forms ice

-

t

--

Calculatp. the total rate of heat removal
(sensible and latent) fro;a the air in
the evapora. to r

Calcu late a
new estil~<\te of
the ADP temperature

"

no

the difference
betvleell the heat removed
fron the air an<! the
heat gained by the
refrigc£ant less than
the desired
to!.
?
y"

(

NODE.

7'
)

-l

HPSIM SUBSIDIARY FLOW CHART (B)
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c-- IH'SI~ --- TI1{S 5UUPRuGHflH ~1~:UL"T1::S T,tE PEf'FUHf1At><Cl:. OF A'" A!H-fO-AII, "lilT
C-- PU"'P PLA!H ~Oll A (jIV~.N ~,I:.T Of- Ul-'EflAT!tlLi CUNUlTIUI~S.
SUllflUUT r Il[ rtf'S I M(T A f kA .flll,\ I T,~ I RC)
OESCfl!l-'TiON Of PAf~AMETl:.kS
c-rNPUT OPEIIAllNG CONDITIONS
c-TAIRA
1[1-11'. UF THt: ourSIDE AHI O'IAI,N INTu THte; HEAT PU"'P UNIT ICI
c-IHtA
kt-LATly!:: tlW1IDITY OF rH/-. UVlslDE .\Ik th<I\I.N INTO TI,e. Uf'>llT

c--

c--

TAlke

c--

c-··

c--

c-c-C-C-~

c--

c-C-C-C--

HMPERA!URE OF HtE ROU'l tdH DIIA,.'N

INTO

THE HEAT PUMP UNIT

(C)

INPUT PLANT DATA
CONSTANTS DlFININO T~tE CQilpl,)NDnS OF THE HEAr "'U~l;:' PLANT AHt: INPUT HY
M[U.,S OF A LAbElU:.lJ COHtlON 51Ar"_II(;11 .,lltt Till:. LAdEl [>L041,\.
VALtRS
MUST HAVte: (jt:EN I'HEV!O\}~LY ASSIGN!:.!; TO THESE CON~T.\N{S IN Afl EXTI:)lNflL
PROGRAM $uCrl AS SUWiOlJTfNE I-lPLOTA.
OUTPUT OF ~(SULTS
Hit. SfolUl..4TIon IlESULTS A~E T!lAtISM(TTl::D TO ;.11 ExTEf<:-lJlL Pf.iUGH.\t~ OY M~AN5 uf
A LABELLED ";O~~~11 STATf:t,If.;'IT.
Ail'f or THE I-'AH:.:1lH.f<S CALCULATEIJ ('I HPSl:~
M~Y Bf QUP.'UT (N THIS IMY.
HI TlliS PAlHICULAR CASE hlL\'t: Rl:;ULT~ A~l
OUTPUT lO Tnt: lJLOCK Of COr1t101>; STO;<E .... ITh THt. LA!3EL rct.:SLlI.
OTHEI-l SUf:j,.>POGI'A.'ol5 k!:.OUfREO Itl CONJU'ICrION ~1ITH THIS SUIH'~OGk""l -HlOCK O..,TiI. S,\TPk?
VAPOR. SPVOL, TS,'r.
Cm'\~ION IOLLlA T A/rm .COM 1. COM2. CO:O, CO,'II, .CEF I C 1 .Cl;:f I C2. POl YN. COMI;TF •
1 Ctl,<;l~ .CCI:l .CCC2. CCC). ~.\FLO, F Atl f Hi. F (t:FF. [CC I .t.CC2, ECC). dF. OAFLO.
IFANOTH.FOEff.OFHK~IOFEFF

COM-ION /i<:ESL T I/HOUT. P IN.H IN. EHTL. TEV.\P. TCOi'm, lA I IlD. T AI RB. T ,0,01-'. TZ.
IREfFlO,OFTIM
C-- MAKE AN INITIAL ESTiMATE OF THE EVAPvRATING TEMPERATURE.
TEyt,P::-IO.
IF(T~IflA.LT.O.) TEvAP=TAIRA-lO.
TFEVAP::rEVAP~I.8·3Z.

C-- ~AKE AN INITIAL ESl(MATE OF THE CONU(NSING TEMPERATURE.
TCONO=45.
TFCONLl=TCOND~I.a·32.

C-- CALL SUBkOUl'lNE SATr'RP TO FIND fHE EVAPOI~;'TING AND CO~IDEI\ISINr; PRESSUKES.
CALL SA TPI-lP (NR. TrEVAP .... EVAP. VFEVAP. V ~ 1 • HFEVAI'. Ht.EvAP.H 11 • SfEvAP.
IS 1 I )
C ~LL SA TPRP ("IR. TFC{)r.!.). pcorm. V33. V22, tt33. HLCO'~U. ~'c2. S3). S22)
C-- Cf.LCUlATE AN INITIAL E~T!~l{,ii OF THE HEFRIGERA·'lf MASS FLO'.l RATE fprJi~ PIE
C-·· COMPRESSOR FLO\1 CI1M-l .... CTEtl I 5T I C.
REFfLO=COMI·COM2~PEvAP~~.0689476·COMJOPCONO~~.068~416'CO~4~PEvAP~P
lCOND~C.0689476~~2.

C-- CALCULATE }N{TIAL ESTI~IIlTF.5 OF THE EVAPOllATO" I<r/O CONDENSEI' CAP/lCfTy
C-- COEFFICIENTS USING THE SATURATION TDWERATURE AND FI.Ow RATE ESrJ'olA"TfS.
ECCOFF=ECCI~TEVAP·~CC2~Rf.FFLO·ECC3

CCCOFF =CCC I"TCOND' L Co.: 20f~l::FFLO' CCC 3
C-~ ~JAKE INITI~l ESTIMA·(ES Of Tt!t. f<EfRIGEtiANT TEMPt.""ATlJRES AT
C-- SUCTlON AND DISCHARGE STAH:S.
Tl::TAIRA·20.

THE COMPRESSOR

TF1::Tl~l.u.)?.

T2=TCONO.30.
TF2=T2"1.t!·32.
c-- SET ITERf,T10N COUNTERS Tu TIlE VALUE UNITY.
ISTH-JP=I
rcr.pc!::= I
[CAPCC"'I
IREfLO=1
rOLQ=TFCOND
VOlD=V22
C-- "~,, NODE I "~,,
I CONTINUE
C-- SET ThE OLD tSflMATE5 Of THE EVAPORATING AND CUr.DEtlSlNG TEMI'>EH/,TUHES EOUAL
C-- TO THE CU~M~NT E~TIMAfES.
TEVAPO=:TEV,\P
TCO:-jDO::TCOND
C··- CALCULATE THE REHlIGtJ,M:T TEr1PE.f.lATUHE ,\1 Th!:. EYAPOI-lATOH E.XIT.
fill:: {TEV.'P· rAll-lf\) I?
TFlll::TI11~1.8·J~.

C-- (ALL SUl:lRQU11Nf II,POR TO FIND Tlli ~t:FlnGEH!\NT .... IQPt:~rIES tor THE EV,\POI<ATOll
C-- O:!T.
Cfll.l VAPQI'< eNi/, TF III ,PEVA? ,v I; I ,f'i"1 .5111)
C-- CALCULAH TH[ k(fflIGEflMH HJIPtHATVf<F.: AI TIlE CUNOErl~t::R EXIT.
'1~SI~l
~~~"~v~~"~~~~~~,'~"Q.~~~~~~a~~a~~"~~"~c"~~,,a,,o~~.,,,,~~~?~~o~.~~

; 60

•••

P .... c!::

(IF

••

~~~.Y.~Y.~

S
~"QC

l4PPEN01X F

T 3= CTCOtlO' TIIII-IC ) /2.

TFJ"'Tl·'1.f1·:lc.
C-- CALL $IJlHlOUTINt: !:>IITflRP TO FIrlO THE P~Wj.JEkT1ES AI THE. CIJNIH::NSEH
C,'LL ~,\ TPf/P (NIl. Tf l. PSA T. 'IJ. VG. rlJ. ItF(,. Ht" S). SI.»

c--

E~tT.

tCHI:H.L::1)
o~o

tlODE

~

~

••

C-- lCHHIlL eDu'!Ts THE. NL:I~lJt:H or If(lIATI{H'!S kEl'l'JIIlEU Tu FIND THE SUCTIOtl Vt.POUI~
c-- IEMI'ElH."UHf. TO ..'1 HI HI nH:: OESl!f(O rCU::H.lI>lCE..
" let/llAI. 'lCrWtd.'j
C-- CALL SUUIWUTIN<: VAPOI! TO fillu H'E SUCr!O~1 ~APt)U" PI'fOr>EiHIES COPkES~OND[NG TO
c-- THE CU~"t:NT ES riMA n: OF rlH: ::'UCT IOtl rt:MI't.HA Tupt..
C/ll.L V.\PQH (Nil. rF I ,PEVAI'. Vl.fq • ';) II
c-- CflLCULATf. INf. DJ,::>CHAHl>E SPEClflC VOLUME. AfTEH hJLYT,I()PIC COt·'PRESS[Otl.
V2~(PEvAP/PCUNU)*·{1./POLrNI·Vl

1T('=0

c-- •••

c--

NOllE J

~

••

112 COUNTS "rHE rIUl~fjEFi tiF ITEHi\TIONS REQUIRED TU FJND TrlE DISCHARGE
c-- TE~PEf?ATUI<E CORHESPllNO!NG TO TilE CflLCULAn.:O Ot::>Chr.!mE SI"~:CIFJC VOLUME.
3 IT2=H2-q
C-- CALL SU~W0urHH·: VAPO~ TO FUll) THF. f~EFlnGERANT PtlOPEkTrf.S CORREsPOt\O[NJ TO
C-- THE Cv"Rf:NT t.STIMATE Of OISCI1AIlG[ TEHfJ\::RATUnE.
CALL VM>OI< l NI'!. Tf2 .rcOtilJ, V2t.·H2. 52)
DTOV=(Tf2-TOLD;/tV2t:-~OLD)

C-- PRINT All E~I<Ok ~jf.':;SAGE If IT2 D'CEEDS THE M.... XIHUM NU'IElER Of ITE~ATIOrJS.
IfIIT2.GT.I01 GO TO 5
C-- IF THE DIFfERENCE GETWEEN THE SPECIF[C VOLUME CORRESPONDING TO THE Cuql~E"'T
C-- OISCHAHGE. Tf.MPt:R,HU~E MID THE DES{REL> VALUE [S LES::) TH,,~ THE TOLERANCE
C-- PRO(E.Et:l.
IftAaS(IV2E-V21/v21.L~.0.OOll GO TO 4
C-- If HH. TOLERANCE IS t.;OT 'lET CALClJLATi A NEl1 ESTIMATE Of TH£ CO~lPHESSOR
C-- DISCHARGE TOIPt:IIATURE MW flETURN TO NODE J.
TOLO=TF2
VOLO=V2E
TF2=Tf2'(V2-V2E)OUTOV
GO TO 3
5 WRHE (6,6l
6 fOHI~ftTt' IT2 EACEEOS MAX. VALUE')
4 CONTINUE
T2=lfF2-32.IIl.B
C-- CALCULATE THE IOt:AL PO"ER fOIl REVERSluLE POLYTr-(OPIC CO~IPRe:SSION.
CPOWRP"f~EFFLOo tPvl llll t I.-POL ytJl) I> (r>EVAPOV !-PCONO"v2lI>O.I,301.S
C-- E'IALU.ATE THE COMPHf.SSOU EFflClENCY.
CEFFIC=CEFrC}<>(POI/RP,CEfIC2
C-- CALCULArf THE I'Ol.'ER H~rUT TO Tl1E COHPllf.SSOR.
CO~KW=CPO~HP/CtFflc

C-- CAlCULATf.: HIE HEA.T U,SS FROI~ THE COIlPRESSOR fO THE SUHffOvNOlllG AIH.
Cl1rLOS=C01~Kw'CrHO,-(H~-111l1) °REfFLO"2. 326

Tl0-=71
C-- CALCULATE Tr1E SUCTIO~1 n:"'-PERA7UI,~': 50·111ftT THE HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH rHt:
C-- COMPRES"301l ShELL IS hIt: ::),\M[ AS THE H£AT LOSS ro TH£ AIR.
T ! = T.\ I Ri'" Ct! TlOS/CUMH TF
TF1-"'T\I>I.U.32.
C-- If THE OIFF~_~H:rJCE tltrliEE ... TIiE ClJi{RE~IT SUCTIOtJ Ttl~PERATURE ANO THE OLO
C-- :;UCTION n:IIPf..at.TUR~ [SrI~IATE IS LFSS THAN TtlE UI:.SIHEO TOLEkANCI:. CCtHI'IUf.
If(ABS(T1-TIOl.Lf...0~5' GO TO fJ
C-- PRINT AN t:RHOR /·II:.'JSAGE IF !(H8AL IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO HIE "'AJ,!'lWI
C-- rJUMHER OF ITdlATlON5.
Ir-lIO'H"L.G[olO) GO TO 7
C-- IF TtlE TOLEIlANCE IS NOT MET f<ETlJRr./ TO NODE i!.
GO TO 2
1 ~R(TEt6.9)
q fORM" T I ' I CI!B'\L ~XCEEOS MAX. V,Il.UE')
B Cf)NTINUt::
C-- CALCULATE: THE ,EMPEJl/,TUflE Of THI: AIR ENTEfllNG -fl1E C'..VAPOflATOH.
TA1RAA=T~IRA·Ct1TLOS/l~AfLool.Ol)

C--

NODE ~ 000
10 CONTINUE
C-- CALCUI.ArE TIlE kATE Of tiEl,T LOSS FROI' HiE Ilt:flt[<>U1A.'IT
CHT =~. 3?6 ° (Hl-tiJ J O;H:.f fLO
000

HI'SIM
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c-- C,\lCULATI:: TH( (()~IDttISING H./<lPEHATlJR£ SI) TH.\r Tnt. 'l.'lE OF HEAT THAri5F"~fI
c-- TtiROUGt1 THE cormttl:>t:!l IS E!lVAL TO TIll ,1ATt.: OF I1CoAT LOSS lJy nn. f.ttFH(uEkt.tn.
TCOIll)"': TAt f#C' CHT /CCCOrf

c--

TtCO~D=rCo~D9t.O·J2.

C/t.LCULAff

HiE ~AT( OF HEAT GAIN DV

jl-l( f.lf.FHIUErlANT

f'-I THE EVAPORAfOR.

EHT =2.326.10 Ht 1I I-h); <>t/EFFLO
C-- C.\I.CULAfE :Il[ AFl:>OLIJT[ tlUM!OITY Of Tnt. OU1:;ltJE AIR [NTEWING TI"t: HE"T ;>U,",I->
C-- U-:IT.
Hit.. AIH [rlTEHltlli TIlE [V,c,pOlu,ro·. tns THIS !>t.'4[ Vl!.Ut:. OF AOSOLUTE
C-- HC"HOIIY.
P~5A=1~.o·'1.S~TAtRA/t237.J·-'AIPAI·O.7d571-J.OI

P$A=HHA"PSSA
OtlEGAA '" I}. tlSS·PSA/ I 1 .01 }-PSA I
O'LO"P=2. 21 .. 29 'ALDG i 0 I"'S~)
C-- CIIlCULATE. T'It. U~" POlrJl H:~PERATUIo/E OF

rHE OUT;')IOE AIH.

TOEw=23/.J·CPLOGP/(1.7~-CPLOGPI

C-C-C-C--

••• ~IOOt 5 •••
IF THE HE,),T GAI~IE.O bY THi: PEflHGtRArH IfI 'dE EVAPO~ATOR IS tiREATER THAN PiE
HAXlvUH AHOUNT J,HCH eAtI UE .H:HOvEl> n!O~ THE AIr! AT CONSTANT ""SOLUTE
HUMIDITY GO TO 8KANCH ~.
OTHEP.tSE GO TO H"ANCH A •
I~IEH;.GT.ITAI~"A-TOE~I·f!.-~FI.1.~1·0AFLO) ~v TO 27
C-- ••• ~RANCt1 A -- ~ENSI8LE. HEAT ONLY 15 HUIOV~D ""01'4 THl OUTSIDE AIR -- THE
C-- DRuP IN ,lIA TEf'Pt.rl:ATU~E IS I-'J'fOPDIHIONAL ro THE tVAPuRATOR HEAT TH:ArjSF~R
C·- RAT( -- litE M~SOLUTE HUMIDITY OF THE AIR IS 1l0T CHAt/GED.
TAIRH~=T~JRAA-tHT/I1.01·0AFLOI
O~'lGAH=OHEGAA

TADI'=TLlEw
EHTL=O.
EHTLf=O.
C-- GO TO NODE 1
GO TO 18
C-- BRANCli B - . H1E HEAT REMOVED FRO"! THE OUTSIDE AIR IS PMH SENSIBLE ArlD PAH:T
C-- LHENT.
21 Cutn PIUE
C-- HA~E AN INITIAL EST!HAT£ Of THE APPAHATUS OE~ ~OINT TEMPERATURE.
TAOP=TEVAP.S.
rAOP=O
C-- ••• NODE 6 •••
C-- lAD? COUNTS ThE ~lU~tjER Of ITERATIONS H:EQUIH:ED ro FIrm THE APPARATUS DC:.,
C-- POHlT 10 IIfTtilN THE OEsIREO TOLERANCL
11 tADP::EIAOp.t
C-- CALCULATE PiE A8S0LUTE HUMIDITY AT THE APPARATUS DE'. POINT fOIl TIlE CUIlREtH
C·- ADP TEMPERATURE ~STIMATE.
pSSAuP:10.o·17.5°TADP/(237.3·TADP1·o.7aS71~3.J

GAD"': 0 • 6(' 2. PSSA OP I ( 1 .0 13-PSSAOP I
C-- C'\LCULATI:. THf. AH5ULUTE Hu~IIOtTY AND TEHpER"TUI~e Of THE ExIT
C-- CORPESPONDTNt; TO TIlE CUR,,(iIT ADP T(P.\p(RATURE ESTIMATE.
O~1~_GAb:GllOP. ef· I oMEGAA··GAOp)

AI~

TAIRbB:TAOV·bf·(TA[RAA-TAD~1

C-- CALCULATE THE ~ENSHlLE HEAT RErmVED fRO~\ THE AIH.
[I-1TS:;OAfLO· (T A IRAA-T A IHI:lBl· (1.01 '1 .88· (OM[GAA-OMEGAlll J
C-- CALCUU.TE TrlE. I.ATE:-H HEoIT REr~OVAL.
F;ttT L "OA Ft. U" Wr.tl GAl'. -OI·lEliAt) J ·"SO O.
C-- Ctll... CULAn: Tf./E HATE Of f.llMOVAL OF HEAT OUt: TO FU~IDlj If ALL THE MiJISTUi\E
C~- Rt~OVI:.O fROM THI:. AI~ FORMS ICE.
rH1Lf:OAfLOoI0~~uAl'.·UMfGAU)·133.5

C·- tCE fO~MOlTIOi'o Is ASSUHED TO ~Jt:GI"l AT ,HI AOP TEI4t>tH:ATURE Of 1 Ot.G. C •
C-- T~i:: PROPORTION Of THE ~OISTUHE RE!-lOVEl> "'HIe" fOfiM$ ICE ('lCK!:.ASf.S LINEARLY
C-- AETWEI:.N 1 OI:.G. C AND -1 DEG. C.
~I:.LO~ -1 Ot.u. C IT IS ASSUMED
C-- THAT ALL THI:. MOISTURE REMOVEO FOR~S [Ct Oil THE eVAf.'OH:AToR SUKFACES.
If(T~OP.GE.l.01 GO TO 21
IfCTADP.LL-l.UI GO TO 22
EHTLf:(HTLF·'tl.O-T~;)~1/2.1

22 EI1TL=EHTL.EHTLF
21 CO'ITIIIUE
EHTSL:EHTS·EHTL
C-- Jf ThE OlFfERPICE (J[J)iEEN THE UEAT LOST tly THE AIR AIIII) THE HEAT ~AINEO oY
C-- THE RE~RIG["'ANT IS LESS Th-ttl TItE OESJ~ED TCI.ER"hCE PHOCEEO.
JFlAdSfIEt'TSL-l:.Hf)/(HTI.LE.O.OO'}1 GO TO 18
C-- ;:>~lINT AN f.:IHIO~ "!lS;'A~E IF IAO? EXCEEOS 1,,( HAXI'lUM .'IUIo4BER OF 1Tl::IUTJO'IS.
I~ IIAOP.GT .1(1) GO TO 1'1
C-- IF THt TOL(H:ANCE IS NOT Ht:T CALCULATE A 'lE~ ESTlMArE OF THE ADP rl'.,,"PEfUT\JRE
HP51'«
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c--

MID ~f rl)\)>j TO NODE 6 •
T"OP= T AU~" ( r AI HA-1 AOI-' I Cl ( 1. -fliT IEttTSLl
GO TO \1

I') ",IHTl::lI:',201
~o

FORI'lI\T{1 lAD'" EXCEEOS MA>:. VAl.UE',
NODI:: 1 .....
113 CmHINUl:
C-- CAlCUL.HE THE t::VAPORATIf'l(' TEMP!:':H,\TUk( SO "rH"T TIl[ ~ATE OF ,1[tIT TI-/,'~'iFEfl
c-- THf10UGti THE EVAPORAfOfl Is [UVAl TO THE ';IITE OF tlEAT GAItI IlY THE HlF,lrGtkiH'f.

c--

OUCI

EPOW=EXP((TAIHetl-T"I~AA)"ECCUff/EHTI

TEVAP=(TAIH8e-TAIRAAolPU~I/(1.-EPO~1

TF[VAP=TEVAPO!.8·32.
c-- CALL SLJ"IWUTIM': ::,f\TPfH' TO fIND THE REfRJGEft,,'jT SA,TURATIO"l I'HoPERTIF.<;
c-- CO,lflESPO~lOjN(j TU THE Cl,JRREf'lT [ST!~tIlTE.S OF THE C:VAf'UkATItIG ANI) CONDENSiNG
c-- TEMPt>!A rU'IES.
CALL SII Tf'RP (NR. TFEY"P, PE.""P. VfEVAP. V11, HFEvA!"'. hLEvAP. H 11. SfE VAP,
ISI I )
CALL SA TPHP (NH. TfCUNU ,PCurw. v)). V22 .H)3 .HLCOtlU, H22. S33, $22)
C-- CALCULt.TE THE ~EffllGtfl"'lT fLOW !lATE COlmESPONoll'IIG TO TrlE CUf<IlENT EVAPOI~ATrrIG
C-- AND COND~N~ING PK[SSURES.
CA Lfl.O "'COM 1 • COM2l>PE VAP<> O. Ob89 .. 7 b' CO,", 3<>PCONO<> 0.0 bSY I, 7 6' COM'. "-PE VAP lOp

lCONORO.ObA947b RR 2.

RfEHOU"'AflS ( I fltFfLO-CALfLO I/CALflO)
C-- If THE OIF.E~ENC~ ~tTWEEN TH~ CALCULATED REFH{u~RANT FLOw P~TE AND THE
c-- CURRENT ESTIMATE IS LESS THflfj HiE DESIRE[) TOLEKANCE PROCEED.
IF1RF[ROP.LE.O.OOll
GO TO 23
C-- IF IREfLO IS GREATE~ THAlI OR EQUAL TO THE MAXI~IUI1 NUM8ER Of ITERATlOtlS pi1:II~r
C-- AN ERROR M~SSAGE.
IfiIREFLO.GEolO) GO TO 25
C-- If TOLERA,'!CE IS NOT MET CALCULATE A NEW ESTIMAfE Of REfRIGERANT fLO;ol ~ATE
C-- AND HETURN Of NOOE 4 •
REffLO=REFflO'.2~l>ICALfLO-REffLOI

IREFLO=TREFLO'l
liD TO 10
25 WRlT£l6,26l
26 fORMATI' IREFLO EXCEEOS MAX. VALUE'l
23 COi':THlUE
IREFLO=I
C-- CALCULATE THE EVAPORATOR CAPACITY COEffICIENT CORRESPONDING TO THE cu~RENr
C-- EVAPOf<ilTP-lG nHPERATURE AfW ItEFI-IJGERIINT FLOW RAfE ESTIMATES.
ECCF FC==!::CC}l> TE V AP +ECC 2<>I~EFFL 0+ ECC)
ECERO~=~BS{(ECCOFf-ECCfFCI/ECCFFC)

C-- If THE DIfFERENCE

Br.T~EEN

THE

C~LCULATED

EVAPO~ATOR

C-- AND THE CURRENT VALUE IS LESS THAN TNE DESIREO
IFlECEROR.LE.0.0051

CAPACITY COEFFICIE~T
PROCEED.

TOL~RANCf

GO TO-14

>:-- PRINT AN ERROR Mt::SSAGE IF ICAPCE IS GHEATER THAN OR EOUAl TO TIiE !'Ax{'lUI4
C-- NUMRER Of ITERATIONS.
IflICAPCE.GE.IOI GO TO 15
If THF TOlERMICE IS NOT I~ET CALCULATE A NEW ESrIMATE Of HiE EVAPOl'<ATUR
C-- CAPACITY COEfFICIENT BASEO ON THE CU~RENT AND l-'ilEVIOuS ESTI,.,,,TES AND
C-- CALCUlAT~D VIoLUES AND RETURN TO NODE A •
ECVIfF=ECCFfC-ECCQfF
IfIJCAPCE.EUol) GO TO 28
GI) 10 29
?B [CCOFO==ECCOFF
C-- FOR THE FIRST !TERATIOll Tlil:: NE\oI E~TIMAT£ IS TAt<EN TO BE HALf ';lAY BET'IIEEN
THE CURRENT AND CALCUL)\T~O VALUES.
C--

c--

ECCOFf~ECCOFF·O.5l>ECOIFF

GO TO 30
29 ALPHAE=l./I[CQIFO/ECOIFF-I.)
ECCINC==ECCuFF-[CCQFO
[CCQfO=ECCQFF
ECCOFF "'ECC.OFF. ALPHAE l>ECC 1 '-lC
30 ECOIfO==ECOIFf
ICf,PCE=ICAPCl::+I
GO TO 10
15 WRITE(uol6l
16 FOhMATl' ICAPCE E~CEiDS MAX. VALUE')
1.. CQNTlNUE
ICAPCE=I
C-- CALCULATE THE CONOEtl5ElI CM'AClTY COEfFIC[fNT CUKf<:ES?OND!NG TO THE CtHHf.IJT
C-- ESTIMflTES OF CONll(NSltjG T(I~I>ERATUHt: ArID RtfflIGt.<l,'lNT flO\~ IlAT£.
Hf'S rM
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eC(Fre =ccc 1 .q CO 110 .. CCC2<>fH.f"FLO. ccc J
((EROth Afl~ ( «eeCOFf -CCCFF C I Icee FFe 1
c-- If THE DIFFUd.I1Cf.: bt:T>ll:.t.11 THt Ct.LCULfo.fI:.O VM.UE MlO THE CUI{t<ENT ESrIM'\Tl:.

c--

LESS

THA~I

TIlE

Ul:.~If!tO

TOLI:.I./IIIC£

IS

P~OCEEO.

IFCCCEllUR.Lt.Q.OOl) GO TU )1

c-- PI.lINT r,tl [flllQlI ,~t:sSAf;f. IF

c-- NurinfA OF

le"pcc I~ OREATE'I THAtl Ok EOUAL TO Tt'E I-'AXI'lW'

ITl:.HATIOI~S.

IFlICt.?CC.GLIOI GO T<.l 32
C-- IF THE TGliOHA!JCE IS loOT r·le. T CALCULI.Tf A IlEIo' ESf It-lATE OF" THE CONDE"'~t..;<
c-- CAPACITY CO~:FF1CIEt.T ft,,::,lU orl HIE CUIlIlEllT IIND t'Klvluus ESTlI-I:.Tl::s ANO
c-- CAI.CULfoTt:O VALUES All[) 'H.. IUllN TO NODE I• •
CCU!FF=CCC,fC-CCCOfF
IF(ICAPeC.EU.I) GO TO 33
GO TO 34

33 CCCOFO=CCCQFf
c-- fOR THE FIRST lTEllATJON THE NEW
C-- TliE CURkEtlT

I:.STt~'ArE

IS TA"'t.N TO HE HALf w/IY tlETwEEN

AND CALCULATfJl VALUES.

CCCOFF"'CCCOFF·O.~<tCCl)IFF

GO TO 35
34

ALPti~C=I./CCCOIFO/CCOIFF-I.1

CCCINC=(CCOFf·CCCOFO
CCCOFO=CCcoFF
CCCOFF=CCCOfF.ALPtiAcoCCC.INC
35 CCOIFO=CCDtFF
ICAPCC::ICIlPCC .. 1
GO TO 10
32 Wk1TEl6.3nl
36 FOR~~T(' ICIIPCC Ell.CE[OS NAll.. VALUE')
31 CONTlNUt:
ICAPCC=l
ETEROH~A~SlTEvAP-r[VAPOI

CTEROR=AqSlTCOND-TCONDO)
c-- IF THE D1FFER(NCtS HET\rl£EII TliE CURI{ENT AND OLD r.STI"lATES OF ThE. E\lAPO~ATING
C-- MiD CONOEt'lSIN(, TlHPERATUIlES ARE Lf5S THAN TliE llt.SltiEO TOLERANCES PHOC€'t':l1.
IFI[T[ROR.LE.0.050.IlNO.CTEkO".L[.0.051 GO TO II
C-- PPINT AN EPROI{ MESS,AGE IF ;:STEMP IS GI'IEAHR 1l1AN 01'1 [CWAL Tv T"'I:: t"A;O"UIA
c-- NUMaEI< OF ITEI{AT10iIS.
IFlI5TE~lP.GE.251 GO TO 13
ISTEMP=ISTEMP·l
c-- IF THE TOLERANCES ON THE EVAPORIITHIG "'NO COliDEtlSINU TEr~PER.\TUIolES ,o.RE 'lOT MET
C-- RETURN TO NODE I •
GO TO I
13 aRITEl6.\21
12 FOJ.lMAl(' ISH)"? EXCEEDS MAll.. VALUE')
11 CONTINUE
c-- CALCULATE TrlE TEMPERAT;JI~E OF THE ,IIR LeAVING THf: CONDENSER.
TAIROD"'TAIRC"CliT/lRAFLO~l.Ol)

Tlrl~: 1/1: SECONOS PER 90 ~'tllJTES OF I'WNNING T(Hf.
DFTIM=O.
IFlTADP.L£.l.) DFTIM~~400.oErlTLF/10FHKwoOFEFf)
C-- CALCUL,\TE Tnt: PO .. Efj COrISU.~PTlorl OF TH~ OUTSIDE AIR FAI~ MOTOR AND THE 1"I£I\T
C-- "OOEO TO Trif. OUT~I[)£ All{ UY THt FAtl AND f>lOTOR.
F .\NOK W=F ANu TI1'"'':I. 1 '"'OAFL 01 I 000 • IFOI': FF

C-- CALCULAT:: THE DEFROST

a

lir~Cf"'Ft,NUKw'"'{\.-FOEFFl

C-- CALCULATE THe I'Olft:R COI'oSUI1PTION OF THE ~OOM
C-- /lOUteD TO TH~: ROt'M ,\il< UY TIlE FAN AIm IHHOR.

AP~

FAN MOTOR MID THE hf.Ar

FANTKW~FANITlio~.&I·~Afl.O/lOOO./F[Eff
HTFIF"'FA~rK~UI1.-FltfFl

C-- CALCULATE TrlF TEMPEliflTUR£ 0F hit:: OUTSIO[ AIR ll:.AV!NG THE UNI

r.

TAIPti:TAIN~~·rlTFOF/l~t\fLIJU!.O\1

C-- CALCULATE TltE TEI~PEHATUllt: OF THE ,,00:·1 ,\IU LEAVII-Hj THE UNIT.
T.\ 1 Rn::: TA IHUO.tt I F I f I IHAfLl)O J .011
C-- C.\LClJlAfE HtE kATE OF Hf.IH ()UT?uT TO THf. HOOM AIH.
nO'JT =ClI T.H If If
C-- CilLCULHE TilE NET ",ITE Of IIEAT "EI~OVAL FROM THt OUT~IDt AIR.
HI N=E.HT -C It TLU:; -11 TFOF
C-- CALCULATE THf PUWEli INPUT TO TH"': UNI f.
PIN ~CO"'I~ W" F ANOI\. W. F AN 1 K\i' CHKW
IlETUJ.lN
END
tiPSIM
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c-·· HEAT PUMP SI"lULflTIlJ', I-',W"RMl C - __ T,HS PIWGHAN (;'\LClJLl\TES T,·f. SEASOr'''L

c--

PF.~FO!~M"'NC[ Of A HEAT PU"W Pl.AIH.
c-- SUHPI'O(,I~:"MS REoUlfttD III CQIIJUNCT!ON "11H THIS "'HOG~"'.1 -_ l-!PL.IJTA,
C-- ULOCI< OATh. SATPI'~. VAI-'OU. SPVOL, TSAr.
ftEAL K"?EllIJ.K'IIHllc.ll

H'SI'l,

DIMErlSION TRMlt.E(20) ,Hll5AT"f12JlI.DSHLOSIIO)
OT'-4cil';!ON SE~~UN{c\)
CO~'~ON JPL 0/\ r A INf.! • COM 1 ,COM2 • COf.4 J. C(JM4 • t:F.:F I Cl' L r:: F 1(2 • POl YN. COl-l111F •

ICt'Kw.CCCl

.CCC2.CCC3.flAFLO.FAtIITt"Flr::FF.~CCl.tCC2.ECC3"IF.OAFLO.

IF~t'OTH.FOEFf,DfttKW.Of(ff

c~-

COMMON 1r.tt::SL r \/HOUT. f' IN dHN, [tIll, fEVAP, reONO. TA I HQ. T A IIHI. HOP. T2,
lREFflO,OFT IM
CALL su13PUQuHAM kllLDTA TO READ IN TIlE PAftA/1ETE"b Dt.F INfNG THE HEAT Pu'lP

C-- PLANT.
CALL RPLOTA
c-- REIID III THE DESIGN ROOM AIR Tt:I-lPEr<ATUI<E, TH!'.: Ot::iiGN OUT~IDE AIH rE·we:M.'TU~f::
C-- AND TH!:: I;lALMJCt: POINT OUT~IOl TE.~Pf:.RATURE AT IjtllCH THE tiE.tT "E.vUII;~J-1t:'lT rs

C-- lERO.
HE,\Ol::i.21 TROOM,ODT,TtlOrlT
2 FOI<:-I,:T('lFIO.5)

c--

c--

READ It! THE NUt~tlt:R Of DESIGN HEAT LOSS VALUEs fUR WHICH THE SE"SON,\L
PC:RfOQMANCE I~ TO BE DET~RMINED.
R~:AD(5.1INOHLOS

c--

c--

I fOll!<4I\T (16015)
RE.\O rr~ THE DESI{,N HE.H LOSS VALUES.
RL\O 15.21 (U5HLOS ( I J , I = I .rlOi1L05)
RE/,O [ .., L1n.~AL UESCIoIIPTION (Jf THE ~tEATING SE;'::'UN.
~EAOI5.70JSEASON

70 fORMATIOl\41
READ IN THE NUMBt:R Of 0.\'(5 IN THE ~tEATING SEA5U!'< AND THE MEAN VALUE Of
C-- ~ELATI'IE HUt·lIDITY OYER Tin: HEATIt~G St:. ... SON.
READIS,210AYS,Rtl
REAO IN THE NUMeE~ OF OUTSIDE AIR [EMPEHATU~E ~ANGES TO BE CONSIOE~fO.
REAO(5,IINTRANG
c-- PEAO IN HIE OUTSIUt AIl~ TEMPERATURE RANGES.

c--

c--

READI5t2)lTRANGE(II.I~I.tITf(Al~G)

c~~

READ IN TH[ NUH8[f1 OF HOURS AT EACH TEM",[RATURl:. flANGE DURING TIlE hEATING
c-- SEASON.
R[AOIS.21 (HRSATTlIl.l=l.NTRANGI
PRINT OUT THE DESiGN CONOITlOtl5 MID WEATHER DATA.
WRITE (6.401
40 fORMATIIHl,IIIIIIIIII,37X,' ~~~~~~o~~o~o~~o~~~o~~~o~~~~~o~~oo~oo*o

c--

l"~"oo""'O""'~'J

'liRITEl6.411
FOR~'AT(3·"~"

41

....... AiR SOURCE tlEAT PUMP SEASO"lAL PERfORMANCE .. " .... 1

WRIlE lto.58)

58 fOnMArIII15V.,'

DESIGN

CONl>ITIor~S')

wRITElb.S9)TKOOM
fOR~\t1T

59

(1130X,'

ROO~t

DESiGN

TE~'Pf.R"TURE

l'.FH.l.1 OEG. C')
',,"RIlt.lb.b0100T
FOP~\AT('O',30X,IOUTSlOE DESIGN

60

!

fORtIAT(IO',30X.ldi\lI\NC~ POHIT

6)

TEMPERHURE

',fa.I.1 lIED. C'l
WRITEI6,6IlTNOHT
fOR ll:.tW HEAr H!:.QUIHEtt[NT

1 ·,FtI.},' OEG. C'I
WRIT[I~.6~)SEASON

6')

6J
60'0

I

68

FORt'.\Tl'O',JOX,'tIEAT!NG SEASON
.... RITt.16.!lJ)
FOl-lMATlII151X,' tlEATHEIl [lATA')
.... ITEif,,641
FORt'ATIIIJOX.' TEMf'. kAtlGE'.4X.'
ItUUl'f5
ttO:.Ji-l5' I
\oIPI TE.lb.b~1
rOPM,l.fIJI).,.'
OUi. C ',2JX,'
OEG. Cl)

flEAT PUMP SIHULAT h)N ?f-ll,)(,RAM C

'o!l~41

',7,\"

TEMP. ftANGE',Io.X,1

p,\GE

I

OF

OO~~OOO"U"OOOO"'O~~""UvOUO""""OO"~"""~""""'OO"""OUO"""O"'",,,,~oo.''''oo'''o'''''''o''''''.U''ooUv
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rlCOll=(Nr~ArIG'IJ/l

NeOL c=11 T11 ArJr./2

00 1,b IJ 1:: 1 ,llCOL2

N;>-::III'NCOLI
WR I f"-

(t>. h~J

HUNGI'.

on ) .tiHSA TT (11\ ) • HII\NGE (NZl • tiff SA TT HIZI

65 rowI-lAT (. 0' .31x.FE,.1, 7J.

ot> CorJ r lNut:
r F (NeOL I .EO .NCOL2. I)

,I'" .3.} lX.Fb.l, 71. ,1'9.3)

.... IH n' (6.071 TRArlGE hlCOL 1) • HIl~,n T (NeOL 11

67 FUkHA'rC'O'.JIX,fb.l.7J.,FQ.JI

c-C~-

'olk!Tl:(6.72IHI"I
72 FORMATt'O',JOX,'MtAN kELATlVI:. HUMrll!TY DU~INl> H~:ATING SEASON
"'.
If7.;?)
OETERr~INE HIE SEASONAL PERFOHMAtlCE AND PRIm QUi THE RESuLTS FOk EACtl

OE~10N

HEAT LOSS VAlU[ IN TURN,
DO 73 N"'\.NOHLOS

Ql-llOS=DSHLOSCN)
C-~

CALCULATE HiE HEAT folEOUIR[M(NT

IN 11.101 PER OEO, C TEMPERATURE OlfFEHUICE.

K~PEkO::OI-lLOS/(TNOHr-ODrl

DEGDhS=O.
THTHflS=O.
TOPHI<$:::O.
TDfHr~s=o •

TK"HHO=O.

C--

C--

C-C--

C--

c-C-C--

HPOUT=O.
IWIN=O.
SHIN=O.
DHIN=O.
SHKWMX=O.
OETERMINE THE ~IEAT PUMP PERFORt~,'NCE AT EACtI TEMPf.~ATURE RANGE If> TURN.
DO 3 l=l.NTHANI"i
TlJUTA=TRANGl'j! )
!FlTOUTA.G[.TrlOHTl GO TO 3
CAlCUlAT£ THE l"tHE AT wHICH HEAT ~IUST £lE SUPPLlc.D FOR THE TE~IPERATlJRE RAo'lGt';
BEING CONSIDERED.
KWHREO= I TNO~tT - TOu TAl <I K\'lPEIIO 0HHSA T T j I I
CALL SUUPRnG~Ml IIPSIM TO DEn:rHUNE THE H£AT PUo"1l-' P(HFOIH1ANCE FOR IHE CUt<l';>l.'IIT
OUTSIDE TE~PEHATuRE RANGE.
'
CALL HPSIMtTOUTA.lHt,TfWO~11
OfHPH=O.
IFtOFTIM.GT.O.1 OFHPH=OfTIM/5400.
OPHRS=KWHREQ/HOUT
OF HRS=OPHRS °DFttPH
IF THE REIlUIR£D NUH!iER OF HEAT PU~IP OPEflATING I1vURS PLUS THE HOURS NECESS"I~Y
FOR OEFROSTING ,olKE LESS HlflN TI1E NU"lBER OF I1QU":S AT THE TEMf>£H . . . TURf Hll,NGE
NO SUPPLEf<4E"'TARY ~j[AT IS REtlUIREO.
!ftfQPHR$'QFHRS).LEoHRSATTlllI GO TO 4
FHTMET=~~SATTtI)/(OPHRS+OfHRS)
OPHRS=OPHRS~FHTMET

C--

c-C-C--

C--

Of HRS=UFHRS""fll TME T
IT IS ASSUMED TH,\T IF THE OUTSInE AIR- TE'·tP[11ATUI-IE. 15 A~OVE 0 DEC,. C 4,-.:0 Tl'lE
SU!~ Of THE OP(luTlNG HUUflS MiD THE DEFROST HOUR::, IS LESS THAN on f.:UUAL TO
HALF THE NUMf,EH OF rlOUR~ AT THE TEttPf.:HATURE RANt'E TI'4.T SELF OEFROST WILL
OCCUR.
UNDER Tl-I[SE CONDITIONS NO ELECTRiC POlO'tfl 1:) REuUIREO TO DEffl:)ST THE
EVAl>lJHATOIl.
4 I F I lTOUTA.GT .0.1 • AND. ( 10PHRS.OFHRS) /HRSA TT I I I .LE. O. '; I 1 OF"HHS=O.
,IPIOoIHQ=HOUT l>uPttR S
HPI(WrlI=PINl>OPHIlS
DHK'Io'11::Df HH S "OF !11':\II
SHK WH::K wHi"lEO-l"f'K\II;-iQ
SHKW=SHKWIIII"'HSATT t I)
IF ISHKW.Gf .SHKwHXI SHKwMX:SHKW
OfGOAS=OEGOAS, ~!R~A TT ( 11 ~ l I tlOHT - TOUT AI/24.
THT !-illS =THTltflS. Hll::'A TT t I )
TOPHllS=TOPHJlS·UPliRS
TOFHR<; =TOF ,jtlS • Of HIl S
TKwHRO:TKWHRO'KWHI-IEO
~tPOUT=HPOU r ·HPKlmo
P,\GE
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HP J N"HP 1Ill" HPI~""'H i

SHIN=SiljN+$HKl'I!i

p.,. ()HK ,111

OH I N""Dtl
3 CCmlIMJE

liOUR5=[)IIY~"'21,•
Cli I ~"liOUQ!><> CtH( ~I
tiP 1 N=HP I 11/+ (ftOUk$- TQPt1KS I "C/iKW
TK "'r,~ I "HP I N+ Sli I N + OH III

c--

SC(Jp=Tr:'fIHkO/Tt.; .... HRI
PRI~IT

OUT

THE

Sf:AS(J~flL

P~I/fOJ:!1MK£

FIGURES.

",RIT[lb.401

wiHTf(6.411
WRllf:.(6.711

7}

FOf~MlT(J7X.'

.......... KLIHAIKvLA KMVP

~ao

tiEAT

AT U.C.O ............ ,)

PUM~

WRrT((6.6~IDr~L_OS

62 rOIIMIITC//]JX,'DESIGt/ IlET HEIIT LOSS FROM UUIlUING
l , f e . ? ' Kw')

wRITEln.4clDEGOA$
42 FORMAT(·O'.JOX.'H[ATING SEASON OEGHEE. OAYS

1

'.f1.21
wrH lE ((,.43) H()WIS
43 FOR~~AT ( '0 ' • 30X, I NLI~m:oR OF HOUI.IS J N HEA TrNG 51:. ASON
1
'.F9.01
WR 1 rE u" 44) ItlT HRS
44 FQRIM 1" ( • O' • 30X. 'I'U~IBER OF HOURS I'HEN 11EII T IS HEOU I HEll

1

',F<J.Ol

WRITElb,45}TOPHRS
45 FORI1ATltO',JCX,'tiEAT PUMP ()PEflATING HOURS

1

',f9.01
WHIl'E(6.46)TDFh~S

46 FORHA T ( • 0' • 30X, '1iUHBER OF HOUIlS WHEN !)EFROS T 'lE

1

A' El{

J S REQLJl REil

'.F9.01

WRITE(6.47)TKWt1RO
41 r{lRHAT(I/30X,' TOTAL r(ILOI-IIITT HOURS OF 11[IIT ;)UPPLIEu
I
',F'::l.OJ
WRITE(6.46)~iPOUT

40 F0l1"'lATI'{I'.30X,'KIlOiolATT 110Uli:5 SUPPL.IEO 8'1' Ht:.IIT ?ur~p

1

'.F9.0l
wRl, E (6', 491 Tr(WHR I

49 FORHAT(/130X.,

1

t

TOTAL

KILO\~ATr

HOU~S

CONSIJMEO

.F9.0J

WRlTE(6,50)
rOR~~AT('O'.30X,'KIlO\IIITT

HOUPS CON5U~ED 13'1' Hr. AT PUMP'l
(6.51 )hPIN
51 FOR~\AT(30);,' (lNCLUDIN{i CflANKCASt" HEATEII aUT EXCLUDHIG DEFROST 11E~
ITER)
',rl,l.(I)
WR I TE (f,. 52) 5t111.
52 FORI-IA T ( '0' ,30);. 'K I LOwA TT 11OUl1:S Of SUPPLEME~!T>lRy HE/\ T
SO

~IRITE

I

',F9.Q)

WRlTEt6.53)CHIN
53 fOIHiATtoO',30X,'KILOwATT HOURS CONSUMED BY Dr.fROST HEATER

1

',F9.0)
W"ITEtb.~4)CHW

fORMI\,Tt'O',30X.'KILOWATT NOURS CON'.,Ut·t[O In C~ANr:CASE HEATC.w
',f9.0l
,WI TE t 6. t.,o,) seop
55 rlJRMATIII:'lO",' SEASDr.l,\L COEFflCIEtll Of PLHrOKi~ANCE
I
',F9.])
WR I TE t 6.56 l S~IKWH);
56 fOW~AT(f/J(/)(" RlIlUlrlEO SUI-'f'LE'1UHII:IY hEATER Cr,PI'CIn, KTLO\>lflTT::;
S~

I

I
13 CONT1NUE

',f7.2)

WR!TEib.51)
57 fon~\IITt!HI"I~Ew PAGE')
STOtU,!}
HEAT PUMP

SI~Ut.ATlON

PI<O{iRflM C
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c-- (,PlI"lT~ ---

c--

f'lf'ln'\T\"1'

rll!:' s.UGPqOGRA'~ READS

F

IN THE CONSTANTS D£FIIHNG THE "filINGS A"ID

rI-lH'flCT[RISTICS OF THE HEAT

PU~lP

COMPUNEtHS.

<:IIQf/f'l('T'''!:: PPLllTA
(('1"'-'1)"
lot '1' T r./rm. COtAl • CO'>'2. CO'4]. CON4. efF I Cl. cer le?. POL YN. CO'-1HTF.

lCHwl'.crCl

,rrC?CCC3.rlAFLO.FAIJITH.FIErF.ECCl.~CC2.ECC3.gF.OAFlO.

1Ft, 'I'" 11.l. ':"IF" rr . nFHK '>( .I)FEFF

c--

PF~n

l~

IH"M) l<::

c-c--

J

T,~r

o!

~[FnIGERINT

NUIIUER.

lOOP

rf\l"!AT(l~I'''

1'''-1\1' IN 11-',

fflN<;To\:lTS FOfl THE (QUflTION FOR THE REfRIGERANT MASS FLOW '(ATE
Tl-'P.()'lr:H 11.10:- fOIJPl«<;<;OR.
Rr'~(~.,rnJCOI-'1.COM2,COt13,COM4

10'1 Fn<lVAT ("1'")<;.51

c-- I1fr.'1 T~' T,-,r rONsTM1TS FOil THE COMPI<ESSOrl EFFICiENCY F.ClUA1TON. THE INI)EX ru><:
c-- Pfll.vTDI')PTr C'lt·l?RESSI0N. THE CO'1PRF:SSOH tlEAT TR4NSFER FACTO~ (Kw/DEG. Cl .... "10
C-- TI-lF if"l~I~"c~"r ~lF .... T[R PATlr~G 0(101).
PF ~'" Cc;.?) C":F I Cl. CEn C2. pot. YII. CO"'\lTF. CHKrI
:> rOP".\T (ll!'"] n.Sl
C-- Q!'"IIi"l T'" T'"''' CONSTANTS FO~ Tt-'E CO~lflEN5[" OPACITy COEfFiCiENT EOltATIO~. n'E
M~<;" nl')'~ 1>!TE .OF· ~~OM AIR (KG/<;1. THE TOT,\L HtAD I,CRose; TH~ ~004 AIR FAN
C-- (~'FH,r-<; ':IF '·IIlI. IINI) THE EffiCIENCY OF Hlf ROO'" AIR Ff."U'IOTOR.

c-·

QF~PfC;.:>\rCCl.CCC2.CCC3.HAFLo.F~NrTH.Flf.FF

".! P'F C(lNo;T~'lTS FOR THE E.... A<>ORATOR CAPIICITY COEFFICIErn EOUATIO'l. P·E
qVol\<.:e; F"liTI)t>. hiE OUTSIDE r.IQ 'It.SS FLD;o H.\TE (KG/SI. T!-lF. TOTAL hEr.n t.C .. ~;;'::,
C"- THE flllTqnF FA"i (METOES OF AIR). ~1j(1 THE EFFICllNCY OF THE OUTSIDE F/I.',/.'\)Tu;<
PI: Ill" (I:;.?l feCI. ECC2. ECC3. flF. OAFLO. F ANOTH. FO(FF
C-- ~?fAO 11,j T'"
I~ATING OF THE OEfllOST HEATER (KW) AND THE EFFICIENCy OF T'1E
c-- or:f"""T <:'Y"TE~l.

C--

c--

o<"~,n

f1rtnf<;;..?\OFtlKw.OFEFr
QrTt,pl~

f.~'n

PAGf

fH'l.rn 11

1
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